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Software security defects are coding flaws which allow for a system’s security

to be compromised. Due to the potential severity of these defects, it is important

to discover them quickly; therefore, they are a good focus for software quality im-

provement efforts such as code inspection. Our research focuses on vulnerability

prediction models, which use machine learning to identify code that has an elevated

likelihood of containing these defects. In particular, we study continuous predic-

tion models, which repeatedly search for vulnerable code over a period of time,

rather than being used at just one particular moment. To empirically evaluate the

prediction methodologies that we define, we collected a fine-grained dataset of vul-

nerabilities in PHP applications. We then defined and implemented a method for

defining families of features, or metrics, which characterize both the change in code

over time and the state of the code at a given moment, enabling a systematic and fair

comparison of continuous and traditional prediction models. We also introduce a

methodology for effort-sensitive learning, which optimizes to minimize the expected

cost of inspecting the code that is ultimately flagged by the model.

Our results show that the security defects in our dataset were long-lived, with

a median lifetime of 871 days. Continuous prediction more readily discriminated



vulnerable from non-vulnerable code than traditional static prediction did, and pre-

diction was more efficient when changes were broken apart by file than when they

were aggregated together. However, high code churn negated some of the efficiency

gains of continuous predictors in simulations, and the optimal prediction method

in a given scenario depended on making a tradeoff between speed of detection and

cost savings. As an additional contribution, we have released the fine-grained defect

dataset – the first of its kind – to the public, in order to encourage future work in

this field.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software security vulnerabilities are software defects which allow for malicious

users to compromise the security of a system. Successful attacks often entail the

exploitation of one or more of these vulnerabilities; for this reason, finding vul-

nerabilities in systems, and preventing them from being created in the first place,

is of considerable interest. High-profile vulnerabilities in commonly used software

have the potential to impact the security of countless systems; for example, the

Heartbleed vulnerability in OpenSSL affected a large proportion of Linux systems

connected to the internet [172]. Although detecting and preventing attacks (i.e.

exploits against vulnerabilities) could serve as an alternative method of preventing

these security breaches, we exclusively focus on preventing vulnerabilities in this

work, as these vulnerabilities are the ultimate cause of the problem.

Software security vulnerabilities are a subset of software defects, and many

of the techniques designed for analyzing and preventing defects can also be applied

to vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities are distinct from weaknesses, which are common

design or implementation issues that can lead to vulnerabilities [95]. For example,

in the CWE (Common Weakness Enumeration), which is a standard taxonomy of

weaknesses, “failure to handle incomplete element” is an implementation issue indi-

cating a failure to handle incomplete input properly. Then, in the CVE (Common

Vulnerabilities and Exposures) (a namespace for identifying specific vulnerabilities

in specific products) one entry related to this weakness describes a denial-of-service

vulnerability where a specific software project hangs when it receives an incomplete

HTTP message. Because vulnerabilities ultimately originate from programming er-

rors, much guidance has been produced for developers on how to avoid making the

1



most common of these errors [6]. Despite this, the flood of new software vulnera-

bilities continues. Such vulnerabilities often persist undiscovered for long periods of

time [115], opening a large window of opportunity for unseen attackers to take con-

trol of systems. It is clear that a better way to prevent vulnerabilities, and discover

existing vulnerabilities more quickly, is needed.

One approach to remediating vulnerabilities is to implement protective mea-

sures on the level of the platform or operating system, such as Control Flow In-

tegrity [1] or Address-Space Layout Randomization [132], to disrupt patterns of

activity that are almost always indicative of a vulnerability being exploited. How-

ever, only a few classes of vulnerabilities can be remediated in such ways (for in-

stance, none of the scripting language vulnerabilities that we study in this work

would benefit from this). Other, more ambitious, schemes, require the developer to

adopt a new, more secure platform that makes vulnerabilities more difficult to cre-

ate [160]. Other methods modify the semantics of an existing language or platform

in order to subvert common exploit-related behaviors while attempting to render

normal behaviors unaffected. While such approaches are highly effective in some

circumstances [149], there will inevitably be cases where enhanced security mea-

sures disrupt legitimate behavior in hard-to-diagnose ways, leading developers to

mistrust and shy away from these approaches.

In this work, we take a different approach for preventing vulnerabilities. Rather

than introducing additional countermeasures to prevent exploits, we examine mea-

sures that can be taken during the software engineering process, such as code re-

views, to prevent the vulnerabilities from making it into production in the first place.

More specifically, we study vulnerability prediction models, or machine learning mod-

els which can point developers and testers to areas of the code where vulnerabilities

are likely to exist. Although some work in this field [66] takes a qualitative approach

to finding types of code where vulnerabilities are common, our approach is quan-
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titative, in the sense that the relationships between the presence of vulnerabilities

and some numerical attributes of the source code are analyzed.

1.1 Vulnerability prediction models and software quality

Three major steps must be taken in order to build such a vulnerability pre-

dictive model: (1) Attributes (sometimes known as features or metrics) must be

computed for each file or each code change; (2) A model must be trained by looking

for associations between these attributes and the locations of known vulnerabilities

in the past; (3) The resulting model will guide a user of the model toward similar

parts of the codebase where unknown vulnerabilities are likely to currently exist,

or are likely to exist in the future. The traditional approach for computing these

attributes has been with software metrics (and this is the approach that we take in

this work).

Historically, software metrics were intended to serve as a standardized ap-

proach for quantifying, or indicating, software quality [21]. One common way of

validating these metrics (for their soundness as quality indicators) was to associate

them with the presence of software defects [89]. This was done by demonstrating

that a software metric is associated with (is directly correlated with) or predicts (via

a model) the presence of defects (or other quality factors), with the primary goal of

establishing the metric’s validity in general.

Later on, in the field of statistical defect prediction, the focus shifted from the

validation of individual metrics toward the practical utility of identifying defect-

prone areas of code. Practitioners of defect prediction note that the “best” metrics

for predicting defects vary from project to project [92, 159]. However, identifying

good candidates beforehand is not necessary, as machine learning algorithms are

capable of building “black-box” models which simply treat software metrics (or

other features, such as tokens in the source code [165]) as raw data for the prediction
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algorithms, estimating which portions of the source code are more likely to contain

undiscovered defects.

Despite the differing focus of these two problems (quality metric validation

and statistical defect prediction), both share the common goal of statistically linking

some characteristic of the source code to the presence of defects (or vulnerabilities,

which can be treated as a subset of defects in general). In other words, one or

more independent variables (which vary from study to study) are associated with

the occurrence of software defects, the dependent variable. (In this work, note

that we study software metrics from both perspectives – as a means for predicting

vulnerabilities and as an object of study in their own right.)

In the statistical defect prediction field, it is generally expected that prediction

will be used for directing defect-detection activities, such as code inspection, to areas

of the code identified by the predictive model. Although such models are rarely

“explainable” (it is difficult to work backward from the model and explain exactly

how the metrics and vulnerabilities are related), they have nevertheless proven useful

in practice. One study found that machine learning models performed better than

expert human judgment when identifying portions of a codebase most likely to

contain undiscovered defects [154]. Defect prediction tools have seen practical use

in industrial, government, and commercial organizations [93], such as Microsoft [29].

Although the predictive models are almost always based on software metrics of some

kind, various transformations of metrics, many of which attempt to incorporate

historical data to enhance predictions, have been extensively studied [38].

Vulnerability prediction is a specific kind of statistical defect prediction which

focuses only on vulnerabilities. Vulnerability prediction experiments are usually set

up to determine which files have an elevated likelihood of containing vulnerabilities

at one specific moment in time [104]. Software metrics have been used to predict

vulnerabilities, as well as non-metric information such as code churn or information
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on developers [139]. The rationale for vulnerability prediction – that quality im-

provement resources should be focused on “risky” parts of the codebase – is similar

to that of standard defect prediction [48]. Although most vulnerability prediction

studies are done on a file level (looking for whole files that are more likely to be

vulnerable than others), some studies have been done on the level of commits [90]

or changesets [23], although these change-level studies were exploratory in nature,

and predictive models were never actually built.

Predictive models are not the only technique that has been proposed for find-

ing latent vulnerabilities in a codebase. Other vulnerability discovery techniques

exist, and prediction, which used properly, can complement these techniques. Static

analysis tools such as [67, 168, 173] look for situations in code that are indicative of

specific, identifiable vulnerabilities. However, these tools are limited (in the sense

that they can only find the specific vulnerability patterns that they were developed

to find) and suffer from high false positive rates [4, 5, 10, 162]. Fuzz testing [52], a

dynamic method, involves using tools to find specific vulnerabilities by searching for

inputs that induce crashes. However, as with static analysis, fuzz testing tools can

only find certain types of vulnerabilities that they were designed to find. Penetration

testing tools, another approach to discovering vulnerabilities, automatically explore

applications from the outside. However, these tools tend to find only a small pro-

portion of latent vulnerabilities [4, 5, 10, 14, 45]. Although these other techniques

can serve as a useful adjunct to traditional quality improvement methods such as

manual testing, because they can find vulnerabilities that traditional methods would

have missed [162], the limited range of vulnerabilities that they can find (in relation

to manual testing) and high false-positive and false-negative rates mean that they

are not adequate on their own.

Predictive models, by their very nature, make no attempt to find specific in-

stances of specific vulnerabilities or weaknesses in a codebase. Rather, they identify
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the portions of a codebase where such vulnerabilities are most likely to appear. Be-

cause the characteristics of these portions of the codebase are learned during the

training process (rather than coded into the tool from the start), vulnerability pre-

diction models will seek to find patterns similar to those encountered during the

model training process, allowing for future use of a tool to direct the user toward

types of vulnerabilities that weren’t even known at the time the tool was built. Also

note that predictive models cannot actually verify the presence or absence of a vul-

nerability; for example, if a model correctly indicates that a certain portion of the

code is likely to contain a vulnerability, it will probably continue to indicate this even

after the vulnerability is fixed, because fixing the vulnerability will not significantly

change the attributes that triggered the prediction in the first place. However, the

unique way that vulnerability prediction works makes it possible to synergistically

combine vulnerability prediction models with other quality improvement techniques,

such as code inspection, traditional software testing, or vulnerability discovery tools

such as the ones discussed previously. For example, one study [125] found that

vulnerability discovery tools and vulnerability predictive models conferred similar

benefits when used in isolation, but in some settings, the use of both techniques

together was more effective than using either alone. In this related study, predictive

models were used to prioritize static analysis alerts by directing the user to pref-

erentially respond to the alerts which occurred in portions of the codebase which

were flagged by the predictive model. It is also possible to use static analysis tools

in conjunction with predictive models in a different way, by feeding the alerts into

the model as another kind of attribute, allowing the model to take the alerts into

consideration when deciding which parts of the code are most likely to contain true

vulnerabilities. (The justification for this can be found in a previous study [163]

linking statically found vulnerabilities to confirmed vulnerabilities in a codebase.)
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1.2 Current limitations of vulnerability prediction models

Despite the fact that vulnerability prediction is an active research area, all

current work in vulnerability prediction is focused on predicting at the file level,

meaning that characteristics of files are used to predict the current, or future pres-

ence of vulnerabilities in the same files. (This includes our previously published

predecessor to this work [165].) Although, as mentioned previously, several studies

do examine vulnerability-containing commits or changesets, they do not use the

same kinds of metrics that have successfully been used for file-level prediction, and

they are not evaluated in a way that would allow for file-level and change-level stud-

ies to be compared. In fact, as we explore in the more thorough literature review

in Chapter 3, this same limitation is present in state-of-the-art defect prediction

studies as well.

Limiting prediction to the file level has several drawbacks:

• Misalignment with the goal of maximizing the cost-benefit of a quality assur-

ance task : Many studies on improving quality assurance activities start with

the premise that an organization has a fixed total effort budget which can be

spent on the activity, and that the activity must be optimized to derive the

maximum benefit from this budget. For example, one study [84] analyzed

the tradeoff between the number of people assigned to a software testing task

with a fixed man-hour budget and the amount of time that it would take to

complete the task. Another study [130] found that static analysis provided

more of a benefit than penetration testing when examining the effort associ-

ated with each technique. One similar study [11] found that static analysis

tools resulted in cost savings over using no technique at all, due to vulner-

abilities being found earlier, and hence being easier to remediate. Finally,

it was found [10] that automated penetration testing was more cost-effective
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at finding vulnerabilities than traditional manual testing. However, file-level

vulnerability prediction techniques are traditionally evaluated based on their

ability to discriminate vulnerable and non-vulnerable files, and this does not

reflect the amount of effort required to find the vulnerabilities in a flagged file.

(For example, longer files may take more effort to inspect.)

• Failure to distinguish significant effects from trivial ones : As we previously

stated, traditional file-level prediction methodologies do not consider that in-

specting different files requires varying amounts of effort. This is more prob-

lematic than it seems, because ignoring effort can also lead to the recom-

mendation of predictive models which confer no real-world benefit at all. For

example, one set of experiments [87] found that a random (trivial) model could

appear to be beneficial if the wrong evaluation criteria were used, and that

simply flagging the largest files in a product for inspection appears to work

surprisingly well, as larger files have more code and more opportunities to con-

tain vulnerabilities. In other words, evaluating predictive models by counting

vulnerable and non-vulnerable files fails to establish the credibility of these

models as useful tools for quality improvement.

• Failure to fit into typical software engineering processes : File-level prediction

models are evaluated with the presumption that the model is run at just one

point in time and is used to flag vulnerabilities that may have persisted for

many months or years. However, it may be preferable to instead utilize these

models continuously, picking out individual changes (or portions of changes)

to inspect for new vulnerabilities. This kind of continuous prediction has been

explored to an extent for general defect prediction; however, these studies did

not use the same kinds of features (metrics) that are used in file-level pre-

diction, and the comparative benefits of file-level and change-level prediction
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have never been examined. Given the general goal of maximizing benefit while

minimizing effort, it would be desirable to compare the benefits and effort as-

sociated with file-level and change-level prediction and choose a technique

accordingly.

• Attributes must be defined at the file level : If prediction is only done at the

file level, then all attributes (or features) used for prediction must also be

defined at the level of individual files. Furthermore, the statistical relationships

between the attributes and the vulnerabilities must be such that the trend in

the attribute in one file contributes to the presence of vulnerabilities in the

same file (as opposed to a different file). It is possible to avoid both of these

limitations by performing non-file-level prediction which incorporates features

not defined at the file level. We discuss this issue in more detail in Chapter 7

and in our previously published work [83].

Overcoming these deficiencies which stem from an over-reliance on file-level

prediction motivates the major theme of this thesis: predicting vulnerabilities at

multiple levels, such as at the file level, the change level, and the release level,

with each level having its own associated experimental setup. To empirically study

how each of these prediction setups works in practice, we experimentally evaluate

each technique by using historical vulnerability data extracted from PHP web ap-

plications. This facilitates a series of retrospective experiments which estimate how

helpful these prediction techniques would have been in real-world scenarios where

vulnerabilities were present.

1.3 Definitions and assumptions

In this document, we utilize the following terminology related to defects and

vulnerabilities:
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Defect: We define a defect to be an error made during the programming or

specification process that could potentially lead to unintended or erroneous opera-

tion in some runtime scenario. Note that a specification error may lead to behavior

which was intended by the developers but is unsuitable or erroneous in practice.

For example, a specification may describe a password system that has no password

length requirements; this would lead to an insecure system, therefore, this behavior

would be considered a defect, despite the fact that the specification was implemented

faithfully. Also, a defect entails the simple presence of a programming or specifi-

cation error in a software product – in other words, an instance of a defect is not

necessarily tied to a specific software failure at a specific time.

Vulnerability: We define vulnerabilities to be the subset of software defects

that can allow for an attacker to compromise the security of a system; for example,

an integrity, reliability, or confidentiality property. Vulnerabilities are a subset of

defects. As with defects, vulnerabilities are not necessarily tied to specific security

breaches which occurred at specific times. Furthermore, although the existence of

an exploit (a series of inputs or interactions that allows for the system’s security

to be compromised) is necessary for a vulnerability to exist (because otherwise the

security breach in question wouldn’t be possible), the specific inputs or interactions

involved in such an exploit need not be formally defined.

Security defect: Synonym for vulnerability. Although the prediction tech-

niques introduced in this work were exclusively evaluated on vulnerabilities, they

would also be applicable to defects in general.

In addition, the following assumptions regarding vulnerabilities are made through-

out this work:

Vulnerabilities come from the CVE/NVD : In each of the experiments in this

work, we utilize the National Vulnerability Database [110] as the sole source of

vulnerabilities which we analyze. The implications of this are that (1) we did not
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attempt to independently discover any latent vulnerabilities in the products that

we analyzed; and (2) we deferred to the judgment of the vendors (who issued secu-

rity advisories, which act as the primary sources of vulnerabilities for the studied

products in the NVD) when it comes to determining which defects can be consid-

ered vulnerabilities and which defects cannot. The practical implications of this

assumption are discussed more detail in Chapter 6.

Latent vulnerabilities and known vulnerabilities are similar : It is very likely

that unknown (latent) vulnerabilities exist in the products that we studied. We

assume that the character of these vulnerabilities doesn’t significantly differ from

the character of the vulnerabilities in our dataset. If the known vulnerabilities are

different from the unknown ones, the prediction techniques which we evaluated may

not work in the same way on the true set of all vulnerabilities.

All vulnerabilities are equal : We consider all vulnerabilities to be of equal

severity, and we do not credit some vulnerabilities as being more valuable than

others when comparing the effectiveness of various prediction techniques. Note that

CVSS scores, one common method for characterizing the severity of vulnerabilities,

are not associated with the risk that a vulnerability will be exploited in practice [3]

– in other words, ranking vulnerabilities by severity is not as straightforward as it

may seem.

1.4 Document organization

The rest of this document is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we explore how the same software metrics can be computed

at multiple levels. Historically, file-level predictive models have used a far richer

set of features than change-level models, because many more static code metrics

than change metrics have been defined. In this chapter, we introduce the concept

of metric families, which are sets of static code metrics and change metrics which
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share a common functional definition. We then introduce a constructive method for

building these sets, and algorithms for computing these metrics, by simply supplying

the function which characterizes the family. Next, we re-implement a number of

commonly used metrics using this system. Finally, we prove that a subset of metrics

in each metric family will satisfy a set of axioms (or properties) which are based

on the properties of mathematical pseudometric spaces. The metric family work in

this chapter unifies and extends the concepts of code delta and code churn which

have previously been used in software analysis [56], yielding change metrics which

work in the same way as traditional code churn measurements while simultaneously

characterizing concepts such as complexity or coupling.

In Chapter 3, we move on to the problem of how these metrics can be made

into predictive features and fused with vulnerability data in order to build an “exam-

ple set”, or a data structure that can be used to train machine learning algorithms.

Because we have a special interest in diverse experimental setups (in order to predict

at multiple levels), we pay special attention to the varying ways that previous defect

prediction studies have set up their experiments. To this end, we first perform an

extensive literature review focusing on defect prediction methodologies, resulting in

a taxonomy of methods used to adapt and transform features for predictive prob-

lems. We then choose a subset of these feature adaptations and transformations

that may prove useful for vulnerability prediction. Finally, we formally define a

set of operators to build example sets with these adaptations and transformations,

defining how the experiments in later chapters will be performed.

In Chapter 4, we then explore the machine learning algorithms that build

predictive models by finding the patterns in the example sets used to train them.

Although most aspects of machine learning are addressed by off-the-shelf software

packages, we explore two specific problems unique to our experimental needs: build-

ing a model that is calibrated toward expending a predetermined amount of effort
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(making the burden of quality assurance activities more predictable), and the need

to optimize the problem such that a maximal number of vulnerabilities is discov-

ered while expending a minimal amount of effort (rather than optimizing some other

error statistic, as off-the-shelf algorithms would without adaptation). To this end,

we introduce a novel meta-learning algorithm that can “wrap” most off-the-shelf

machine learning algorithms to accomplish both of these goals, taking an approach

similar to several meta-learning algorithms in other domains [36, 174].

In Chapter 5, we turn our attention to the datasets and tools that will be

required to perform a study that predicts vulnerabilities at multiple levels. First, we

build a vulnerability dataset consisting of two PHP web applications and data on a

set of known vulnerabilities in each one. Having this information on known vulner-

abilities enables a retrospective evaluation of vulnerability prediction, testing how

well the predictive techniques would have caught real-life vulnerabilities which had

occurred in the past. Although a number of similar software engineering research

datasets have been made available to the public [94], our study required fine-grained

data on how each historical vulnerability was introduced, repaired, and evolved over

the time when it was present in the codebase. No existing public data contained

this granularity of detail for vulnerabilities (or even for defects in general). For

this reason, we collected a vulnerability dataset (through a largely manual process)

and made it available to the research community through our previously published

work [165]. We then turn our attention to building tools which are capable of de-

veloping and computing the code metrics in accordance with the metric definition

system and algorithms described in Chapter 2. We introduce a novel metric develop-

ment and visualization tool which allows a wide variety of metrics to be developed

and visualized in the context of evolving codebases. This tool was then used to

develop and compute the metrics used in the prediction experiments that follow.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we discuss the results of our prediction experiments,
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utilizing the metrics, predictive features, datasets, and prediction algorithms which

were introduced previously, predicting vulnerabilities at three levels: the file level

(which files are most likely to contain vulnerabilities at a given point in time), the

change level (which individual file changes are more likely to introduce vulnerabili-

ties than others), and the release level (which versions of a product have an elevated

likelihood of introducing vulnerabilities). These results show that, in general, the

machine learning algorithms and meta-learning algorithms have a large impact on

the performance of the resulting predictor, while, in contrast, the complex trans-

formations and adaptations which were used in previous studies (and formalized in

Chapter 3) rarely perform better than a simple set of metrics in this context. Our

use of effort-based evaluation criteria demonstrates that the discriminative power of

the algorithms is best when the algorithms measure changes (as opposed to static

files); however, the large amount of code churn (or code that would have been

deleted for unrelated reasons before any vulnerability was found in it) diminishes

or negates the apparent advantage of change-based prediction. Finally, we perform

simulations which depict, over time, the effect of allocating quality assurance effort

to static file-based inspection, change inspection, or a combination of the two. The

results of these simulations indicate that the “best” prediction strategy or setup

will depend on which goal is to be accomplished: (1) quickly finding vulnerabilities

during the development process before they are found by the general public; or (2)

just maximizing the rate at which vulnerabilities are found by any means, whether

they are found by the general public or during a quality assurance task.
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Chapter 2

Defining families of code and change metrics

In past research, software metrics have been used for various purposes, such as

characterizing various aspects of source code, predicting the occurrence of software

defects and vulnerabilities, and building machine learning features to classify source

code artifacts. Typical defect prediction studies use one of the following classes of

metrics:

• Code metrics: Metrics applied to a single source code file or module. Ex-

amples include the Halstead software science metrics, the McCabe complexity

metrics, and various object-oriented metric suites. Code metrics as defined in

this chapter are equivalent to static code attributes as defined in [92].

• Change metrics: As outlined in [100], some metrics characterize differences

across multiple versions of a module or product, such as “change history of

source files, changes in the team structure, testing effort, or technology and

other human factors to software defects” [100]. We refer to these metrics as

change metrics. Code churn (summing the number of added, deleted, and

modified lines between two versions) is the most common metric in this cate-

gory.

In the context of defect prediction, code metrics and change metrics have

historically been seen as separate entities. Studies tend to utilize code metrics for

file-level prediction and change metrics for commit-level prediction, and there is little

overlap between between the measurement goals of each of these sets of metrics. For

example, cyclomatic complexity [86] is an extremely common code metric for defect

prediction, but defect prediction studies rarely attempt to characterize the change
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in cyclomatic complexity with change metrics. Similarly, two somewhat common

change metrics for defect prediction are code churn and the number of else-parts

added or removed [51]; however, neither of these metrics have a precise analog in

the set of static code metrics that are used for this purpose.

Because the goal of this study is to fairly compare multiple level of prediction

(such as file-level and change-level prediction), this poses two problems:

• Because a much broader variety of code metrics are available for defect pre-

diction than change metrics, the effectiveness of change-based predictors may

be hindered due to the lower-dimensionality feature vector that results.

• Because the available code and change metrics are so dissimilar, it is difficult

to fairly compare the performance of static (file-based) predictors and change-

based predictors, because any performance difference encountered may be an

artifact of the features used.

In this work, we introduce a method for defining and constructing families of

code metrics and change metrics, which are sets containing code and change metrics

that characterize the same underlying concept. The members of these sets, which we

will refer to as metric family members, measure the concept at a static point in time

or characterize various aspects of how the concept changes over time. The specific

member that’s chosen for a vulnerability prediction study will depend on what is

needed for the particular experiment in which the metrics are used. For example,

one metric family could be centered on the concept of methods in object-oriented

programs. Members of this metric family could include:

• A code metric counting the number of methods defined in a file at a particular

revision

• A change metric measuring the number of methods that were added to a file

over a particular revision
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• A change metric measuring the number of methods in a file that were modified

over a particular revision

Metric families unify existing code and change metrics using a formalism (la-

beling functions) that emphasizes the specific aspect of software that is to be mea-

sured, rather than the implementation details of how it is measured. Through this

system of metric families, we replicate many common, existing code metrics while

also defining new kinds of change metrics which would be difficult to construct oth-

erwise; for example, we can build a change metric that shares some characteristics

of both code churn metrics and source code coupling metrics.

In Section 2.1, we introduce and formally define metric families. In Section 2.2,

we define how to construct several metric family members, such as code metrics,

commit-by-commit change metrics, and release-by-release change metrics. In Sec-

tion 2.3, we give several examples of metric families that were defined in this work,

and we discuss the strategies that were employed when defining them. In Section 2.4,

we turn our attention to the theoretical properties of the metric family members,

showing that the change metrics satisfy the mathematical properties of a distance

pseudometric in some circumstances. We also theoretically examine an earlier at-

tempt to unify code and change metrics (code delta) and demonstrate that metric

families have certain desirable properties which this construct does not. Finally, in

Section 2.5, we discuss implementation details of analyzing source code histories,

which has implications for the measurements that result from the history analysis.

2.1 Defining families of metrics by labeling abstract syntax trees

We introduce a formalism for defining families of metrics which is based on

labeling abstract syntax trees (ASTs) in order to capture the phenomenon in the

source code which is to be measured. For example, a family of complexity metrics
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could be defined by placing labels on loops, decision statements, and the other

elements found in source code which contribute to the overall complexity of the

program.

The method in which this labeling should be performed for a particular metric

family is defined by a labeling function, which inputs an abstract syntax tree and

outputs a labeled abstract syntax tree. This functional representation of metric

families is intended to be expressive enough for a wide variety of metrics, such as

coupling metrics, complexity metrics, and other classes of metrics not currently

anticipated. In addition, our labeling functions operate on abstract syntax trees (as

opposed to simpler representations, such as sequences of tokens) to accommodate

metrics that must be sensitive to the context in which tokens appear. For example,

a nesting complexity metric could be sensitive to the depth that control structures

were nested, while a cohesion or coupling metric may be concerned with the function

or class definition that encloses an instance of an external method call.

Although as a general rule, labeling functions only use local information (from

the same abstract syntax tree) when labeling, labeling functions may also consult a

lookup table of function definitions and function calls, which catalogs the origin and

the destination (function name and file name) of all function calls in all files in the

product. This is so metrics that deal with references between files (such as coupling

and cohesion metrics) can be computed. These lookup tables are constructed by the

metric computation engine, at the time that metrics are computed (or potentially

beforehand), by tracing function or method calls to their corresponding definitions,

in an implementation-dependent manner. Our implementation of the construction

of these tables is described in more detail in Chapter 5.

Labeling functions may also consult the name of the file currently being la-

beled, in order to determine which entries in the lookup table refer to the current file

(as opposed to a different file). For example, function calls described in the lookup
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table which originate from the same file can be handled differently from function

calls originating elsewhere.

Definition 2.1 (Labeling function) A labeling function is defined as follows:

l (T, lookup (R) , f) ⊆ T × LT

where T is the abstract syntax tree to be labeled (or the set of nodes in this

tree), lookup (R) is the lookup table for release R, f is the name of the current file

to cross-reference against the lookup table, and L is the range of the labeling function

when applied to tree T .

Intuitively, a labeling function takes an AST and returns a set of tuples as-

sociating members of a vocabulary of labels with nodes that were in the AST.

Although this functional representation gives wide latitude to perform a variety of

computations as part of a metric definition, these functions do not directly compute

numerical measurements. This is because various members of the family of metrics

may be constructed in ways that result in very different measurements. For exam-

ple, a change metric might only take into account modifications made to the code

(relative to a previous version of the artifact), while a static code metric measur-

ing an entire file may take into account anything contained within the file. Hence,

rather than defining just one metric, a labeling function defines an entire family of

metrics, the members of which include multiple varieties of code metrics (computed

on only one revision of a file) and change metrics (computed on pairs of revisions).

2.2 Building and computing metric family members

In this section, we describe in more detail how software products and source

code are represented, such that they can be labeled by metric families. Next, we
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will define how the labeling functions are used in order to compute numerical code

and change measurements.

2.2.1 Source code definition model

We define a model for software products and source code artifacts which is

based on each file being parsed into an AST. This model can represent code written

in any ordinary programming language, assuming that source code artifacts are

broken up into files or file-equivalent units. The lookup table of function definitions

and calls described in Section 2.1 presumes that source files contain functions, and

that the interrelationships between these functions are of interest. With minor

modifications, this model could be adapted to other C-like languages and scripting

languages (including C, C++, and Java) where certain nodes in a source file (such

as function or method references) refer to entities defined in other source files (such

as class, function, or method definitions).

The following entities are defined in this model of source code artifacts:

• Product: A software product is composed of a sequence of revisions, each

revision itself being composed of a set of source code files. As the product

evolves from revision to revision, files are added, removed, and modified, caus-

ing the contents of each revision to be different. Relationships between files

are not part of the model’s definition of a product, although files may refer to

each other (typically by including the file name of an import or reference).

• File: A file is represented as an AST with an associated pathname (including

the file name and the folder where the file exists). The exact definition and

format of an AST node is language and implementation-dependent, but the

node will typically have properties indicating the type of the node, the method

names, variable names, or constants associated with the node, and the line
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number of the source file from where the node was extracted.

• Revisions: A revision (also known as a commit) consists of a set of files for

a particular product at a particular time. In many source control systems, a

revision is committed once a developer has completed a set of modifications,

additions, and deletions to the files in a product. Some source control systems

may separate the concepts of changesets and revisions, allowing for changesets

to be applied to a product once they are tested and approved. Regardless of

the source control system used, our model assumes that revisions form a tree,

such that the parent of the node is the previous revision of a revision, the

children of a node are successor revisions of a revision, and the timestamp of

each revision is greater than the timestamp of its parent. Aside from a set of

files, a revision includes metadata describing how and when the revision was

made. Along with the aforementioned timestamp, this metadata includes a

commit comment (a description of the changes made as part of this revision),

any available information on the purpose of the revision (such as if the revision

fixed a bug, added a feature, or refactored code), and information on files that

were renamed as part of the revision (allowing for file additions and deletions

to be distinguished from renames).

• Releases: This source code definition model allows for a product to have reg-

ular releases. A release is represented as a revision with an indicator that the

revision was released, typically indicating that the revision was used opera-

tionally. Because revisions are related with a tree with ascending timestamps

for paths originating at the root of the tree, releases can similarly be orga-

nized into such a tree. (If the additional constraint is imposed the the history

of revisions should be linear, then the lineage of releases will also be linear).

All revisions (or commits) between two release revisions are considered to be
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development revisions (or commits) that represent the work done to bring the

software from one release to another. (When computing metric variants at

the release level, the release revision and all of its development revisions are

grouped, such that the entire sequence of revisions up to the final release are

grouped into exactly one release. When performing such grouping, the change

between two releases is determined by comparing the revision of the release

and the revision of the release’s parent release.)

2.2.2 Comparing revisions

Static code metrics can be computed by examining a single revision in isola-

tion – comparing two revisions, or determining what has changed between the two

revisions, is not necessary. However, most change metrics do require the differences

between two revisions to be determined. In this section, we introduce the notation

that will be used to measure such differences, and we discuss how the manner in

which these differences are determined affects the properties of the change metrics

that result.

The process of comparing two revisions of a product entails defining a mapping

between the two revisions, such that files or AST nodes that persisted unmodified

from one revision to another are mapped between the two revisions. Although our

mapping-based definition of revision comparisons does not explicitly deal with edit

scripts (sequences of operations transforming one revision into another), mappings

and edit scripts are closely related when comparing two ASTs [18]. Files (or nodes)

that do not participate in a mapping are the ones that are added or deleted in order

to move from one revision to another.

Although revision comparisons will most often involve two revisions that are

adjacent in the product’s revision tree, nothing here precludes comparison of non-

adjacent revisions. (In the proofs of Section 2.4, we will consider the case where
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non-adjacent revisions are compared more explicitly.)

Comparing two revisions of a product is a two-step process. First, files are

mapped between the two revisions, such that added, deleted, and renamed files are

identified, and that renamed files and files that persists without being renamed are

reflected in this mapping, which defines which files in one revision have counterparts

in the other revision. Unmapped files are considered to have been created or deleted

between the two revisions. Next, between each pair of mapped files, AST nodes are

mapped between the two files, such that added and deleted nodes are identified, and

nodes that persist between the two revisions are mapped as being equivalent.

In addition, there may also be a value mappings between the labeling function

vocabularies associated with two revisions of a file. A value mapping compensates for

properties of AST nodes that may spuriously change from revision to revision, even

though the source code has not meaningfully changed. The most straightforward

example of this is when mapping line numbers from one file to the next. Consider

the case where a line break is inserted in the center of a line when a revision is made

to a file. Above the line break insertion, the line number of each line will remain the

same; however, below the point where the line break is inserted, the line numbers

will all increment.

A change metric that uses the line numbers of AST nodes to compute how

many distinct lines contain changes may report that many lines have changed in this

situation, because each line has lost its old line number and gotten a new one. To

resolve this, a value mapping can be established between the line numbers of the two

revisions, allowing for the measurement algorithms to correctly identify lines that

have not changed or been split. In the example above, the value mapping would

map the line numbers of all unchanged lines to each other. One of the split lines in

the newer revision would be mapped to the line number of the original line that was

split, while the other split line would be mapped to a new line number. In other
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words, the value mapping captures the fact that some larger line numbers in the

newer revision are the “same” as smaller line numbers in the older one.

Aside from line numbers, we use value mappings for other properties, such as

function names or variables, to ensure that a function or variable is not considered

to be completely new when it was just renamed between revisions. Algorithms for

establishing value mappings will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.3.

When implementing a revision differencing algorithm, all of these steps are

somewhat interrelated, as file renames may be detected by finding the files that

appear the most similar per a file differencing algorithm. However, these implemen-

tation details are not significant in our theoretical discussion of revision comparisons.

In the next sections, we formalize the file and AST node mapping steps and the prop-

erties that must apply to a valid revision differencing algorithm when performing

each of these steps.

We provide an illustrated example to demonstrate how two revisions of a file

are parsed into ASTs and compared with a node mapping algorithm. Figure 2.1

depicts two revisions of a simple program, and Figure 2.2 depicts the ASTs for

each revision. The dotted lines connecting the nodes of the two ASTs represent the

nodes which were mapped by a node mapping (e.g. tree differencing) algorithm.

All mapped pairs of nodes are equivalent – in other words, both nodes must be of

the same type and contain the same value. In the following sections, we describe in

more detail the process and requirements associated with comparing two releases of

a product.

2.2.2.1 Mapping files across revisions

When comparing two revisions, some files may be present in both revisions

(admitting the possibility that some may be modified from one to the next), while

other files may be present in one revision but not the other. Refactoring and re-
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Figure 2.1: Two versions of a simple PHP script.

$a = 3;

if ($b == 5) {

$a = 7;

}

$a = 3;

if ($b == 5) {

$b = process($b);

$a = 1;

}

naming operations may cause files with different names to be mapped between the

two revisions. In addition, two files that are mapped to each other need not have

identical ASTs.

Definition 2.2 (Mappings between files) Let R1 and R2 be two releases of the

same product. The mapping of files between releases is defined as

filemap(R1 → R2) ⊆ R1 ×R2

where R1 ×R2 represents all pairings of files between the two releases.

A valid file mapping between two releases must be one-to-one:

Property 2.2.1 (One-to-one file mapping propery) Let R1 and R2 be two re-

leases of the same product. For any two mappings (a, b) and (c, d) in filemap(R1 →

R2)

a = c⇔ b = d

A valid file mapping must map all files to themselves when a release is com-

pared against itself:

Property 2.2.2 (File mapping identity propery) For a release R1

filemap(R1 → R1) = {(f, f) | f ∈ R1}
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Figure 2.2: Abstract syntax trees for two versions of a PHP script. Dotted lines represent
the node mapping.
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A file mapping may be symmetric, such that reversing the order of two releases

under comparison results in the mappings between files to be inverted.

Property 2.2.3 (File mapping symmetry propery) Let R1 and R2 be two re-

leases of the same product. For any two mappings (a, b) and (c, d) in filemap(R1 →

R2)

a = c⇔ b = d

Finally, a file mapping may be transitive, such that a file retains the same

identity when being mapped through several individual revisions as it does when

directly mapped between the first and last revision in question.

Property 2.2.4 (File mapping transitivity property) Let R1, R2, and R3 be

three releases of the same product. With fi being a file in release Ri

∀f1, f2, f3 (f1, f2) ∈ filemap(R1 → R2) ∧ (f2, f3) ∈ filemap(R2 → R3)⇒

(f1, f3) ∈ filemap(R1 → R3)

It is not necessary for Properties 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 to be satisfied in order to

use this system to construct code or change metrics. However, if it is desired that

change metrics in the metric family satisfy the properties of a mathematical distance

pseudometric, the additional requirement of these two properties is imposed.

If all of the above properties are satisfied, the file mappings become an equiv-

alence relation over the set of all files in all releases. Files can then be grouped into

equivalence classes, where any given revision of a product will contain no more than

one member of any given equivalence class. By convention, in Section 2.4, the vari-

ables T and U will be used when referring to two members of such an equivalence

class (the same file at two different revisions), and the variables X, Y , and Z will

be used when referring to three members of such a class.
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2.2.2.2 Mapping AST nodes across files

Recall that when constructing a mapping between the files of two revisions of

the same product, it is permissible to map two files to each other even if their their

contents (i.e. their ASTs) differ. Accordingly, the differences between the contents

of pairs of mapped files must also be defined. We define differences between files

in a similar way that we define differences between releases, comparing AST nodes

within a file instead of files within a release.

Definition 2.3 (Mapping between nodes) Let T and U be two ASTs. The

mapping of nodes between trees is defined as

nodemap(T → U) ⊆ T × U

where T × U represents all pairings of nodes between the two trees.

A valid node mapping between two trees must be one-to-one:

Property 2.3.1 (One-to-one node mapping propery) Let T and U be two ASTs.

For any two mappings (a, b) and (c, d) in nodemap(T → U)

a = c⇔ b = d

A valid node mapping must map all nodes to themselves when a tree is com-

pared to itself:

Property 2.3.2 (Node mapping identity propery) For an AST T

nodemap(T → T ) = {(t, t) | t ∈ T}

Additionally, a valid file differencing algorithm should only map nodes which

are equivalent, such that if the nodemap function maps two nodes, those nodes
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should be equivalent. Two nodes are equivalent if all properties of the nodes are

equal once the value mapping between the files maps values from one file’s labeling

function vocabulary to the other file’s vocabulary. Only the labeling functions access

the node properties; hence, we decline to formalize these properties in our source

code model, and we leave this notion of equivalence undefined as well. The form and

content of these properties will change from language to language and from parser

to parser.

A node mapping may be symmetric, such that reversing the order of two

releases under comparison results in the mappings between nodes to be inverted.

This property will become necessary to satisfy the symmetry condition when defining

a pseudometric space of releases.

Property 2.3.3 (Node mapping symmetry propery) Let T and U be two ASTs.

For any two mappings (a, b) and (c, d) in nodemap(T → U)

a = c⇔ b = d

Finally, a node mapping may be transitive, such that a node retains the same

identity when being mapped through several individual revisions as it does when

directly mapped between the first and last revision in question. This property will

become necessary to satisfy the triangle inequality when defining a pseudometric

space of releases.

Property 2.3.4 (Node mapping transitivity property) Let T , U , and V be

three ASTs

∀t, u, v(t, u) ∈ nodemap(T → U) ∧ (u, v) ∈ nodemap(U → V )⇒

(t, v) ∈ nodemap(T → V )
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2.2.2.3 Mapping values between tree nodes

Finally, recall that when two ASTs are mapped, it may be desirable to map

certain properties of the tree’s nodes to de-emphasize non-significant changes when

constructing a metric family. Revisiting an example given in Section 2.2.2, if a

single line of code is inserted near the top of a file, every line number below that

line changes, even though the corresponding lines of code (and AST nodes) remain

unchanged, and the unchanged AST nodes remain mapped to each other.

We formalize this notion of mapping with value mappings, which are defined

as bijections between the possible labels generated by the labeling functions for two

ASTs. Recall that the range of a labeling function for AST T is T ×LT. We define

a value mapping as follows:

Definition 2.4 (Mapping between values) Let T and U be two ASTs. For a

given labeling function with vocabularies of labels LT and LU for these two trees, the

mapping of values is defined as

valuemap(T → U) ⊆ LT × LU

such that valuemap is a bijection between LT and LU

Because the range of the labels generated by a given labeling function is defined

by the tree being labeled, the value mapping from a tree to itself must be the identity

function.

Property 2.4.1 (Value mapping identity property) For tree T and value λ ∈

LT

λ = valuemap(T → T, λ)

As with file and node mappings, the value mappings must also be symmetric

and transitive (with the additional constraint that mappings are also bijective):
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Property 2.4.2 (Value mapping symmetry propery) For trees T ,U and value

λ ∈ LT

λ = valuemap (U → T, valuemap (T → U, l))

Property 2.4.3 (Value mapping transitivity propery) For trees X,Y ,Z and

value λ ∈ LT

valuemap (Y → Z, valuemap (X → Y, λ)) = valuemap (X → Z, λ)

Because the value mapping function is both one-to-one and a bijection, the

pairwise value mapping functions for pairs of trees collectively define equivalence

classes of values across all trees, such that the range of a labeling function for any

tree contains one element from each equivalence class. Not all labels will be present

in all trees – for example, the line numbers for a file will not go beyond the number

of lines in the file. For equivalence classes which may not naturally fall within the

range of a labeling function for a given tree, dummy elements may be added to

the L set for a labeling function in order to satisfy the above properties for a value

mapping. The exact way that these dummy elements are mapped to elements for

other trees is inconsequential, as none of the dummy elements will actually appear

in a label so they will not factor into any measurement.

In many cases, it will be necessary to use a matching algorithm to build a value

mapping (one is described in Section 2.5.3). However, in some cases, a simpler value

mapping method may better align with the semantics of the metric that is being

built. For example, a metric family that measures changes to numeric or string

literals would use a simpler value mapping method that only maps equal literals,

which essentially nullifies the value matching concept because it is not appropriate

for that family. If a matching algorithm were used here, changes in the literals would

not be registered in the measurements.
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2.2.2.4 Notes on revision differencing algorithms

We impose no further requirements on revision differencing algorithms other

than the ones described above. These are many different revisions differencing meth-

ods that would satisfy these properties, and the characteristics of the algorithm may

have implications on the intuitiveness of a change metric (or the degree that a change

metric reflects the quantity that its designer intended). For example, a trivial re-

vision differencing algorithm could simply return an empty mapping between the

files of any two revisions. Such an algorithm would result in a valid metric space

of revisions (as all distances would be zero) but such a metric would not be useful

for practical purposes. A trivial value mapping algorithm could simply return a

mapping where arbitrary values were mapped, as long as the mapping was done

consistently in order for the value mapping properties to be satisfied. In other

words, the properties we described above are necessary for the metrics to meet cer-

tain theoretical guarantees, but are not sufficient for the metrics to be practically

usable. Strategies for implementing these algorithms in a non-trivial way will later

be discussed in Section 2.5.

2.2.3 Definitions of predicates used to compute code and change met-

rics

As described earlier in this section, a metric family is defined by a labeling

function, and source code to be measured is modeled by releases and abstract syn-

tax trees plus a revision comparison algorithm. Next, we will define how static code

metrics and change metrics are actually constructed. In order to simplify this def-

inition, we first define several sets and predicates that will be used throughout the

definitions and proofs that follow.

Definition 2.5 (Labeled element sets) Let T and U be two trees in revisions R1
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and R2 respectively which were mapped to each other by the file mapping algorithm.

Let λ ∈ LT be a member of the mapping function’s range for T . We first define sets

A and B to be sets of AST nodes which were labeled with label λ:

AλT = {t | (t, λ) ∈ l (T, lookup (R) , f)}

Bλ
T→U =

{
t | ∃

u
(t, u) ∈ nodemap (T → U) ∧ u ∈ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)

U

}
The A set simply contains nodes in revision T which were labeled with the

given label, while B contains nodes in T which were also present in U and labeled

in U after the label has been mapped from T to U . We will define predicates and

metrics with respect to these two sets, defining static code metrics with set A alone,

and defining change metrics with both set A and set B, as the combination of these

two sets allows for the identification of labels that appeared or disappeared when

moving between two revisions.

We will next define several predicates that will be used to build numerical

measurements.

Definition 2.6 (Metric predicates) Let T and U be two trees in two different

revisions which were mapped by the file mapping algorithm. These predicates are then

defined for T → U , or measurements of the change that occurred while transitioning

from tree T to tree U .

PRESENTλ
T = AλT 6= ∅

ADDONLYλ
T→U ≡ AλT ∩Bλ

T→U = ∅ ∧ AλT = ∅ ∧ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)
U 6= ∅

DELONLYλ
T→U ≡ AλT ∩Bλ

T→U = ∅ ∧ AλT 6= ∅ ∧ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅

ADDDELλT→U ≡ AλT ∩Bλ
T→U = ∅ ∧ AλT 6= ∅ ∧Bλ

T→U 6= ∅
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MODλ
T→U ≡ AλT ∩Bλ

T→U 6= ∅ ∧
(
AλT 6= Bλ

T→U ∨ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U 6= B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

)
NONEλ

T→U ≡ AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

The first predicate, PRESENT, indicates if the given label was present at

a single revision with tree T . The next predicates, ADDONLY and DELONLY,

indicate if the given label λ was added or deleted in the transition from T to U .

The label is deemed to be added if no nodes have the label before the transition,

but at least one node is labeled with that label after the transition. The label is

deemed to be deleted in the opposite case – if λ is present before but not after the

transition. Next, with ADDDEL, a label can be both added and deleted across a

transition if λ exists before and after the transition, but none of the nodes with the

label persist across the transition. For example, if a labeling function labels nodes

with the name of the function definition enclosing a node, the label is added and

deleted at the same time if the function is completely rewritten between T and U .

These predicates for addition and deletion will be used to account for this case when

designing metrics. The next predicate, MOD indicates if the set of nodes labeled

with λ was modified in the transition from T to U without adding or deleting the

label (in other words, at least one labeled node persists across the transition). The

final predicate, NONE, indicates that the set of nodes with label λ persisted across

the transition from T to U unchanged.

2.2.4 Computing code and change metrics

We can now build the members of a metric family, static code and change

metrics, by defining them in reference to these metric predicates. Each such metric

defined here is defined at the intersection of a file and one (or two) releases. In other

words, every file at the point of every release has its own measurement. In Chapter 3,

we will introduce aggregation methods that generate just one measurement for an
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entire release, or one measurement summarizing the changes made to an individual

file across all releases.

Definition 2.7 (Static source code metric) For file T , if LT is the domain of

the labeling function for the metric family, the static source code metric is defined

as:

∑
λ∈LT


1 if PRESENTλ

T

0 otherwise

We will define two kinds of change metrics that can become members of a

metric family. The first change metric, the code delta metric [56], is simply derived

from the difference of the code metrics of the file at each release. The second change

metric, the difference-based change metric, utilizes the revision differencing process

described previously. We will later discuss the differences between the these two

kinds of change metrics in Section 2.4.2.

As described in more detail in Section 2.2.2.1, we must first stipulate that the

trees being compared are different revisions of the same file. Let T be the tree for

a file at revision R1. Next, let U be the tree for the same file at a different revision

R2:

U ≡ {U | (T, U) ∈ filemap (R1 → R2)}

Definition 2.8 (Code delta change metric) For trees T and U and labeling func-

tion vocabularies LT and LU, the code delta change metric is defined as:

codedelta(T, U) ≡

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
λ∈LU


1 if PRESENTλ

T

0 otherwise

−


1 if PRESENTλ

U

0 otherwise

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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Definition 2.9 (Difference-based change metric) For trees T U and domain

LT for tree T , and for coefficients p1, p2, p3, and p4, the difference-based change

metric is defined as:

changemetric(T, U) ≡
∑
λ∈LT



p1 if ADDONLYλ
T→U

p2 if DELONLYλ
T→U

p3 if ADDDELλT→U

p4 if MODλ
T→U

0 otherwise

Although the domain LU does not explicitly appear in this definitions, the

definitions of the predicates perform a value mapping from LT to LU. Because the

value mapping is a bijection between LT and LU, the entire domain LU is considered.

By varying the p coefficients, the characteristics of the difference-based change

metric can be manipulated. For example, a metric family measuring function defini-

tions could count only the ADDONLY or DELONLY predicates to result in a metric

measuring the number of functions added or deleted in a release. In addition, if the

resulting metric is to qualify as a distance metric (in the mathematical sense), cer-

tain constraints will be imposed on the p coefficients as described in Section 2.4.

2.3 Examples and guidance for developing metric families

In the preceding sections, we introduced a functional representation for defin-

ing metric families, and we described how the metric family members (i.e. metrics)

for a particular metric family could be computed. In this section, we work through

some concrete examples of several metric families that we developed. We also de-

scribe design patterns, or general strategies which we used when designing metric
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families. Finally, we present a summary of all the metrics that were implemented

as part of this vulnerability prediction study.

2.3.1 Examples

Throughout this chapter, we have introduced a procedure for defining metric

families, processing source code, and computing code and change metrics. Finally,

we will present several illustrated examples of how metric family members are com-

puted.

Each example starts with two versions of a PHP script (an older version and

a new version), such as in Figure 2.1. Parsing each version of the script yields the

two ASTs shown in Figure 2.2. The next step is to compute a tree node mapping

from the older to the newer version, yielding the dotted lines shown on the same

figure.

The first metrics that we will compute are a code and change metric for the

lines of code metric family. The labeling function which defines this metric family

labels each AST node with the source line number where the corresponding source

code construct occurred. These labeled trees are depicted in Figure 2.3.

First, we compute the static code metric for this metric family. In this case,

the static code metric is a simple lines-of-code count, which is computed by counting

the unique labels on each tree (i.e. the number of unique line numbers in the file).

In this example, the first script has a measurement of 3 lines of code, while the

second script has a measurement of 4 lines of code.

Next, we take the first steps toward computing difference-based change metrics

for this metric family. First, the value mapping between the labels of each AST must

also be computed. This value mapping is shown in Figure 2.4.

The top half of the figure depicts the bipartite graph weighted by the mapped

label values (based on the labeled nodes of the first tree which were mapped to
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labeled nodes of the second tree). From this graph, we can see that the value

mapping is simple and ambiguous, meaning that there is no need to find the optimal

matching with the Hungarian algorithm. Each line number in the first revision can

only be matched to one line number in the second revision – for example, the old

line 3 becomes the new line 4. Line 3 in the second revision is new, and is mapped

to a dummy node in the first revision with a zero weight.

Now that the node and value mappings have been computed, the labeled el-

ement sets from Definition 2.5 can be computed. In the bottom half of Figure 2.4,

nodes labeled with each of the four possible labels (matched line numbers) are de-

picted in separate sections of the diagram. Each one of these sections corresponds

to the nodes in the Aλ set for that revision, where λ is the line number in ques-

tion. The color of the node indicates if the node is also present in the Bλ set for

that revision, which indicates that the node was matched to another node with an

identically matched label.

On the left-hand side of the diagram, the metric predicates for each λ, as

defined in Definition 2.6, are shown. Any difference-based change metric in the

metric family can now be computed by summing each predicate in accordance with

the p coefficient weights. For example, if p1 is 1 and p4 is 1, then the change metric

between the two revisions is 2 because one line was added and another line was

modified. This would correspond to an “added and modified lines of code” change

metric, a variation of classical code churn.

By following this process – mapping nodes between trees, labeling trees with

a labeling function, mapping label values, and satisfying predicates by matching the

mapped nodes and values – a variety of code and change metrics can be computed.

Notably, every metric family constructed with this method will contain the same

kinds of code and change metrics, allowing for a fair comparison between code and

change-based features when performing defect and vulnerability prediction experi-
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ments.

We now present illustrated examples of two metric families which act as vari-

ations of cyclomatic complexity. Figure 2.5 depicts the labeling for a shallow cy-

clomatic complexity metric, while Figure 2.6 depicts a deep variation of cyclomatic

complexity metric. In both variations, decision structures (structures resulting in

branches in the program’s control flow path) are labeled, as well as the root node

of the AST (representing the single path present in any program). The difference

between the two variations is that the deep variation is sensitive to changes made

anywhere within the labeled control structure, while the shallow version is only sen-

sitive to changes made to the condition expression. Note that this variation only

affects distance-based change metrics – the elementary source code metrics (and

hence the code delta change metrics also) will be identical for both.

2.3.2 Single-node metric family design patterns

We now discuss two metric family design patterns that we used to implement

the remainder of the 49 metric families used in this study. As with general software

design patterns, these patterns are not hard-and-fast rules that are forced by the

system; rather, we found them to be useful guidelines which we applied throughout

the metric development process.

The first pattern, the single-node pattern, applies to metrics focusing on en-

tities that can easily be localized to a single AST node. For example, a metric

that was concerned with calls between files would locate AST nodes correspond-

ing to method invocations where the metric being invoked was part of a different

file. Such a metric family can function by labeling single AST nodes, because each

method invocation is associated with a single Method invocation node.1 In con-

1Although some AST representations may, for example, store the name of the method being
called in a child AST node of the AST node representing the method invocation, labeling functions
can trivially consolidate this information into the label of the single node.
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trast, a metric that was concerned with method definitions may take into account

the contents of (or changes to) the method’s entire body, meaning that the entity

of interest is not localized to a single node.

Some examples of metrics that have been constructed with this pattern include:

• Coupling metrics which measure outgoing method invocations (as each invo-

cation is performed at a single AST node)

• Metrics of total or unique variable names, operators, or operands (such as the

components of the Halstead metrics)

• Metrics counting a particular type of token, such as class modifiers or condi-

tions

Several patterns can be applied to develop a tree labeling function, choose

operators, and develop metrics for these kinds of metrics:

Distinct variants of entities: If a metric is concerned with the number of

distinct variants of a type of entity that appears in source code (such as the number

of distinct method names that are called, or the number of distinct variable names

that appear in a file), the labeling function can return a single label for each AST

node of the desired type, where the label’s value encodes the name of this distinct

entity (such as a method name).

If a metric is concerned with both the distinct variants of an entity and the file

that an entity is related to, the labeling function can return a tuple (v, f) where v is

a value corresponding to the entity in question (such as the name of a method being

called) and f contains the name of the file, such as the file where the called method

was defined (as determined by the lookup table). This yields a metric that counts

the number of unique methods invoked across all files of the program. The labeling

function can further be refined by having it filter the tuples against the parameter
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that indicates the current file; for example, by only labeling calls to methods defined

in external files.

In either of the cases above, the metric will have an aspect of totaling the

number of unique variants of an entity that exist. Some examples of metric family

members that could be constructed in this way:

• Static source code metric: Number of distinct variants present in the file (for

example, the number of different functions called within a file)

• Code delta change metric: Difference between the number of distinct variants

present in the file in this revision and the number present in the previous

revision (for example, the number of distinct functions called in this revision

of a file as compared to the previous revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p1 positive, other coefficients zero: The num-

ber of distinct variants newly added in this revision (for example, the number

of newly called functions in this revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p1, p2, p3, p4 positive: Churn of distinct vari-

ants – number of distinct variants that were added, deleted, or modified from

the previous revision to this one (for example, the number of distinct functions

for which function calls were added, deleted, or modified in this revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p1 and p2 positive, other coefficients zero:

The number of distinct variants newly added or deleted in this revision (for

example, the number of functions were called in the previous revision of a file

but not in this revision, or vice versa)

The cases above relate to metrics which are concerned with totaling the unique

variants of an entity; however, other metrics may be concerned with the total number

of occurrences of an entity, rather than the number of unique variants. For example,
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one metric may count the total number of external method calls (method calls to a

different file) made from within a file, counting multiple calls to the same method

multiple times.

For these cases, instead of basing the labels on some attribute of the entity

(such as the name of the method being called), the labeling function can return some

kind of serial number, such as an AST node unique identifier. The way that this

identifier is constructed is not significant; it is only necessary that the label attached

to each AST node will have a different identifier, ensuring that larger numbers of

labels will results in larger measurements.

Note that it is not necessary to ensure that the serial numbers across files

match or correspond in any way. Instead, because the label vocabularies between

files will be compared with a value matching algorithm (described in Section 2.5.3),

the value matching algorithm will match the serial numbers between files on its own,

assuming that the implementation of the value matching algorithm is adequate.

Note that the labeling function can still internally filter its labels on some

attribute that is not present in the label itself – for example, the labeling function

could only choose to label external method calls (calls to other files). Some examples

of metric family members that could be constructed in this way:

• Static source code metric: Total number of entities present in the file (for

example, the number of function calls present in the file)

• Code delta change metric: Difference between the number of entities present

in the file in this revision and the number present in the previous revision (for

example, the number of function calls in this revision of a file as compared to

the previous revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p1 positive, other coefficients zero: The num-

ber of entities newly added in this revision (for example, the number of function
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calls added in this revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p2 positive, other coefficients zero: The num-

ber of entities deleted in this revision (for example, the number of function

calls deleted in this revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p1, p2 positive: Churn of distinct variants –

number of distinct variants that were added or deleted from the previous revi-

sion to this one (for example, the number of function calls added or deleted.)

Note that p3 and p4 are not used when the labeling function produces serial

numbers; this is due to the uniqueness of the labels. The MOD predicate is only

relevant when multiple instances of the same label may exist simultaneously. The

ADDDEL predicate would only be relevant if the single instance of the label moved

from one node to another, which would not normally occur as the implementation

of the label matching algorithm should prevent this (see Section 2.5.3).

2.3.3 Tree-subset metric family design patterns

Other metrics are not only concerned with entities localizable to a single AST

node, but are also concerned with the entire subsets of the AST that relate to this

entities. For example, one metric may measure the number of modified methods at a

particular revision. This requires a metric that can consider changes anywhere in the

AST subtree which contains the method definition. In another example, measuring

a definition such as a field definition in Java falls under this design pattern, as the

rvalue of the method definition can encompass an arbitrary number of AST nodes.

For these metrics, we introduce a second design pattern, for metrics that mea-

sure the presence (or change) of entities which can be scattered across a source file.

Note that this design pattern is concerned with AST subsets as opposed to subtrees,

or children of a particular node. This is because the AST nodes for an entity such
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as a line of code can be scattered around an AST without being connected into a

single tree (for example, a line of code can contain multiple, independent statements

which are siblings in the AST). In addition, a metric may only be concerned with

certain portions of an entity (such as the portions of a loop relating to the loop

condition).

Three design patterns can be used to develop tree labeling functions:

• For most metrics of this type, each AST node in the tree subset of interest can

be labeled with a label containing a unique identifier for the entity in question.

For some entities, such as lines of code or method definitions, a unique identifier

already exists (the line number or the method name, respectively). For entities

where no such identifier already exists (such as while loops), unique serial

numbers can be generated, with the only constraint that each entity must

have a different identifier.

• For metrics concerned with the relationship between a tree subset and some

other entity, each AST node in the tree subset can be labeled with an identifier

of the other entities related to the AST subset. For example, a coupling metric

tracking file-to-file relationships could label each AST node in a method with

the names of the files that call the method.

• For metrics which must consider both the entities of interest and relationships

between these entities, each AST node in the tree subset of interest can be

labeled with a tuple, similarly to how this can be done with single-node metric

families. The metrics resulting from this pattern resemble metrics constructed

with the first pattern, but are weighted by the number of relationships that

each tree subset has.

In some cases, when constructing metrics with these patterns, it will be nec-

essary to choose between unique identifiers already present in the code (such the
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name of a method being defined) or generated serial numbers. If value mappings are

being generated with a matching algorithm, then this choice has no consequence –

the value mapping algorithm will map the labels without regard to how the unique

identifier was actually generated. However, if the unique identifier is extracted from

the code (such as a method name) and a matching algorithm is not used for value

mappings, then the generated metric will be sensitive to renaming the identifier.

For example, if a method is simply renamed from one revision of a file to the next,

then metrics constructed without the matching algorithm will register a deletion

and a creation of two separate methods; in contrast, the metric constructed with

the matching algorithm will register no changes at all.

Some examples of metric family members that can be constructed with tree

subset design patterns:

• Static code metric: Number of distinct entities present in the file (for example,

the number of function definitions present in the file)

• Code delta change metric: Difference between the number of entities present

in the file in this revision and the number present in the previous revision

(for example, the number of function definitions in this revision of a file as

compared to the previous revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p1 positive, other coefficients zero: The num-

ber of entities newly added in this revision (for example, the number of new

functions defined in this revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p2 positive, other coefficients zero: The num-

ber of entities deleted in this revision (for example, the number of function

definitions deleted in this revision)

• Difference-based change metric, p1, p2 positive: Churn of distinct variants

– number of distinct variants that were added or deleted from the previous
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revision to this one (for example, the number of function definitions added or

deleted)

• Difference-based change metric, p3, p4 positive: Existing entities modified –

number of existing entities that were modified in this revision (including en-

tities that were completely modified; for example, the number of function

definitions modified)

• Difference-based change metric, p1, p2, p3, p4 positive: Churn of entities –

number of distinct entities that were added, deleted, or modified from the

previous revision to this one (for example, the number of function definitions

that were added, deleted, or modified in this revision)

Some examples of metrics that have been constructed with this pattern include:

• Coupling metrics which measure incoming method invocations (as each invo-

cation targets an entire method body)

• Metrics counting certain types of blocks, such as decision blocks or loops. One

example of such a metric is cyclomatic complexity

• Metrics counting lines of code (as a line of code is spread across multiple AST

nodes)

2.3.4 Implemented metric families

In this section, we describe the 49 metric families which we implemented to

support the vulnerability prediction experiments which follow later in this work. In

the following table, we list and briefly describe each such metric family. In the table,

the group column refers to a general classification scheme for these metric families

which we will describe in more detail after the table. The family column provides

a name for the family. Label node type lists type types of nodes that the labeling
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function is capable of labeling, and label with lists the labels that will be applied

to these node types. Finally, conditions lists any conditions that would cause some

nodes of the specified type (but not others) to be labeled.

Table 2.1: List of metric families implemented for this study

Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Node

contents

Node contents All Node type

+ operator

name +

variable

name +

method name

Node

contents

Generic node

contents

All Node type

+ operator

name +

built-in

method

name2

Lines of

code

Statements Eval expr Node ID

Lines of

code

Lines of code All Line number

Lines of

code

Executable

lines of code

All Line number Descendant of a

statement

Lines of

code

Non-HTML

lines of code

All Line number Not in an

HTML block

2Functions built in to PHP contribute to this measurement, but user-defined functions do not
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Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Lines of

code

Executable,

non-HTML

lines of code

All Line number Descendant of a

statement, not

in an HTML

block

Method

definitions

Methods All Method

name

Descendant of a

method

Method

definitions

Method

signatures

All Method

name

Descendant of

the method’s

signature

subtree

Method

definitions

Non-command

method bodies

All Method

name

Descendant of

a method that

returns a value

Method

definitions

Files calling

methods

All Name of

each file

containing

a call to this

method

Descendant of a

method

Method

definitions

Files mutually

calling methods

All Name of

each file that

contains a

call to this

method and

is also called

by this file

Descendant of a

method
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Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Method

definitions

Methods calling

methods

All Name of

each method

containing a

call to this

method

Descendant of a

method

Branches Branch

conditions

All Node ID of

branch node

Descendant of

the condition

subtree of a

If or Switch

branch node

Branches Branch

contents

All Node ID of

branch node

Descendant of

a If, Switch,

or Try branch

node

Branches Decision points If, Foreach, For,

While, Do, Switch,

Try

Node ID

Branches Decision point

conditions

All Node ID

of decision

point node

Node with type

If, Foreach,

For, While, Do,

Switch, Try, or

descendant of

the condition

subtree thereof
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Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Branches Decision point

contents

All Node ID

of decision

point node

Node with type

If, Foreach,

For, While, Do,

Switch, Try,

or descendants

thereof

Variables Variables Variable Variable

name

Variables Global

variables

Variable or

STRING under

GLOBALS array

Variable

name

Variable is

global and

referenced

inside a method

Variables Global

variables by

method

Variable or

STRING under

GLOBALS array

Variable

name +

Method

name

Variable is

global and

referenced

inside a method

Variables Local variables Variable Variable

name +

Method

name

Variable is local

and not the

GLOBALS array

Variables Variable

references

Variable Node ID

Operators Arithmetic

operators

OP, Post op,

Pre op

Node ID Operator is

arithmetic

(operates on

numbers)
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Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Operators Comparison

operators

OP Node ID Operator is for

comparison

Operators Logical

operators

OP Node ID Operator is

logical (e.g.

and, xor)

Operators Logical

operators inside

conditions

OP Node ID Operator is

logical (e.g.

and, xor) and

a descendant of

the condition

subtree of a

If, While, Do,

Switch case,

or For node

Operators Operator

names

OP, Post op,

Pre op

Node value

Operators Operator

instances

OP, Post op,

Pre op

Node ID

Operators Built-in

functions

Method invocation Method

name

Function is

built-in (not

defined in user

code)

Operators Built-in

function

references

Method invocation Node ID Function is

built-in (not

defined in user

code)

Constructs Arrays Array Node ID
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Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Constructs Breaks Break Node ID

Constructs News New Node ID

Constructs Nulls NIL Node ID

Constructs Numeric literals INT, REAL Node ID

Constructs String literals STRING Node ID

Constructs This Variable Node ID Variable name

is this

Constructs Throws Throw Node ID

Method

calls

Method calls Method invocation Node ID Not calling

a built-in

function

Method

calls

Methods called

by name

Method invocation Method

name

Not calling

a built-in

function

Method

calls

External

method calls

Method invocation Node ID Not calling

a built-in

function, called

file is not the

current one

Method

calls

External

methods called

by file

Method invocation Name of file

containing

method def

Not calling

a built-in

function, file is

not the current

one
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Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Method

calls

External

methods called

by name and

file

Method invocation Name of file

containing

method def

+ Method

name

Not calling

a built-in

function, called

file is not the

current one

Method

calls

External

methods called

by mutually

calling file

Method invocation Name of file

containing

method def

Not calling

a built-in

function, file is

not the current

one, other file

calls at least

one method in

the current file

Method

calls

External

methods

conditionally

called by name

and file

Method invocation Name of file

containing

method def

+ Method

name

Not calling

a built-in

function,

method defined

in different

file, call is

under an If or

short-circuiting

operator

Method

calls

Internal

methods called

by name

Method invocation Method

name

Not calling

a built-in

function,

method defined

in same file
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Group Family Label node type Label with Conditions

Method

calls

Internal

methods called

by name and

calling method

Method invocation Method

name +

name of

method

enclosing the

invocation

Not calling

a built-in

function,

method defined

in same file,

method invoked

from inside a

method

Method

calls

Internal

methods

conditionally

called by name

Method invocation Method

name

Not calling

a built-in

function,

method defined

in same file,

call is under

an If or

short-circuiting

operator

Most of these implemented metric families were patterned after various size,

coupling, cohesion, and complexity metrics which were included in existing metric

tools [82] or used in defect prediction studies [159]. Below, we briefly summarize

the motivations for implementing each of these groups of metric families:

• Node contents : Metric families that separately label the various “payloads”

that an AST node can contain. Primarily intended for use with atom-based

predictors (see Chapter 6), such that each one of these “payloads” is considered

a separate, potential indicator of vulnerabilities.

• Lines of code: Metric families related to measuring (e.g. counting) lines of code
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or statements. Under traditional metric classification schemes, size metrics

would be constructed from these.

• Method definitions : Metric families related to method definitions, method

implementations, and the in-degree of calls into methods. Size (such as a

method count) and coupling metrics would be constructed from these metric

families, plus some of the components of computed cohesion metrics.

• Branches : Metric families related to different kinds of control structures, or

ways that a program’s control structure can branch. Many complexity metrics

fall in this group.

• Variables : Metric families related to global and local variables. These can act

as a type of complexity metric or component parts of a data cohesion metric.

• Operators : Metric families related to different kinds of operators (including

arithmetic operators).

• Constructs : Metric families measuring specific, individual language constructs.

These metric families parallel the fine-grained software change predictors used

in other defect prediction studies [51].

• Method calls : Metric families related to invocation of functions or methods

(both within the same file and into a different file), except for those built into

the PHP language. These are similar to traditional coupling metrics, and act

as component parts of cohesion metrics as well.

Aside from the metric families described in the above table, we also imple-

mented several derived metrics, which are compound metrics implemented using

formulas that combine several of the metrics discussed above. We implement these

derived metrics because some metrics that have commonly been used for defect pre-

diction in the past cannot be implemented by a single metric family member alone,
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due to the constraints imposed by the structured metric family definition process.

By computing these additional metrics, we ensure that several very common pre-

diction features used in past work are fairly represented.

We first compute the common Halstead volume metric [62], which is commonly

used for defect prediction and is widely implemented by measurement tools [82]:

N = Methods called + Built-in function references + Operator instances + Variable references

n = Methods called by name + Built-in functions + Operator names + Variables

Halstead Volume = N · log(n)

We next implement a file cohesion metric patterned after a class cohesion

metric [82]:

Cohesion =
Global variables by method

Global variables ·Methods

Finally, we implement a metric measuring lack of cohesion in methods (LCOM5) [111]:

LCOM5 =
Methods− Global variables by method

Global variables

Methods

In the machine learning evaluations later in this work, we will evaluate if adding

these derived metrics to a predictive model results in an improvement in prediction

performance, relative to a model which only uses the “raw” metrics (which include

constituent parts of these derived metrics).

2.4 Distance measurement with families of metrics

Previously in this chapter, we introduced a system for constructing families of

code and change metrics, and we gave several examples of metrics we implemented
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in this system. Next, we turn our attention to the theoretical properties of these

metric families; more specifically, the way they relate to the mathematical notion of

a metric space.

The mathematical significance of the word metric is quite different from the

way that the word is used in software measurement. In the mathematical sense, a

metric is a function over some set that yields distance measurements over pairs of

elements from the set. In order to distinguish the two meanings of the word, we will

refer to this kind of metric in this paper as a distance metric.

Much past research in software metrics revolves around defining axioms [170]

or properties [24] that software metrics should hold. These axioms are typically

defined with the goal of validating prospective software metrics by ensuring that

they are “well-behaved” in some specific sense. However, it has been criticized that

axioms and properties of software metrics have largely been used to invalidate or

criticize existing metrics, rather than to construct better metrics with the properties

that researchers and practitioners want [98].

Past work in distance measurement and software metrics [120] has suggested

that the properties of distance metrics can serve as initial axioms for software met-

rics, and that these axioms can be used in a constructive manner, allowing for

abstract definitions of software characteristics to yield usable software metrics that

also qualify as distance metrics in the mathematical sense of the word. In this sec-

tion, we generalize this concept of software distance measurement (to a wide variety

of metric families) and adapt it to measuring the change between two revisions of

the same file.

2.4.1 Proof of distance pseudometrics in metric families

Earlier in this chapter, we introduced the concept of metric families – which

can characterize a diverse variety of software properties through the definition of
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labeling functions – and showed how every metric family includes both source code

metrics and software change metrics, unifying code and change metrics under one

construct. We next turn our attention to distance metrics, and demonstrate that the

difference-based change metric defined in Section 2.2.4 also qualifies as a distance

metric for any metric family, as long as the coefficients p are chosen properly.

Definition 2.10 (Distance pseudometric) Let d(x, y) be a distance function be-

tween x and y, where x and y are members of a set (in our case, the set of all

revisions of a particular source code file). Function d is a pseudometric if it satisfies

the following four properties for all x and y:

Non-negativity: d(x, y) ≥ 0 (2.1a)

Identity: x = y ⇒ d(x, y) = 0 (2.1b)

Symmetry: d(x, y) = d(y, x) (2.1c)

Triangle inequality: d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) (2.1d)

Our difference-based change metrics will only satisfy the properties of a pseu-

dometric rather than satisfying all the properties of a metric. In order to qual-

ify as a full distance metric, the distance function must satisfy a fifth property

d(x, y) = 0 ⇒ x = y. Because software metrics are typically only concerned with

certain characteristics of a revision of a source code file (such as the file’s method

calls or variable definitions), there will be many different source code files that

should be considered equivalent with respect to these characteristics, and have a

zero distance between them. (This principle is similar to one of Weyuker’s complex-

ity metric axioms [170], which asserted that it must be possible for two non-identical

programs to have the same complexity measurement.) Therefore, it is not always

appropriate for software metrics to be full distance metrics, and we only consider

distance pseudometrics in this work.
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The four properties of distance pseudometrics above correspond with char-

acteristics that software change metrics should intuitively possess. Measurements

of software change should not be negative, and a change metric should register no

change when comparing a revision of a file against itself. Software change metrics

should register additions and deletions in a consistent way such that it is possible

to construct a symmetric metric. (Although many software metric family members,

such as separate metrics that only measure additions or deletions, may be non-

symmetric, the existence of these symmetric metric family members assures that

the addition-only and deletion-only metrics were constructed consistently.) Finally,

comparing two software revisions which are separated by several versions should

not register more change than the aggregate changes summed over the intermediate

versions. In fact, over the course of analyzing software metric families and distance

metrics, the author revised the construction process for software metric families sev-

eral times – in other words, aligning software change metrics with the mathematical

notion of a distance pseudometric made the definitions of the software metrics in

this work more complete and consistent.

Proposition 2.1 (Software metrics as distance pseudometrics) For any given

metric family, the difference-based change metric changemetric(T, U) as defined in

Definition 2.9 is a pseudometric if the following constraints on coefficients are sat-
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isfied:

p1, p2, p3, p4 ≥ 0 (2.2a)

p1 = p2 (2.2b)

2 · p1 ≥ p4 (2.2c)

2 · p1 ≥ p3 (2.2d)

2 · p4 ≥ p3 (2.2e)

2 · p3 ≥ p4 (2.2f)

Note that changemetric is computed by summing over λ ∈ LT. It suffices to

show that the quantity inside the summation is a pseudometric ∀λ ∈ LT, as the sum

of a set of pseudometrics itself qualifies as a pseudometric. Throughout the proofs

that follow, we will employ this strategy, leaving λ as a free variable.

In order to prove Proposition 2.1, we will first state several lemmas which

will be helpful in multiple stages of the proof. The first two lemmas relate to

characteristics of sets A and B as defined in Definition 2.5:

Lemma 2.1 (Symmetry of label sets) The first lemma relates to the effects of

the node mapping and value mapping symmetry properties. Roughly speaking, if

the direction in which two trees are compared is swapped, both trees will still share

the same number of labels in common after labeling their trees with the metric

family’s labeling function:

∣∣AλT ∩Bλ
T→U

∣∣ =
∣∣∣Avaluemap(T→U,λ)

U ∩Bvaluemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

∣∣∣ (2.3)

Proof: First apply the definition of B to the above proposition, applying

Property 2.4.2 to consolidate nested value mappings:
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∣∣∣AλT ∪ {t | ∃u (t, u) ∈ nodemap(T → U) ∧ u ∈ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)
U

}∣∣∣ =∣∣∣Avaluemap(T→U,λ)
U ∪

{
u | ∃t (u, t) ∈ nodemap(U → T ) ∧ t ∈ AλU

}∣∣∣ (2.4)

Consolidate the two sets:

∣∣∣{t | ∃u (t, u) ∈ nodemap(T → U) ∧ t ∈ AλT ∧ u ∈ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U

}∣∣∣ =∣∣∣{u | ∃t (u, t) ∈ nodemap(U → T ) ∧ t ∈ AλT ∧ u ∈ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U

}∣∣∣ (2.5)

Apply Property 2.3.3:

∣∣∣{t | ∃u (t, u) ∈ nodemap(T → U) ∧ t ∈ AλT ∧ u ∈ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U

}∣∣∣ =∣∣∣{u | ∃t (t, u) ∈ nodemap(T → U) ∧ t ∈ AλT ∧ u ∈ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U

}∣∣∣ (2.6)

Note that per Property 2.3.1, only one t will satisfy Equation 2.6 for any u,

and vice versa. Therefore, the two sets are the same size. 2

Lemma 2.2 (Transitivity of label sets) This lemma relates to the effect of the

node mapping and value mapping transitivity properties. If a succession of pairs of

trees has identical labels for some λ, then the first and last trees in the succession

also have identical labels:

A
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧ Avaluemap(X→Z,λ)

Z = B
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Z→Y ⇒

Bλ
X→Y = Bλ

X→Z (2.7)
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Proof: We will start by proving one half (the subset in one direction) of the

implied set equality of Equation 2.7:

A
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧ Avaluemap(X→Z,λ)

Z = B
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Z→Y ⇒

Bλ
X→Y ⊆ Bλ

X→Z (2.8)

To prove Equation 2.8, we begin with membership in Bλ
X→Y and expand the

definition of B:

{
x | ∃y ∈ Avaluemap(X→Y,λ)

Y (x, y) ∈ nodemap(X → Y )
}

(2.9)

Per the left-hand-side of Equation 2.8, A
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z .

Therefore:

∀y ∈ Avaluemap(X→Y,λ)
Y ∃z (y, z) ∈ nodemap(Y → Z) ∧ z ∈ Avaluemap(X→Z,λ)

Z (2.10)

Combining Equations 2.9 and 2.10:

{
x | ∃y ∈ Avaluemap(X→Y,λ)

Y , ∃z ∈ Avaluemap(X→Z)
Z (x, y) ∈ nodemap(X → Y ) ∧

(y, z) ∈ nodemap(Y → Z)
}

(2.11)

Applying Property 2.3.4

{
x | ∃y ∈ Avaluemap(X→Y,λ)

Y ,∃z ∈ Avaluemap(X→Z)
Z (x, z) ∈ nodemap(X → Z)

}
(2.12)
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Simplifying and applying the definition of B, we arrive at Bλ
X→Z , which proves

Equation 2.8. Now we must prove:

A
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧ Avaluemap(X→Z,λ)

Z = B
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Z→Y ⇒

Bλ
X→Z ⊆ Bλ

X→Y (2.13)

The proof of Equation 2.13 is the same as the proof of Equation 2.8 with Y

and Z swapped. Therefore Equation 2.7 is proven. 2

Lemma 2.3 (Mutual exclusion of metric predicates) Note that five predicates

were defined in Definition 2.6. We now must show that these five predicates (ADDONLY,

DELONLY, ADDDEL, MOD, NONE) are mutually exclusive and cover all cases –

in other words, that for any T and U , exactly one of the five predicates is true.

Proof: It is trivial that ADDONLY and DELONLY are mutually exclusive

and also exclude ADDDEL and MOD, because these predicates disagree as to if

AλT = ∅ and/or AλU = ∅. It is also trivial that ADDDEL and MOD are mutually

exclusive, because they disagree as to if AλT ∩Bλ
T→U = ∅.

To prove the lemma, we must now show that NONE holds iff the four other

predicates do not hold.

NONEλ
T→U ⇔ ¬ADDONLYλ

T→U ∧¬DELONLYλ
T→U ∧¬ADDDELλT→U ∧¬MODλ

T→U

(2.14)

First, we replace predicates with their definitions and simplify, ensuring that

none of the predicates on the right-hand-side can be satisfied:
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AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T ⇔(

AλT ∩Bλ
T→U = ∅ ⇒ AλT = A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅ ∧

AλT ∩Bλ
T→U 6= ∅ ⇒ AλT = Bλ

T→U ∧ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

)
(2.15)

Simplifying further:

AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T ⇔(

AλT ∩Bλ
T→U = ∅ ∧ AλT = A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅

)
∨(

AλT ∩Bλ
T→U 6= ∅ ∧ AλT = Bλ

T→U ∧ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

)
(2.16)

AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T ⇔(

AλT = A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅

)
∨(

AλT 6= ∅ ∧ AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

)
(2.17)

This can be rewritten as

AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T ⇔(

AλT = A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅ ∨ AλT 6= ∅

)
∧AλT = Bλ

T→U∧A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

(2.18)

From Lemma 2.1 we can conclude that
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AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T ∧ AλT = ∅ ⇒ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅

(2.19)

because
∣∣λT ∩Bλ

T→U
∣∣ = 0 and hence

∣∣∣valuemap (T → U, λ)U ∩B
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T

∣∣∣ =

0. So Equation 2.18 can be rewritten as:

AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T ⇔(

AλT = ∅ ∨ AλT 6= ∅
)
∧ AλT = Bλ

T→U ∧ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T (2.20)

2

Lemma 2.4 (Symmetric metric predicates) The following equations relate to

the symmetry of the predicates from Definition 2.6. Symmetry relates to the change

in a set of labels when comparing one tree to another (for example, when an element

is added when going from tree T to tree U) versus the reverse (for example, when

the same element is removed when going from tree U to tree T ).

ADDONLYλ
T→U ⇔ DELONLY

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T (2.21)

ADDDELλT→U ⇔ ADDDEL
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T (2.22)

NONEλ
T→U ⇔ NONE

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T (2.23)

MODλ
T→U ⇔ MOD

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T (2.24)
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Proof of Equation 2.21: Replacing predicates with their definitions and apply-

ing Property 2.4.2, we arrive at:

AλT ∩Bλ
T→U = ∅ ∧ AλT = ∅ ∧ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)

U 6= ∅ ⇔

A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U ∩ Bvaluemap(T→U,λ)

U→T = ∅ ∧ AλT = ∅ ∧ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)
U 6= ∅ (2.25)

As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, AλT∩Bλ
T→U = ∅ ⇔ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U ∩Bvaluemap(T→U,λ)

U→T =

∅, which proves Equation 2.25 2

Proof of Equation 2.22: Replacing predicates and applying Property 2.4.2, as

it is applied when proving Equation 2.25:

AλT ∩ Bλ
T→U = ∅ ∧ AλT = ∅ ∧ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)

U 6= ∅ ∧ Qλ
T 6= ∅ ⇔

A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U ∩ Bvaluemap(T→U,λ)

U→T = ∅ ∧ AλT = ∅ ∧ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)
U 6= ∅ ∧ Qλ

T 6= ∅

(2.26)

This can be proven with Lemma 2.1 as in the previous case. 2

Proof of Equation 2.23: Replacing predicates and applying Property 2.4.2. we

get the tautology:

AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T ⇔

AλT = Bλ
T→U ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = B

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T (2.27)

2

Proof of Equation 2.24: This is trivial given the previous three symmetry

equations and Lemma 2.3. 2
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Lemma 2.5 (Transitivity of unchanged labels) Here, we prove that if a set of

labels remained unchanged when moving across two pairs of trees, then the set will

also remain unchanged when moving across both at once – in other words, that a

lack of change between trees is transitive.

NONEλ
X→Y ∧ NONE

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ⇒ NONEλ

X→Z (2.28)

Applying the definition of NONE and Property 2.4.2 to Equation 2.28:

AλX = Bλ
X→Y ∧ A

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→X = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧

A
valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z = B

valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z→Y ⇒

AλX = Bλ
X→Z ∧ A

valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z = B

valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z→X (2.29)

We will begin by proving w.l.o.g:

AλX = Bλ
X→Y ∧ A

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧

A
valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z = B

valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z→Y ⇒ AλX = Bλ

X→Z (2.30)

Applying Lemma 2.2 to Equation 2.30, we conclude that:

Bλ
X→Y = Bλ

X→Z (2.31)

So AλX = Bλ
X→Z which proves Equation 2.30. To prove Equation 2.29, we now

must prove:
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AλX = Bλ
X→Y ∧ A

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→X ∧

A
valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z = B

valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z→Y ⇒ A

valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z = B

valuemap(X→Z,λ)
Z→X (2.32)

In Equation 2.32, swap variablesX and Z. Then replace λ with valuemap (X → Z, λ)

and apply Properties 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. This results in Equation 2.30 which has already

been proven. 2

Lemma 2.6 (Transitivity of modification) In our final lemma, we will show

that if a set of labels is modified across one pair of trees and then remains unchanged

across another pair of trees, then the set of labels will still be modified when going

across both pairs of trees at once:

MODλ
X→Y ∧ NONEλ

Y→Z ⇒ MODλ
X→Z ∨ NONEλ

X→Z (2.33)

A stronger version of this lemma could be proven (in particular, NONEλ
X→Z

could be ruled out), but this weaker version is sufficient for this distance pseudo-

metric proof. To prove Equation 2.33, it suffices to show that:

AλX ∩Bλ
X→Y 6= ∅ ∧ A

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = B

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧

A
valuemap(Y→Z,valuemap(X→Y,λ))
Z = B

valuemap(Y→Z,valuemap(X→Y,λ))
Y→Z ⇒ AλX ∩Bλ

X→Z 6= ∅

(2.34)

Apply Property 2.4.3 and Lemma 2.2. We can conclude that:

Bλ
X→Y = Bλ

X→Z (2.35)
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Combining Equation 2.34 with Equation 2.35:

AλX ∩Bλ
X→Z 6= ∅ (2.36)

2

Theorem 2.1 (Non-negatitivity of metric family members) We can now prove

Equation 2.1a, the first property that changemetric(T, U) must satisfy to qualify as

a distance pseudometric.

changemetric(T, U) ≥ 0 (2.37)

As discussed previously, we must only prove that each property is satisfied for

any given T , U , and λ. Equation 2.37 is satisfied by the constraint in Equation 2.2a.

2

Theorem 2.2 (Identity of metric family members) Equation 2.1b stipulates

that identical revisions will have zero distance between them:

T = U ⇒ changemetric(T, U) = 0 (2.38)

To prove that this is satisfied, we must prove ∀λ:

NONEλ
T→T (2.39)

It suffices to show that:

AλT = Bλ
T→T (2.40)

Replacing B with its definition:
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AλT =
{
t | ∃u (t, u) ∈ nodemap (T → T ) ∧ u ∈ Avaluemap(T→T,λ)

T

}
(2.41)

Applying Properties 2.3.2 and 2.4.1:

AλT =
{
t | ∃u t = u ∧ t ∈ T ∧ t ∈ AλT

}
(2.42)

Which is satisfied because AλT ⊆ T . 2

Recall from Definition 2.9 that T and U are the trees corresponding to two

different revisions of the same file. This property establishes that any given revision

of any given file has a zero distance to itself. Significantly, this property does not

establish that two identical abstract syntax trees have zero distances to each other.

Recall that the distance between two trees is determined by both the trees’ labels

and the trees themselves, and that the labels can depend on information not found

within the tree (such as a file name f or a lookup table lookup.

Theorem 2.3 (Symmetry of metric family members) To satisfy the property

described by Equation 2.1c, we must prove that for any T and U :

changemetric(T, U) = changemetric(U, T ) (2.43)

Per Lemma 2.3, only one of the predicates of Definition 2.6 can be satisfied at

once. This means that Equation 2.43 can be proven be considering each predicate

in turn:

• ADDONLYλ
T→U : Per Equation 2.21 of Lemma 2.4, DELONLYλ

U→T . The con-

dition in Equation 2.2b satisfies Equation 2.43 here.

• DELONLYλ
T→U : This is a mirror image of the previous case.
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• ADDDELλT→U : This case is satisfied by Equation 2.22 of Lemma 2.4.

• MODλ
T→U : This case is satisfied by Equation 2.24 of Lemma 2.4.

• NONEλ
T→U : Per Lemma 2.3, by exclusion, NONEλ

U→T must be true, because

otherwise a different predicate would have to satisfy T → U .

These five cases collectively satisfy Equation 2.43 2

Theorem 2.4 (Triangle inquality of metric family members) The property

described by Equation 2.1d specifies that the distance across two pairs of trees

cannot be less than the distance across the whole:

changemetric(X,Z) ≤ changemetric(X, Y ) + changemetric(Y, Z) (2.44)

As in Theorem 2.3, we will prove this by considering each case individually.

Because Definition 2.6 defines 5 predicates, there are 5 · 5 · 5 = 125 possible cases.

We must show that each case is either:

• Infeasible: These three predicates cannot occur together for any X,Y ,Z, or

• Satisfied: If these three predicates occur together, the triangle inequality is

satisfied by the constraints in Proposition 2.1.

One example of an infeasible case is NONEλ
X→Y ∧ NONE

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧

ADDONLYλ
X→Z – combining two changes that do not add a value cannot result

in a value being added across the two changes. An example of a satisfied case is

ADDONLYλ
X→Y ∧ ADDDEL

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∧ ADDONLYλ

X→Z , which is satisfied by

Equation 2.2a (ADDDEL cannot reduce the total distance).

Predicate clause set: We will show that many cases are infeasible because

they are contradicted by a predicate clause set. A predicate clause set consists of
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constraints imposed by previous lemmas. The first predicate clause set is due to

Lemma 2.5:

¬NONEλ
X→Y ∨ ¬NONE

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∨ NONEλ

X→Z

The second is due to Lemma 2.6:

¬MODλ
X→Y ∨ ¬NONE

valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y→Z ∨MODλ

X→Z ∨ NONEλ
X→Z

Closure of predicate clause set: We can compute the closure of the above

clause set by applying two operations:

• Swapping variables: Variables X, Y , or Z can be swapped wherever they

appear in a clause.

• Reversing predicates: The initial clause set only contains predicates NONE

and MOD. It has been shown that both of these predicates are symmetric –

MODλ
T→U ⇔ MOD

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T and NONEλ

T→U ⇔ NONE
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U→T – in

Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.3. Therefore, any given predicate in a clause set

can be reversed without swapping variables in other predicates.

By computing the closure of the predicate clause set under these two opera-

tions, we find that many cases are infeasible because they are contradicted by some

member of this set.

Cases with trivially contradictory predicates: For any predicate, it is

apparent from the predicate’s definition if either of the trees’ A sets are empty:

• NONEλ
T→U : AλT = ∅ ⇔ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅ – this follows from Definition 2.5.

• ADDONLYλ
T→U : AλT = ∅ ∧ Avaluemap(T→U,λ)

U 6= ∅
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Table 2.3: Feasible cases for proving the triangle inequality of the distance-based change
metric

X → Y Y → Z X → Z Satisfying constraint(s)
ADDONLY ADDDEL ADDONLY 2.2a
ADDONLY DELONLY NONE 2.2a
ADDONLY MOD ADDONLY 2.2a
ADDONLY NONE ADDONLY 2.2a
ADDDEL ADDDEL ADDDEL 2.2a
ADDDEL ADDDEL MOD 2.2f
ADDDEL ADDDEL NONE 2.2a
ADDDEL DELONLY DELONLY 2.2a
ADDDEL MOD ADDDEL 2.2a
ADDDEL MOD MOD 2.2a
ADDDEL NONE ADDDEL 2.2a
DELONLY ADDONLY ADDDEL 2.2b, 2.2d
DELONLY ADDONLY MOD 2.2b, 2.2c
DELONLY NONE DELONLY 2.2a
MOD DELONLY DELONLY 2.2a
MOD MOD ADDDEL 2.2e
MOD MOD MOD 2.2a
MOD MOD NONE 2.2a
MOD NONE MOD 2.2a
NONE NONE NONE Def 2.9

• DELONLYλ
T→U : AλT 6= ∅ ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U = ∅

• ADDDELλT→U : AλT 6= ∅ ∧ A
valuemap(T→U,λ)
U 6= ∅

• MODλ
T→U : AλT 6= ∅ ∧ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U 6= ∅

This allows for some combinations of predicates to be trivially ruled out be-

cause they are incompatible. For example, ADDONLYλ
X→Y ∧ ADDONLYλ

Y→Z is a

contradiction because it contradicts if A
valuemap(X→Y,λ)
Y = ∅. Hence, we determine

that some cases are infeasible because their predicates are trivially contradictory

(can be shown as being contradictory without recourse to any of the lemmas or

theorems which we have described).

Equivalent cases: If it is shown that the triangle inequality is satisfied in

any given case, then the triangle inequality must also be satisfied in the case that
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is produced by swapping X and Y, as this case only differs in that the two distance

measurements are added in a different order (as the arithmetic sum operator is

symmetric). Therefore, we do not need to prove that both equivalent cases are

satisfied – only one or the other.

With the aid of a computer program, we evaluated all 125 cases and eliminated

cases that were contradicted by the closure of the predicate clause set, trivially

contradictory, or equivalent to another case which was not eliminated. The cases

which remain (which represent cases for which the triangle inequality must hold)

are shown in Table 2.3. Next to each case, the constraint(s) which cause the case

to be satisfied are shown. Because all cases are satisfied, the theorem is proven and

the distance-based change metric is shown to be a distance pseudometric. 2

2.4.2 Code delta metrics and distance-based change metrics

In Section 2.2.4, we introduced a method for constructing software change

metrics to quantify the change of some quality of a source code file between one

revision and another. Notably, any quantity that could be represented with a la-

beling function could be used to build both a static code metric and a family of

change metrics, and many members of the family of change metrics also qualified as

distance metrics in the mathematical sense (or, more specifically, pseudometrics).

A code delta metric was defined in Definition 2.8. It is easy to show that

the code delta metric qualifies as a distance pseudometric, and it is much simpler

to reason about it than the difference-based change metric, which the preceding

theorems and lemmas analyzed. The code delta metric has been used in the past [56]

to characterize various aspects of software change.

The drawback of the code delta metric is that is incapable of characterizing a

particular, intuitive notion of software change that a change metric should satisfy.

Consider a change metric that quantified addition and deletion of functions in a file.
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The code-delta-based metric would measure the absolute difference in the number

of functions between two revisions of a file. However, if all of the functions were

removed from a file in one revision and replaced with the same number of (completely

different) functions in the next, the code delta metric would indicate that the file

had not changed at all.

Here, we show that a simple code churn metric cannot be replaced by any

code delta metric, regardless of what static code metrics were used to build the

code delta metric, even for very small programs, and even if the code delta metric

is generalized to a higher-dimensionality Euclidean space.

Definition 2.11 (Generalized code delta metric) Let m1(T ),m2(T ), . . .mi(T )

be a set of source code metrics that will be used to build a generalized code delta met-

ric (the functions m can be defined in any manner, including with the PRESENT as

described in Definition 2.8, or in another way – there is no need to use the system

that was proposed in this work). The code delta metric for two revisions of a file T

and U is then defined as:

δ(T, U) ≡
√

(m1 (T )−m1 (U))2 + (m2 (T )−m2 (U))2 + · · ·+ (mi (T )−mi (U))2

The traditional code delta metric is a special case of this generalized code delta

metric with i = 1. The function defined in Definition 2.11 is the Euclidean norm.

Therefore, the vector of source code metrics m are a metric embedding of source

code trees into an i-dimensional Euclidean space where each tree has coordinates

(m1(T ),m2(T ), . . .mi(T )).

Consider a simple code churn metric, which measures the difference between

two files as number of lines that would have to be added, removed, or modified to

transform one file into another. (For the sake of simplicity, this example will only
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Table 2.4: Four versions of a simple program for a code churn example

a b b d
var a = 1; var a = 5; var a = 5; var a = 5;

var b = 2; var b = 2; var b = 6; var b = 2;

var c = 3; var c = 3; var c = 3; var c = 7;

Table 2.5: Distances between versions of the program shown in Table 2.4

dist A B C D
A 0 1 2 2
B 1 0 1 1
C 2 1 0 2
D 2 1 2 0

involve modified lines). Table 2.4 depicts 4 versions of a simple 3-line program that

will be used to illustrate this example.

The pairwise distances between the 4 versions of the program can be mea-

sured by counting the number of lines that are different between each pair of ver-

sions. A matrix of these measurements is shown in Table 2.5. We investigate if

∃i,m1,m2, . . . ,mi such that the generalized code delta metric δ can match these

distances. We will prove by contradiction that no such collection of static code

metrics exists.

Proof : Let δ be the code delta metric that replicates the desired code churn

distances. Consider that in a Euclidean space, three points x, y, z are collinear iff

d(x, y) + d(y, z) = d(x, z). Therefore, embedded into the Euclidean space, A, B, C

are collinear because δ(A,B) = 1, δ(B,C) = 1, δ(A,C) = 2. For the same reason,

A, B, D are collinear. Both C and D are collinear with Aand B. So, A, B, C,

D must be collinear. However, B, C, D are not collinear because δ(B,C) = 1,

δ(C,D) = 2, δ(B,D) = 1 which is a contradiction. 2

The significance of this proof is that no generalized code delta metric can

replicate a simple code churn metric, even when the size of the program is bounded

and i is arbitrary large. The system of metric families that we defined in this
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chapter is able to replicate such metrics, demonstrating that our distance-based

change metrics align more closely with the intuitive notion of change, while still

allowing for a wide variety of source code phenomena to be measured as change

metrics, and ensuring that the resulting change metrics are also distance metrics in

the mathematical sense.

2.5 Implementation details

Earlier in this chapter, we presented a system for defining families of code

and change metrics. We then listed a number of such metric families which we

implemented for the purposes of this study, and we then explored the theoretical

properties of these metric families from the standpoint of distance measurement. In

this final section, we turn our attention to the implementation details, or algorithms,

required to complete these metrics efficiently.

Recall that constructing difference-based change metrics using our metric fam-

ily construction system entails comparing two versions of a product with each other.

Such a comparison will yield three mappings:

1. File mappings: Mappings between files in two revisions (Section 2.2.2.1)

2. Node mappings: Mappings between AST nodes in two files (Section 2.2.2.2)

3. Value mappings: Mappings between the vocabularies of AST labeling func-

tions as applied to two files (Section 2.2.2.3)

Collectively, these three mappings define how the changes made between two

revisions are characterized, which influences the difference-based change metrics that

result. A number of properties have been described in the previous sections which

place some constraints on how the mappings are performed. However, it is possible
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to trivially satisfy these properties without performing a meaningful mapping from

a measurement standpoint.

For example, a trivial node mapping can be defined which yields an empty

mapping (unless a tree is being compared with itself). Such a mapping would

satisfy all of the properties required from a node mapping, and the difference-based

change metric that resulted would qualify as a distance metric; however, the change

metrics would treat all code as having been deleted and re-created in every revision.

Another possible node mapping that would trivially satisfy all our properties

involves imposing a total ordering on each tree, and then mapping the first nodes

to each other, the second nodes to each other, and so forth. This mapping would

falsely report that large segments of trees had changed when they had not actually

changed (because the mapped sequences of nodes would become misaligned at some

point).

In the following sections, we discuss practical considerations of choosing map-

ping algorithms that satisfy the required properties and behave in an expected

manner.

2.5.1 File mapping algorithms

A file mapping algorithm serves the purpose of determining which files in two

different revisions of the same product are “the same”, even when files are added,

removed, or renamed. An optimal file mapping between two revisions could, for

example, minimize the aggregate edit distance between all pairs of matched trees

plus the number of nodes in trees that were unmatched. Two practical problems

may arise when building file mappings: (1) The node mapping algorithm relies on

the file mapping already having been performed; jointly optimizing the node and

file mappings would come at the cost of increased computational complexity. (2)

The file mapping must still satisfy all the properties in Section 2.2.2.1, which is not
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always guaranteed if the file mapping algorithm only uses local (to the two revisions

being compared) information.

The git version control tool contains a file mapping algorithm which detects

when a file in the repository has been renamed. When matching files between two

revisions, the algorithm first looks for filenames which are part of one revision but

not another. The similarity of these files is then compared; a potential rename is

detected if the similarity (proportion of the original file that remains) rises above

a predetermined threshold. Although the git rename detection functionality is

based on measuring the proportion of changed text (rather then the proportion of

changed tree nodes), it is not necessary to parse the files before determining how

they are mapped – doing so does not help satisfy any of the required properties in

Section 2.2.2.1.

Another problem relates to satisfying the symmetry (2.2.3) and transitivity

(2.2.4) properties for file mappings – there is no guarantee that the git rename

detection will behave in such a way that these properties will automatically be

satisfied. This problem can be addressed with a wrapper approach, where any

file mapping algorithm can be invoked by a wrapper algorithm that ensures these

properties are satisfied.

For the wrapper algorithm that we describe here, we assume that revisions

form a tree with a single root node (which must be the earliest known revision of

the program). If this is not the case, such a tree can easily be constructed with a

spanning tree over the revision graph.

In the case where a revision is compared to itself, return an identity mapping:

filemap(R1 → R1) = {(f, f) | f ∈ R1}

Let origmap(R1 → R2) be the original file mapping algorithm that is to be

wrapped. Let parent(R1) be the parent of a revision and ancestors(R1) be the set
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of all ancestor revisions of a revision. We next consider the case where a revision is

being compared to its parent (moving “forward” through the revision history). In

this case, the wrapped mapping function is simply called.

filemap(parent(R1)→ R1) = origmap(parent(R1)→ R1)

In the case where a revision is being compared to its descendant, the direction

of the comparison and the results are reversed. This guarantees Property 2.2.3:

filemap(R1 → R2 ∈ ancestors(R1)) = {(x, y) | (y, x) ∈ filemap (R2 → R1)}

In the cases that remain, either the revision is being compared to an ancestor

other than its parent, or there exists a common ancestor with the compared revision

as its descendant. In either case, two comparisons are transitively combined and

mappings are preserved across all three of the revisions in question, recursively

comparing revisions until the desired starting and ending points are reached.

filemap(R1 → R2) =
{

(x, z) | (y, z) ∈ origmap(parent(R2)→ R2) ∧

(x, y) ∈ filemap(R1 → parent(R2))
}

This wrapper algorithm ensures that any file mapping algorithm will satisfy all

the properties described in Section 2.2.2.1, assuming that Property 2.2.1 is directly

satisfied by the algorithm. In our file mapping implementation for the experiments

described in this work, we effectively wrap Git’s rename detection algorithm in such

a manner.
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2.5.2 Tree node mapping algorithms

The problem of comparing ordered trees has been thoroughly studied [18, 150,

176]. Algorithms for comparing two trees generally produce an edit script or an

alignment between the trees [18]. An edit script is a sequence of node addition,

removal, and relabeling operations that transforms the first tree into the second.

An alignment between two trees inserts special “space” nodes into both trees such

that the trees are structurally isomorphic, and the distance between two trees is

determined by comparing pairs of nodes which are in the same positions. Both edit

scripts and alignments can be used to produce a mapping between the two trees,

or tuples similar to this described in Section 2.2.2.2 which link nodes that the two

trees have in common. Although a full exploration of tree comparison algorithms is

beyond the scope of this work, such algorithms are clearly applicable for comparing

two revisions of a source code file.

Earlier in this section, we discussed the importance of ensuring that (beyond

satisfying the properties of Section 2.2.2.2) tree mappings are “well-behaved”, in

the sense that there should be some criteria for deciding that a node in one tree

is eligible to be mapped to a node in another. Tai Mappings [150] are mappings

between trees that satisfy three properties:

1. Mappings between trees are one-to-one

2. Sibling order is preserved (one node is to the left of another iff the same is

true in the mapped tree)

3. Ancestry is preserved (one node is an ancestor of another iff the same is true

in the mapped tree)

If relabeling operations in edit scripts are disallowed (a restriction of the tree edit

distance problem which can be accomplished by ensuring that relabeling is no less

expensive than deletion and insertion [158]), a fourth property is satisfied – that
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mapped nodes have identical properties. Note that “relabeling” here is not related

to the tree node labeling functions which we had previously discussed – this is a

different use of the word “label”. For the purposes of comparing trees, the “label” of

a node should be built from properties taken from the source code. Such properties

may include the abstract syntax tree node type, the name of an operator, or the

contents of a string literal. In general, all properties should be included in a node’s

label; however, if a property will participate in a value mapping (as described in

Section 2.2.2), it should not be included in a tree comparison label, as a value

mapping will serve no purpose if nodes with different labels cannot be mapped to

each other.

Collectively, the four properties above define one sense of how tree mappings

may be “well-behaved”. However, Tai Mappings are not guaranteed to satisfy the

properties that we describe in Section 2.2.2.2, which are required to ensure that the

software change metrics also qualify as distance metrics. We describe two approaches

for addressing this:

2.5.2.1 Edit-union tree mapping method

Torsello and Hancock [158] introduce an algorithm for computing the edit-

union of a set of trees. An edit-union is a directed acyclic graph which is constructed

such that all trees in the set are substructures of the edit-union structure. Note that

any number of trees can be combined in this way, rather than just two. The edit-

union is used to quickly compute the similarity between one tree and a large set of

trees by minimizing the edit distance between the tree being compared and all trees

in the set.

The same edit-union and matching method can be used to compare multiple

revisions of a source code file while satisfying the properties of Section 2.2.2.2. First,

construct an edit-union structure which includes all revisions of the file in question.
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Each node of the edit-union represents an equivalence class, where no more than

one tree node from each revision (the tree node that maps to the given node of

the edit-union) is a member of the class. When comparing two revisions of a file,

the node mapping nodemap is constructed from pairs of nodes which are members

of the same equivalence class. This ensures that all properties of Section 2.2.2.2

are satisfied and the tree mapping is also well-behaved. However, the edit-union

structure is not guaranteed to be optimal (neither globally – the total size of the

edit-union structure is not minimized – nor locally – the tree mappings produced in

such a way are not guaranteed to map as many pairs of nodes as possible).

2.5.2.2 Wrapper tree mapping method

As an alternative to using a specialized edit-union structure, a well-behaved

tree differencing algorithm which compares pairs of trees can be wrapped so it

satisfies all properties described in Section 2.2.2.2. Because the wrapping algorithm

for tree nodes is identical to the wrapping algorithm for files, we refer the reader to

Section 2.5.1 for more information on this.

The tree mappings that result from this method will be as well-behaved as

the tree differencing algorithm makes them. They are also guaranteed to satisfy the

properties of Section 2.2.2.2, regardless of how the underlying tree differencing algo-

rithm works. The disadvantage of taking this approach is that the tree differences

will become increasingly suboptimal (in the sense that fewer nodes are mapped than

would otherwise be possible) as the revisions get farther apart in the revision tree,

due to the large number of tree comparisons that are chained together. However,

because the vulnerability predication experiments in this work only take measure-

ments of adjacent revisions, we use this wrapping approach when producing our

measurements.

A number of algorithms have been proposed for comparing ordered trees in
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polynomial time. These algorithms typically apply dynamic programming [18]. One

such algorithm can find the edit distance between two trees (and a corresponding

edit script) in O(|T1| |T2|min {D1, L1}min {D2, L2}) time, where |Ti| is the number

of nodes in tree i, Di is the depth of tree i, and Li is the number of leaves on tree

i [18].

2.5.2.3 Direct measurement of tree differences

Typical tree edit distance algorithms allow for a cost function γ(l1, l2) to be

freely defined, where l1 and l2 are labels on tree nodes. If the cost function satisfies

the properties of a distance metric over the set of labels, then the tree edit distance

algorithm will satisfy the properties of a distance metric over the set of trees. Note

that “distance” here is measured as the sum of the costs of the edits that were made.

Accordingly, distance is minimized by minimizing this sum, rather than maximizing

the cardinality of the mapping.

This property of tree edit distance algorithms inspires the possibility of build-

ing a change metric that encodes the quality of software to be measured in the cost

function γ, omitting all of the machinery described in Section 2.2. However, as we

will demonstrate, this is not as good of an idea as it may originally seem. Start by

labeling trees with the metric family’s labeling function. Construct a cost function

γ that returns a distance of 2 between two different labels, 1 between a label and an

unlabeled node (or a “space”) and 0 otherwise. As long as the metric family’s labels

are unique (no two nodes in any given tree can have the same label), the tree edit

distances that result will qualify as a difference-based change metric with p1 = 1,

p2 = 1, p3 = 2, and p4 = 2 3.

Although such a software change metric would be simple to compute, this

approach suffers from the problem of not allowing the tree differencing algorithm

3Note that any value can be assigned to p4 because, given that the labels are unique, the MOD
predicate will never hold.
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to consider all the properties of a node, resulting in a tree-to-tree comparison that

differs from what would be expected. The issue stems from the zero cost of adding

and removing tree nodes which are unlabeled.

Consider two programs that declare a single variable x but are otherwise com-

pletely different. Next, consider a metric family that measures variable declarations,

with a labeling function that labels variable declaration statements with the name

of the variable being declared. If the direct measurement approach that we just pro-

posed was applied in this example, the tree differencing algorithm would produce

an edit script that rewrites the entire program around the unchanged variable. The

resulting distance of zero between the two programs is correct in a mathematical

sense, but does not capture the intent of the software change metric that was devel-

oped – which should capture the fact that one declaration of variable x is “different”

from another if it appears in a completely different context.

To avoid this issue, edit scripts (or mappings) between two revisions of the

same file must be computed on unlabeled trees (before applying the metric family’s

labeling function) and should be based on properties directly taken from the original

source code.

2.5.3 Value mapping algorithms

As discussed in Section 2.2.2.3, the domain of a labeling function may differ

from file to file and revision to revision. This accommodates the fact that there

may not be a “natural” vocabulary of labels which can remain consistent across

files. For example, if a labeling function targeted for loops, the label placed on the

loops may be an automatically generated unique identifier. This problem is also

unavoidable when constructing metrics that label tree nodes with line numbers –

a trivial modification to a program may cause all program lines to be renumbered,

necessitating that the valuemap builds a mapping of lines from one revision to the
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other. In these situations, a value matching algorithm is necessary to ensure that

changes between revisions of a file are accounted properly.

Even when a labeling function can draw from a natural vocabulary, using a

matching algorithm may still be desirable if the metric should be insensitive to

renaming the labels. For example, if a labeling function labeled the entire body

of a method with the method’s name, and a revision of a file simply renamed the

method, then the old name of the method should be matched to the new name of

the method.

The optimal matching between two sets of labels maximizes the number of

abstract syntax tree nodes which are mapped (by a node mapping) to nodes with

identical labels, maximizing the following quantity when moving from tree revision

T to tree revision U with labeling function domains LT and LU. In other words, we

choose valuemap such that the following sum is maximized:

∑
(t,u)∈nodemap(T→U)

∑
λ∈LT


1 if t ∈ AλT ∧ u ∈ A

valuemap(T→U,λ)
U

0 otherwise

To find the optimal matching, we first construct a weighted bipartite graph,

where each node of the graph is a label (either in LT or LU) and the edges represent

the number of nodes mapped between T and U that have that pair of labels:

V ≡ LT ∪ LU

E ≡ LT × LU

w (λt, λu) ≡
∣∣{(t, u) ∈ nodemap (T → U) | t ∈ AλtT ∧ u ∈ A

λu
U

}∣∣
We then solve the linear assignment problem on the graph (modified to max-

imize the edge weights and equalize the graph partitions – discussed below). This
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will maximize the sum of the weights of the edges, such that each node is covered

by exactly one edge. The valuemap can then be extracted by simply reading the set

of selected edges (and stripping their weights, which are no longer used). One al-

gorithm to solve the linear assignment problem (used in the experiments performed

in this work) is the Hungarian Algorithm, which solves the problem in O(n3) time,

where n = max (|LT| , |LU|).

There are two additional considerations when converting the labels to a graph

for the linear assignment problem, both pertaining to the presence of labels in either

set which will not be matched to any non-dummy labels:

Differing numbers of labels: The linear assignment problem requires for

both halves of the bipartite graph to have the same number of nodes. If there are

differing numbers of labels in the two sets, then dummy labels can be added to one

value set so they have the same number. Note that as discussed in Section 2.2.2.3,

these dummy labels are required anyway to ensure that each revision’s range of

labels has one member of each equivalence class.

Unwanted zero-weight matchings: Some labels will be matched to another

label such that the weight of the edge between the labels is zero, because the two

labels had no tree nodes in common. When these matches occur between dummy

labels, or between a dummy and a non-dummy label, this is not problematic. How-

ever, zero-weight matches between two non-dummy labels are not desirable, because

they will result in matches between entities in source code that have no relationship

with each other. For example, if a variable is deleted in one part of a program and

an unrelated variable is added elsewhere in a program, this should be accounted for

as the addition of one variable (ADDONLY) and the deletion of another variable

(DELONLY), rather than the movement of a single variable (ADDDEL).

This can be addressed by manipulating the weights of the graph that is used

to solve the linear assignment problem. First, add a sufficient number of dummy
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labels such that all non-dummy labels can be mapped to a dummy label if needed.

Next, set the weights of all edges between two non-dummy labels to -1 when it would

otherwise be 0. This results in non-dummy labels being matched to dummy labels

unless a non-dummy match has at least one AST node in common.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the following

• A system for constructing families of metrics, which allow for the construction

of code and change metrics that characterize the same aspects of the source

code

• A proof that certain change metrics in each metric family will satisfy the ax-

ioms for a mathematical distance pseudometric, validating that these metrics

can measure change in a “well-behaved” way

• A proof that the distance-based change metrics from metric families charac-

terize differences in the same way that traditional code churn metrics do, while

the alternative code delta change metrics do not

• A source code definition model for building metric families, based on abstract

syntax trees

• Properties that must be satisfied by an implementation of the definition model

in order for the above proofs to hold

• Examples of metric families defined for this study

• Algorithms for efficiently computing metric families in a way that satisfies all

of the properties mentioned above
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This concludes our discussion on how code and change metrics were computed

for this study. Later, in Chapter 5, we will discuss the implementations of the tools

that computed these metrics in more detail. In the next chapter, we will turn our

attention to how code and change metrics can be processed and transformed into

features, or representations of the attributes of software artifacts that can be directly

supplied to machine learning algorithms.
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Chapter 3

Constructing features for software defect and vulnerability prediction

Software defect prediction (also known as software fault prediction) is the

practice of statistically associating some characteristic of a software product with

defects (or bugs) present in the same product. In the previous chapter, we intro-

duced a system for defining and computing a wide variety of static code metrics

and software change metrics. In this chapter, we will take a broader look at the

characteristics of a software product that could be used for prediction – including,

but not limited to, software metrics. In order to do this, we will first present a sur-

vey of past studies in defect and vulnerability prediction with a focus on ways that

these studies extract characteristics (or features) from software products. Next, we

will select a subset of features and methods from this taxonomy and provide formal

definitions for them, in order to relate them to the metric computation methods

and source code model defined in the previous chapter. These formal definitions

will then serve as specifications for the experiments that will be performed in the

following chapters.

There is no single standard approach for defect and vulnerability prediction

– indeed, there are almost as many approaches as there are studies. Many of the

approaches seem similar on the surface, because the studies tend to use similar kinds

of metrics or other independent variables – for example, complexity metrics, coupling

metrics, or developer experience scores. However, we argue that a less obvious aspect

of designing a study – the experimental setup (i.e. the way that these independent

variables are used) – has a far greater practical impact on how the study may be

applicable to in practice. For example, several common experimental setups carry

their own unique advantages and disadvantages:
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• Many experiments build models that statistically associate characteristics of

each source code file with the presence of defects in the same files. Such a

model is then used for a static code inspection task, applying the model to

select files likely to contain defects and then scrutinizing these files to find

those defects. However, the model in such a case is only effective when it is

applied at a single point in time, as repeated application of the model would

likely result in a near-identical set of files being inspected over and over again.

(In other words, the model could only be used once.) This experimental setup

also precludes the use of metrics that measure characteristics of one file that

may affect the defect-proneness of another file (such as if the increased attack

surface of one module reduced the security of a system as a whole [83, 146]).

• Other experiments build more complex features by measuring characteristics of

changes or revisions (such as the author of a change or the size of a commit) and

then aggregating them, such that each file ends up with a single set of features

that, in some way, characterizes the file’s development history. Unlike the

previous experimental setup, this experimental setup allows for the history of

a file (rather than its current state) to be considered, increasing the likelihood

that certain historical associations will be found. However, this change history

data is much more difficult to collect than static source code metrics, and this

experimental setup still has the aforementioned disadvantage of tying features

and defects to individual files.

• Some experiments, predicting defects at the level of commits (rather than the

level of files), use characteristics of a commit (such as the amount of code

changed in the commit or the volume of recent code changes in files affected

by the commit [90]) to predict if a defect was introduced during that commit.

Because this experimental setup is not bound to individual files, it is capable
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of capturing relationships between defects and characteristics of other files in

the application. In addition, a commit-level predictor can be used repeatedly

throughout the lifetime of the product, as opposed to file-level predictors,

which can only effectively be used once. However, developing features at a

commit-level granularity may prove problematic, because developers may split

functionality into multiple commits – splitting defects from code that enabled

them, and frustrating efforts to associate the independent variables with the

defects that they’re ultimately related to. In addition, many independent

variables (such as metrics related to file coupling or shared dependencies) are

metrics which have only traditionally been defined at the granularity of whole

files (although in Chapter 2, we introduced a way to adapt these metrics to

measure change instead).

Empirically studying the practical impact of experimental setup on vulner-

ability prediction is a primary objective of this work. To better understand how

defect and vulnerability prediction experiments were set up in the past, we present

a literature review of past studies with an emphasis on the setups of these studies.

In particular, we focus on how change data (data on the software’s evolution over

time, or data on the activities performed over individual commits or windows of

time) is utilized, as working with change-based features is less straightforward than

working with static code features, and there is more variation in how these features

are handled between studies.

3.1 Static code features for defect prediction

We begin by surveying approaches based on static code features. We define a

static code feature to be any characteristic of the code that can be used to derive an

independent variable without consulting the past history of the code (without con-
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sulting any revision of the code but the current). The experimental setup of a study

which only uses static code features is simple – the static code features for each

unit of source code are used to compute independent variables for the same source

code units, and the predictive process is executed such that the static code features

predict the presence of a defect (or the number of defects, or the number of defects

that have occurred in the past, or the number of recent defects or fixes [15, 156]) in

the source code unit. Although the experiment may be performed at multiple gran-

ularities, with methods, classes, files, packages, or even entire applications serving

as source code units, the basic experimental setup remains constant.

In the following paragraphs, we discuss the various static code features that

prediction experiments have used as independent variables. Many experimental

setups incorporate both static code features and change-based features, aggregating

change-based features up to one point in time so they can be combined with static

code features. The change-related aspects of these studies will be described in more

detail in Section 3.2.

Prediction experiments use a variety of methods to compute the dependent

variable, or number of defects in a class. Such methods may include counting the

number of defects that had been discovered in a source code unit over a certain time

period, or counting the number of known defects actually in a source code unit at

the point in time when the static code features were collected. In addition, as an

alternative to cross-validation, some experiments used next-release validation [139]

to validate a predictive model, training a model on one release of a product and

using that model to find defects in the next release of the same product. Although

this validation method involves the use of multiple releases, we do not consider this

to constitute a use of software evolution for defect prediction, and such a study

would still utilize static code features (unless a different aspect of the same study is

related to software evolution or change metrics).
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AST features: Source code modules [72] or files can be parsed into abstract

syntax trees, such that each tree node is of a particular type. For any given type, the

number of nodes of that type can be counted, such that each node type yields one

static code feature. AST node features are similar to text features (to be described

later in this list) in the sense that, unlike with software metrics, no a priori definition

of the features need be crafted – the set of features is derived from the source code

itself. A source file will generally yield fewer AST node features than text features,

because there will be more distinct tokens than AST node types, making AST

node features somewhat more generic with a lower dimensionality feature vector.

The specific AST features which are used in any given study will depend on the

programming language; for example, possible AST features for PHP may include

the number of if statements or the number of plus signs in a file.

Code style: Code style features are a variety of code metrics that specifically

estimate the degree that poor coding practices were employed when developing a

source code unit. Several defect prediction studies have used code style as a static

code feature, due to the hypothesis that poor style is associated with defective code.

Style violations include the use of language constructs that have been deemed un-

safe [22] or language usage issues such as missing braces or empty catch blocks [78].

Execution metrics: Execution metrics are collected during the execution of

a test suite, measuring the behavior of a source code unit at runtime (rather than

simply analyzing the code’s structure). Some prediction experiments [141] incor-

porate dynamic software measures [79], which include metrics that are similar to

classical source code metrics but are based on traces of the program’s execution. For

example, a dynamic size measure is computed as the number of executed instruc-

tions in the source code unit. The level of code coverage of a source code unit [103]

is another example of an execution metric. Although code coverage-based features

may be similar to dynamic software measures, the former emphasize the adequacy of
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the program’s test suite, while the latter emphasize the program itself as it typically

executes.

File type: The type of a file (such as the language of the code contained

within the file) can act as a simple static code feature, capturing the possibility that

different types of files contain defects at different rates.

Graph metrics: Many defect prediction studies incorporate graph metrics,

which were typically developed for network or social media analysis. Such met-

rics are constructed by building a graph from the program’s source code units and

then measuring the interrelationships between the nodes and edges of the graph.

Examples include centrality measures [19], dataflow measures [106], and distances

between different layers of the system [179].

Security resources: Several studies [37, 164, 166] associated the presence or

absence of security resources on a product’s web site, such as security documentation

or lists of vulnerabilities, with the number of vulnerabilities found in the product.

(Although, strictly speaking this is not an attribute of the program itself, the infor-

mation is a static feature in the sense that the security information is acquired once

at the same time the code is downloaded, and from the same location.)

Security specific: Some static code features were designed to be security-

specific, in the sense that they were crafted to specifically indicate potential vulner-

abilities (i.e. security defects) or kinds of code that are likely to contain vulnera-

bilities. One feature [145] is linked to SQL-related code, which is potentially more

likely to contain vulnerabilities of all kinds. Another set of features [135] relates to

code performing sanitization and accessing persistent data, operations which may

be related to vulnerabilities.

Specific references: Some studies link specific dependencies or the use of

specific functions to the presence of defects. These models are built by generating

one independent variable for any such dependency or function that was referenced
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from a code unit. This category is distinguished from the security specific category

by the presence of all possible dependencies (which may vary from project to project)

in the feature vector rather than a set of security-related dependencies determined

in advance.

Static analysis: Static analysis tools produce automatically generated alerts,

pointing to the presence of a potential defect or vulnerability in a specific source

code unit. Although such tools sometimes yield a high false-alarm rate [10], the

output of static analysis tools has been used as another feature for predictive models,

essentially combining the number of alerts with other features extracted from the

source code to generate a final prediction. Static analysis tools for finding security

defects [163] have been used for this purpose, as well as tools for finding defects in

general [48].

Static code metrics: Software metrics are very commonly used as features

for defect predictors. Static code metrics, or metrics computed on a single version

of a program, can act as static code features. For the purposes of this taxonomy,

we define software metrics as numerical attributes that are computed predominately

with information extracted from one specific source code unit, without executing or

performing complex program analysis on the code. Software metrics are often used

for defect prediction because they can easily be computed with readily available

tools, they can encapsulate a variety of aspects of a source file with a relatively low

feature vector dimensionality, and they can encapsulate formulas and relationships

that other kinds of static code features may not be able to represent. For the

purpose of building static code predictors, we disregard the question of whether the

metric faithfully represents an underlying attribute [89]; rather, it is sufficient that

the metric simply maps source code characteristics to independent variables in a

predictable way. A metric measuring one source code unit may be influenced by

other source code units; for example, a coupling metric may depend on the number
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of times that the file is referenced from a different file. In Chapter 2, we introduced

a methodology for formalizing and computing a wide variety of code metrics.

Text features: Text features are similar to AST features in the sense that ev-

ery element in a source file is counted and aggregated to form a high-dimensionality

feature vector. In contrast to AST features, text features are extracted from a to-

kenized source file, encapsulating the token used without regard to its role in the

language’s grammar.

3.2 Change-based features for defect prediction

Change-based features, in contrast to static code features, consider the past

development and release history of the source code, as opposed to only considering

the code’s current state. Change-based features are used in prediction studies for two

primary reasons. First, it is often hypothesized that considering the development

history of a file will provide useful information for prediction beyond what’s in the

file at the current time. Second, it is sometimes desirable to predict the time (in

addition to or instead of the location) when a vulnerability will be introduced into

(or discovered in) the source code. Time-based prediction studies like these naturally

have a need for information on the change in the code over time.

The experimental setup for studies with change-based features tends to be

more complex and less standardized than it is for studies that only use static code

features. This is often due to a fundamental “independence mismatch” between

the dependent variable and the independent variables (the change-based features).

Although it is easy to localize defects to a particular source file or function, deter-

mining the time when the defect was introduced into the file is trickier. Manually

compiling this data is time-consuming, and heuristics for automatically collecting

this information [144] proved inaccurate in the context of security vulnerabilities,

as we will discuss in Chapter 5. Hence, it is much easier to statistically associate
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change metrics (which have both a time and a position dimension) with the locations

of defects (only having a position dimension), and the need to do this has led to a

variety of aggregation techniques, which, to date, have not been explicitly explored

in existing surveys of software defect prediction literature. Indeed, the fact that

a defect prediction study describes itself as using “change metrics” does not imply

that the study uses any particular kind of dependent variable or experimental setup.

We observe that when using change-based features, the experimental setup

typically touches upon two orthogonal concerns. Change measurements are the

quantities that the change-based features ultimately measure, without concern as

to how they are aggregated to the level of the source code units under prediction.

Change aggregators define the way that these quantities are mapped to particular

source code units (such as files, commits, or releases). In addition, we describe

several special change-related features which cannot easily be described in terms of

change measurements and change aggregators.

3.2.1 Change measurements

Change entropy: Software changes are often spread across multiple files.

This change measurement is based on Shannon’s entropy, which measures if a change

predominately affects code in one particular file, or if multiple files are equally

affected as part of a particular change. Entropy has been computed on the level of

time slices [61], measuring if development in a particular time period is concentrated

into a small portion of the codebase. Entropy has also been computed on the level

of individual commits [46].

Change type: Changes can be classified into types, based on metadata

present with the change or manual classification by the researchers. Change types

considered in past defect prediction studies include:

• If the change fixes a fault
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• If the change is due to a change in requirements [8]

• If the change is a refactoring [33]

• The number of lines modified in order to make changes of the above types [15]

Prediction studies frequently include a feature based on the number of past bug fixes

in a source code unit. Such a feature can be reduced to a change type measurement

restricted to bug fixes, and we record studies utilizing such features in this way.

Churn: Code churn is very commonly used as a change measurement. Clas-

sical code churn measurements incorporate the number of lines of code added, re-

moved, or deleted as part of a change. This category of change measurements in-

corporates all of these code churn metrics. This category also includes cases where

a study incorporates a Boolean indicator variable on each file indicating if it was

modified during a particular change, as this can be viewed as a very simple indicator

of code churn. Another variant of code churn included in this category is the number

of chunks (or sections) modified by a change to a particular file [137].

Churned text: Churned text can be used as part of a high-dimensionality

feature vector that includes one feature for every token in the project, similar to the

token static code feature. The change measurement is computed as the number of

instances of the token that were added or deleted as part of a change [74].

Commit data: Version control systems maintain a variety of metadata on

commits, which is often used in prediction studies due to the ease of obtaining it.

Such metadata (which we define as data other than the actual patches being applied

to the source files) includes:

• The number of files or subsystems changed in a commit [46]

• The commit, change, or issue identifier (used to count the number of unique

commits or issue fixes affecting a file) [8, 127]
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• The number of developers involved in a change [8]

• Components of the commit time (such as the hour of day or day of week) [137]

• The types of the files modified in the commit [137]

• Text features extracted from the commit comments [74]

• If the change resulted in an entry in the product’s change log [90]

• If a particular file was newly created as part of the change [23, 113, 127]

If multiple commits can be grouped together into a single logical change (such as

groups of commits related to the same change request) and selected elements of this

commit data can also be extracted at the level of these groups [8].

Current metrics: The static code metrics of a product (or of the files affected

by a change) at the time of a change can act as simple change measurements.

Current text: As with the current metrics, the text features of a product at

the time of a change can act as change measurements.

Operation type: By comparing the source code of a particular class or file

before and after a change, fine-grained operation types can be identified and counted.

Examples of such operation types include adding and deleting functions [151], adding

and deleting else-parts in a method body [49], and adding and deleting statements.

3.2.2 Change aggregators

The change measurements listed above are not always defined at the level

of the source code units being used for prediction. For example, a code churn

feature defined at the level of individual changes cannot directly be used to predict

a dependent variable only defined on individual files. Change aggregators are used

to bridge this gap, so the independent and dependent variables are defined for the

same entities.
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Any study employing change measurements must also employ one or more

change aggregators. Depending on the circumstances, using a change aggregator

will not necessarily entail transforming the data – for example, no transformation

is necessary when file code churn is used as a feature and prediction is being done

on the level of bug-introducing changes.

Bug-fixing changes: With this change aggregator, change measurements

may directly be used as independent variables in order to predict which changes

will fix bugs. For measurements defined at the level of both files and changes

(such as code churn), the file measurements may be added together to yield just

one feature per change. This aggregator may be used in conjunction with other

aggregators (such as the cumulative aggregator); in this case, the application of the

other aggregator is repeated multiple times throughout the product’s history, such

that the “recent history” of the product at the time of each change is incorporated

into the features for that change. (See Definition 3.12 for an example of this.)

Bug-introducing changes: With this change aggregator, change measure-

ments may directly be used as independent variables in order to predict which

changes will introduce bugs. The additional considerations for bug-fixing changes

as described above also apply to bug-introducing changes.

Cumulative: Aggregating changes in a cumulative way entails building the

change history of each file (or other source code unit) and combining the historical

measurements for a file into a single set of features with no time dimension. This

allows for change metrics to be used in predictors when the defects were localized to

individual files, but not to any particular point in time. The aggregation can be done

with a variety of operators. Operators used in past defect prediction studies include

sum, minimum, maximum, average, and distinct (for counting distinct values of the

measurement in a file’s history). The change measurements being combined can

extend back to the beginning of the product’s history, or they can go back a finite
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amount of time, such as with a sliding window up to the time of the change where

the aggregation is occurring [152] (as in Definition 3.12).

Decaying cumulative: One variety of the cumulative change aggregator adds

a decay factor, such that recent changes are weighted more heavily in the aggregated

feature than distant changes. Linear, logarithmic, and exponential decay factors

have been used [38], as well as a more specialized defect prediction technique based

on causality testing [28].

Distribute by co-commit: It is sometimes desirable for changes made in one

file (or a similar source code unit) to be reflected in the features for other, related

files. This can be done by distributing a change measurement across multiple files,

basing the distribution on the presence of co-commits with the changed file (commits

where multiple files were changed at the same time). Once way to accomplish this

is to copy a file’s change measurement across all files involved in a commit [60].

Another way is to measure the co-commit frequency between files within periodic

time slices, and then distribute change measurements across files within the timeslice

proportionally to the co-commit frequency [124].

Distribute by modification: Some change measurements (for example,

change entropy [59]) are defined at the level of individual changes but not at the

level of individual files. If prediction is to be done at the file level, this results in a

mismatch between the definition of the dependent and independent variables. This

change aggregator converts change-level measurements into file-level measurements

by measuring the frequency that files are modified within time slices, and then dis-

tributing the change-level measurements within each time slice to each file, with

weights proportional to the frequencies of file modification during that time slice.

Gini: One study [50] used a Gini coefficient-based change aggregator as a

feature. The Gini coefficient (as applied to discrete distributions) measures the

extent that the possible values of a variable are observed at unequal frequencies.
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This can be used to aggregate changes by applying it to a change measurement

which takes on discrete values, measuring the extent that the values observed over

time for a file (or other source code unit) occur unequally.

Metric difference: A number of prediction studies incorporate code metrics

as a feature while localizing vulnerabilities to the level of changes or commits. Be-

cause code metrics are defined at the file level (rather than the change level), they

must be adapted in order to use them as independent variables. One common way

to do this is to simply compute the difference (or the absolute difference) between

the metric values before and after the change. This aggregator can be combined

with other aggregators (such as the cumulative aggregator) if prediction is being

done at the file level but change history is to be reflected in the features [8].

Periodic metric difference: This change aggregator is a variation of the

metric difference aggregator. Instead of computing the metric difference resulting

from every change, this aggregator samples the metric periodically, takes differences

between consecutive intervals, computes the aggregate change on a file level using

another aggregator (such as cumulative).

Periodic metric entropy: This feature is similar to the change entropy mea-

surement, except instead of measuring the degree that the churned code is spread

across multiple files, it measures how the accumulated metric difference within a

periodic time slice differs between files. As with the periodic metric difference aggre-

gator, this can be used in conjunction with another aggregator such as cumulative.

3.2.3 Special change-related features

Most change-related features can be described in terms of a change measure-

ment being transformed into features with a change aggregator. However, a smaller

class of change-related features are too complex or atypical to be defined in this

way.
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Age: When predicting at the level of files or classes, one common change-

related feature is age (the amount of time that has passed between the creation of

the file or class and the time of prediction).

Cache: Bugcache [75] is a unique, adaptive predictor which operates over a

long period of time, incorporating recent mispredictions and the recent history of files

into its decisions. Its methodology is quite different from a typical machine learning

prediction experiment, which can yield a full set of prediction results following one

run of the algorithm.

Change scattering: One class of features relates to the scattering of code

modifications across various regions of a file over a given period of time [124]. Be-

cause this feature requires an entire interval of changes to be checked for scattering

together, it cannot be expressed with the change aggregators that we described

above.

Consecutive edits: A simple file-level change-related feature is the number

of occurrences where the file was edited in two consecutive revisions or changes.

Developer characteristics: A wide variety of features have been proposed

that relate to the characteristics of developers who edited a unit of code. We consider

these to be change-related features because they typically take into account the

developer’s history of past activities on the project. These features include the level

of individual and organizational ownership of a source code unit [179], the number of

new developers who worked on a source code unit during a specific time period [171],

and if a file was changed by developers who also changed many other files [139].

Developer discussion: One study [12] associated the frequency that a class

was mentioned on a development e-mail list with the discovery of defects in that

class.

Developer switches: This feature is similar to the consecutive edits feature

in that it relates to how a sequence of changes to the product affects a particular
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file or source code unit. Developer switches occur when the developer who makes a

change (affecting a particular source code unit) is different from the developer who

last changed the same source code unit.

Frequent itemsets: One study [85] used the concept of frequent itemsets

to build a change-related feature. A frequent itemset is a set of files which are

frequently committed together, and the feature measures the number of frequent

itemsets that a particular file is in.

Inter-change interval: As with consecutive edits and developer switches,

this feature relates to the sequence of edits made to a file or other source code unit.

The inter-change interval measures the amount of time that elapsed between two

consecutive changes affecting the source code unit.

Process compliance: Process compliance, or the degree that documented

development processes were followed during the development of a given component,

was used as a defect-predicting feature in one study [81].

Time checked out: If a project was developed with a version control system

that records details of when files are checked out and checked in, the cumulative

length of time that a file has been checked out can be used as a file-level defect

prediction feature.

3.3 Surveying past defect prediction studies

Several reviews of software defect prediction techniques have previously been

published [26, 123, 136]. One systematic literature review [123] categorizes articles

by the software metrics that were used, characteristics of the data sets used for

the study, the machine learning technique used, and the granularity (e.g. method,

class, file, or package) at which the defects were localized. A meta-analysis of defect

prediction studies [136] considered the dataset, machine learning method, metrics,

and the researcher group who performed each study. Two systematic studies [38,
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93] took a different approach for a similar purpose, performing extensive arrays of

experiments to compare different types of dependent variables on a single defect

dataset.

We performed our own survey of the literature because none of the existing

literature reviews or comparative studies explicitly cataloged the various ways that

experiments could be set up for a defect prediction study. In particular, we were

concerned with the various ways that change data or historical data on the evolu-

tion of the software could be transformed into independent variables for multiple

experimental setups. Ultimately, the motivation for our survey was to place our

study of multiple experimental setups for vulnerability prediction in context with

the previous work, and to ensure that our experiments encompassed and were in line

with as many of the known methodologies for deriving change metrics as possible.

An initial set of surveyed papers was selected by multiple means, including

Google Scholar searches for code churn, change metrics, and other terms likely

to be related to the analysis of code changes or software evolution for defect predic-

tion. Additional papers were selected by following references which related to these

subjects. In addition, a special effort was made to capture as many studies related to

vulnerability prediction (rather than defect prediction in general) as possible. While

the 105 papers surveyed by no means constitute a complete set of publications re-

lated to defect prediction to date, the experimental setups and methodologies for

defect prediction (including methodologies for building change metrics) are well-

covered. We omit any papers which did not provide sufficient detail to determine

how the features in the study were built. To ensure completeness, no effort was made

to prune multiple variations (e.g. conference and journal versions) of the same study

– all surveyed papers are enumerated in this chapter.

The following table lists the surveyed papers, along with the features from

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 that each study incorporated:
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Table 3.1: Survey of features used in related defect-prediction studies

Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[72] AST features,

code metrics

[179] Code metrics,

execution

metrics, graph

metrics, specific

references

Churn Cumulative Consecutive

edits, developer

characteristics

[141] Code metrics,

execution

metrics, graph

metrics

[79] Code metrics,

execution

metrics

[171] Code metrics,

file type

Change type,

churn, commit

data

Cumulative Age, developer

characteristics

[113] Code metrics,

file type

Commit data Cumulative

[103] Code metrics,

graph metrics,

execution

metrics

Churn Cumulative Consecutive

edits, developer

characteristics
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[151] Code metrics,

graph metrics

Change type,

churn, commit

data, operation

type

Cumulative Developer

characteristics

[19] Code metrics,

graph metrics

Developer

characteristics

[106, 116,

157, 178]

Code metrics,

graph metrics

[37, 164,

166]

Code metrics,

security

resources

[145] Code metrics,

security specific

[48] Code metrics,

static analysis

Churn Cumulative

[96, 165] Code metrics,

text features
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[38, 87] Code metrics Change

entropy, change

type, churn,

commit data

Cumulative,

decaying

cumulative,

distribute by

modification,

periodic metric

difference,

periodic metric

entropy

[33] Code metrics Change

entropy, change

type, churn,

commit data

Cumulative,

decaying

cumulative,

distribute by

modification,

periodic metric

difference

[8] Code metrics Change type,

churn, commit

data

Cumulative,

metric

difference

[100] Code metrics Change type,

churn, commit

data

Cumulative,

decaying

cumulative

Age

[15] Code metrics Change type,

churn, commit

data

Cumulative Age
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[53] Code metrics Change type,

churn, commit

data

Decaying

cumulative

Age

[121, 138,

142, 175]

Code metrics Change type,

churn

Cumulative

[152] Code metrics Churn, commit

data, current

metrics

Bug-introducing

changes,

cumulative

[49] Code metrics Churn, commit

data, operation

type

Cumulative

[124] Code metrics Churn, commit

data

Cumulative,

distribute by

co-commit

Change

scattering,

developer

characteristics

[12] Code metrics Churn, commit

data

Cumulative Age, developer

discussion

[139] Code metrics Churn, commit

data

Cumulative Developer

characteristics

[74] Code metrics Churned text,

commit data,

current text

Bug-introducing

changes, metric

difference

[20] Code metrics Churn Cumulative Developer

characteristics
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[101] Code metrics Churn Cumulative Time checked

out

[154, 155,

156]

Code metrics Churn Cumulative

[122] Code metrics Bug-fixing

changes, metric

difference

[39] Code metrics Bug-introducing

changes, metric

difference

[28] Code metrics Decaying

cumulative,

metric

difference

[32, 107,

108]

Code metrics Metric

difference

[81] Code metrics Process

compliance
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[13, 27, 54,

65, 68, 71,

73, 76, 80,

88, 91, 92,

93, 102,

118, 119,

131, 140,

159, 167,

169, 177]

Code metrics

[22, 78] Code style

[35, 133,

134, 135]

Security

specific

[104] Specific

references

[163] Static analysis

[64, 129] Text features

[69] Change

entropy, change

type, churn,

commit data,

current metrics

Bug-introducing

changes,

cumulative

Developer

characteristics,

inter-change

interval

[46] Change

entropy, change

type, churn,

commit data

Bug-introducing

changes

Developer

characteristics,

inter-change

interval
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[61] Change

entropy, change

type, churn,

commit data

Cumulative,

distribute by

modification

Developer

characteristics,

inter-change

interval

[59] Change entropy Cumulative,

decaying

cumulative,

distribute by

modification

[90] Change type,

churn, commit

data

Bug-introducing

changes,

cumulative

Developer

characteristics

[60] Change type,

churn, commit

data, operation

type

Cumulative,

distribute by

co-commit

Age,

inter-change

interval

[137] Change type,

churn, commit

data

Bug-introducing

changes,

cumulative

Developer

characteristics

[97] Change type,

churn, commit

data

Bug-introducing

changes

Developer

characteristics

[99] Change type,

churn, commit

data

Cumulative,

decaying

cumulative

Age
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[126] Change type,

churn, commit

data

Cumulative

[43, 44] Change type,

operation type

Bug-introducing

changes,

cumulative

[47] Change type Cumulative

[50] Churn, commit

data, operation

type

Gini

[23] Churn, commit

data

Bug-introducing

changes

Developer

characteristics

[9, 144] Churn, commit

data

Bug-introducing

changes

[127] Churn, commit

data

Cumulative Age, developer

switches,

inter-change

interval

[51] Churn,

operation type

Cumulative

[153] Churn Bug-fixing

changes, change

scattering

[41] Commit data Bug-introducing

changes

Developer

characteristics
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Study Static features Change

measurements

Change

aggregators

Special

change-related

features

[75] Cache

[85] Frequent

itemsets

From this table, it is clear that a wide range of techniques and experimental

setups (i.e. change aggregators) have been employed when constructing features

for defect predictors. Accounting for this diversity of methodologies has historically

been difficult; a meta-analysis [136] of defect prediction studies concluded that the

identity of the group of researchers who performed the study was the strongest

predictor of the reported experimental performance. However, it is likely that the

identity of the research group ultimately served as a proxy for additional factors

not included in their meta-analysis, such as the details on change aggregation and

change measurements that we enumerated in the table above.

3.4 Composable data operators for constructing feature variants

In the previous sections, we surveyed a diverse array of techniques for con-

structing features for defect prediction studies. The features used in many studies

could be decomposed into static code features, change measurements, and change

aggregators, suggesting that each of these aspects could be defined and evaluated

separately. In this section, we formally define a subset of these aspects and tech-

niques, with the goal of building a library of operators that we can draw from when

performing the experiments later in this work. More specifically, we formalize these

techniques by defining composable data operators which, when used in conjunction

with each other, can aggregate and transform defect data and features (such as
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software metrics) to meet the needs of a given experiment.

The operators described in this section was designed to be used in conjunction

with the metric family framework described in Chapter 2, although other kinds of

metrics and features (such as any static code feature described in Section 3.1 or any

change measurement from Section 3.2) could also be used.

The overall process involves computing some set of metrics or features for an

application and then applying the operators to the resulting structure to transform it

into an example set, a structure directly usable as input for a machine learning tool.

In the discussion that follows, each operator is briefly discussed and traced back

to the taxonomy of static features, change measurements, and change aggregators

outlined earlier in this chapter.

We first define the concept of a data cube, which is a structure representing

three-dimensional feature (i.e. metric) data on a product. In the formalization of

the operators which we present here, a cube is represented by a set of tuples, each

of which assigns a real value to a particular feature (also called a variable) for a

particular file at a particular release of the product. For change-based features, by

convention, a measurement value assigned to a file at a particular release represents

a measurement of the change in that file from the preceding release to the release

which appears in the tuple.

Definition 3.1 (File/release/feature cube) For a set of variables V and sets

of files F and releases R which are part of a particular product, a software feature

cube C is defined as:

C ⊆ F×V ×R× R

We next define matrices which are two-dimensional because they omit either

the file or the release dimension from the cube. These matrices are defined in order

to accommodate experimental setups that do not accommodate all three dimensions,
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or for encoding features that do not have a three-dimensional representation. Aside

from the omitted dimension, all of the above details regarding the definition of the

data cube also apply to the matrices.

Definition 3.2 (File/feature matrix) For a set of variables V and set of files F

which are part of a particular product, a file/feature matrix F is defined as:

F ⊆ F×V × R

Definition 3.3 (Release/feature matrix) For a set of variables V and set of

releases R which are part of a particular product, a release/feature matrix R is

defined as:

R ⊆ V ×R× R

We now define an operator to add measurements for a given static code feature

(such as a static source code metric) to the cube. The cube that results from applying

the operator will be the union of the original cube and the tuples assigning the values

to the new variable, allowing for multiple features to be present in the same cube.

This operator primarily corresponds to the code metrics static feature from the

surveyed papers, although other static features could be added similarly.

Definition 3.4 (Add static measurement) Let C be a file/release/feature cube

and m be a function which computes a static code measurement for a specified

file at a specified release. Let name(m) be an identifier for the measurement and

inrelease(f, r) be a function indicating if a file is present in the specified release.

The measurement can be added as a feature to the cube with the following function:

addstaticmeasurement(C,m) = C∪

{(f ∈ F, name(m), r ∈ R, x) | x = m(f, r) ∧ inrelease(f, r)}
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The operator to add change measurements is similar, except no measurement

is made for the first release in the dataset. This corresponds to the churn change

measurement and values produced by the metric difference aggregator, as well as

the novel change metrics that we introduced in Chapter 2.

Definition 3.5 (Add change measurement) Let C be a file/release/feature cube

and m be a function which computes a change measurement between two specified

files at a specified release. Let firstrelease(r) be a function indicating if a release is

the first and parent(r) be the parent of release r. The measurement can be added as

a feature to the cube with the following operator:

addchangemeasurement(C,m) = C ∪

{(f ∈ F, name(m), r ∈ R, x) | x = m(f, parent(r), r) ∧ ¬firstrelease(r) ∧ inrelease(f, r)}

The next two operators add a feature to the cube indicating the number of

revisions or days that have passed since a file was last changed. This corresponds

to the inter-change interval special change feature.

Definition 3.6 (Add last-revision-changed) Let revdiff(r′, r) be the number of

revisions between r′ and r, such that revdiff(r, r) = 0. Let filechanged(f, r) indicate

if file f was changed in release r. The operator to add the number of releases since

a file’s last change to file/release/feature cube C is:

addlastchangedrev(C) = C ∪
{

(f ∈ F, ”lastchangerevs”, r ∈ R, x) |

x ≥ 0 ∧ x = min{revdiff(r′, r) | r′ ∈ R ∧ filechanged(f, r′)}
}

Definition 3.7 (Add last-date-changed) Let date(r) be a serialized release date

(in days) for release r. The operator to add the number of releases since a file’s last
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change to file/release/feature cube C is:

addlastchangeddate(C) = C ∪
{

(f ∈ F, ”lastchangedays”, r ∈ R, x) |

x = min{date(r)− date(r′ ∈ R) | revdiff(r′, r) > 0 ∧ filechanged(f, r′)}
}

The next operator adds a feature to a release/feature matrix indicating if

a release was a major (first version number component changed), minor (second

component changed), or patch (only last component changed) release. (Although

other version numbering schemes are possible, the PHP applications in our study

used this numbering scheme). Such a feature could be beneficial for prediction if

certain kinds of releases are more likely to introduce defects. This feature is related

to the commit data change measurement (adapting it from commits to whole

releases).

Definition 3.8 (Add version jump) Let R be a release/feature matrix, and versmajor(r)

and versminor(r) be functions that extract the major and minor components from

the version number of r. The following operator adds several features to this matrix
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indicating if the release was a major, minor, or patch release:

addversjump(R) = R ∪

(v, r ∈ R, x) | ∃r′ revdiff(r′, r) = 1

∧

((
v = ”versjumpmaj”

∧ x =


1 if versmajor(r) 6= versmajor(r′)

0 otherwise)
∨

(
v = ”versjumpmin”

∧ x =


1 if versmajor(r) = versmajor(r′) ∧ versminor(r) 6= versminor(r′)

0 otherwise )
∨

(
v = ”versjumppat”

∧ x =


1 if versmajor(r) = versmajor(r′) ∧ versminor(r) = versminor(r′)

0 otherwise

))


The next operator adds a feature to a release/feature matrix indicating the

amount of time that passed between the parent release and the release being mea-

sured. As with the previous feature, this feature falls under the commit data

change measurement.

Definition 3.9 (Add date jump) Let R be a release/feature matrix. The follow-

ing operator adds a feature to this matrix indicating the amount of time that had
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passed since the previous release:

adddatejump(R) = R ∪
{

(”datejump”, r ∈ R, x) |

∃r′ revdiff(r′, r) = 1 ∧ x = date(r)− date(r′)
}

Another operator, which also adds a feature to a release/feature matrix, indi-

cates the number of files that were changed during a release. This feature also falls

under the commit data change measurement.

Definition 3.10 (Add changed file count) Let R be a release/feature matrix.

The following operator adds a feature to this matrix indicating the number of files

which changed in each release:

addfileschg(R) = R ∪
{

(”fileschg”, r ∈ R, x) |

x = |{(f, r) | inrelease(f, r) ∧ filechanged(f, r)}|
}

In Chapter 2, we defined several derived metrics. These metrics are not part

of standalone metric families in the metric family construction system; rather, they

must be computed as a function of several other metric family members. The fol-

lowing operators add such derived metrics to a cube or matrix, once the constituent

metric family members have been added.

Definition 3.11 (Add derived metric) Let m be the definition of a derived met-

ric and name(m) be an identifier for that metric. The operators to add a derived

metric to a file/release/feature cube C, a file/feature matrix F , or a release/feature
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matrix R are:

addderivedcube(C,m) = C ∪
{

(f ∈ F, name(m), r ∈ R, x) |

x = m({(v, y) | (f, v, r, y) ∈ C})
}

addderivedfile(F,m) = F ∪
{

(f ∈ F, name(m), x) |

x = m({(v, y) | (f, v, y) ∈ F})
}

addderivedrel(R,m) = R ∪
{

(name(m), r ∈ R, x) |

x = m({(v, y) | (v, r, y) ∈ R})
}

Several change aggregators incorporate the concept of sliding windows to base

a defect prediction feature on the recent history of a file. These features are moti-

vated by the premise that the recent history of a file’s change and evolution influences

the likelihood that the file contains a defect better than a more distant history pe-

riod. To this end, we introduce a collection of operators that compute a derived

feature for each file at each release in a cube, basing the feature on a window of

releases preceding that release.

The first functions, designed to be used in conjunction with later operators,

compute the window over which later operations will operate. Release windows

effectively form a path from the first release toward the root, avoiding releases

which are not ancestors of the first release.

Definition 3.12 (Sliding windows) Let r be a release and l be the length of the

desired sliding window in days or revisions (i.e. releases). Let ancestors(r) be the

set of ancestors of release r. The following functions build a sliding window of the
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specified length:

slidewinddays(r, l) =
{
r′ ∈ R | r′ ∈ ancestors(r) ∧ date(r) − date(r′) < l

}

slidewindrevs(r, l) =
{
r′ ∈ R | r′ ∈ ancestors(r) ∧ revdiff(r′, r) < l

}
The next functions, also designed to be used in conjunction with later oper-

ators, implement various operations computing different kinds of derived features

that involve sliding windows. These operators implement the cumulative and de-

caying cumulative change aggregators. The first four functions compute the sum,

minimum, maximum, or mean of the features of releases within the window. The

last function computes a decaying sum, where older releases influence the derived

feature less than newer ones.

Definition 3.13 (Sliding window cube operations) Let V be a set of variable

values masked by a sliding window. The following sliding window operations may be

passed to the sliding application operator application function:

slidecubesum(V ) =
∑

(r,y,d)∈V

y

slidecubemin(V ) = min
(r,y,d)∈V

y

slidecubemax(V ) = max
(r,y,d)∈V

y

slidecubemean(V ) = mean
(r,y,d)∈V

y

slidecubedecaysum(V ) =

∑
(r,y,d′)∈V

y ·
(
d− min

(r′,y′,d′)∈V
d′
)

∑
(r,y,d′)∈V

d− min
(r′,y′,d′)∈V

d′
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Finally, the following operator utilizes the sliding window and sliding window

operation functions above, applying a sliding window operation to each revision’s

window for each file. Note that the sliding window operation is applied to each

feature separately, meaning that the number of new derived features will be equal

to the number of features originally present in the cube. The name of the sliding

window operation is prepended to the name of each individual feature for disam-

biguation. The length parameter of function w must be fixed to the desired value

before passing it to this function.

Definition 3.14 (Sliding window cube operator application) Let C be a cube,

w be a curried sliding window function from Definition 3.12, and o be an operation

function from Definition 3.13. Let name(o) be an identifier for that operation. The

operator to apply the specified operation over the specified sliding window is as fol-

lows:

slidecubeop(C,w, o) = C ∪
{

(f ∈ F, name(o) + v, r ∈ R, x)

∣∣∣∣(
∃vf , vr, vx(vf , v, vr, vx) ∈ C

)
∧

x = o({(r′, y, date(r′)) | r′ ∈ w(r) ∧ (f, v, r′, y) ∈ C})
}

The next sliding window operator converts a release/feature matrix into a

file/release/feature cube by transferring the values of features to files with weights

proportional to the file’s recent edit frequency. This operation, implementing the

distribute by modification change aggregator, allows for release-level features to

be incorporated into file-level experimental setups.

Definition 3.15 (Distribute feature to files by edit frequency in sliding window)

Let R be a release/feature matrix and w be a curried sliding window function from

Definition 3.12. The following operator distributes release/feature values propor-
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tionally to their edit frequency within the sliding window:

distributefreqslide(R) =

(f ∈ F, v, r ∈ R, x) | ∃y (v, r, y) ∈ R ∧ inrelease(f, r)

∧ x = y·∣∣{r′ ∈ w(r)
∣∣ inrelease(f, r′) ∧ filechanged(f, r′)

}∣∣∣∣{(f ′, r′) ∈ F× w(r) | inrelease(f ′, r′) ∧ filechanged(f ′, r′)
}∣∣


A simpler variant of the edit-frequency-based feature distribution transfers the

release-level feature to any files that were modified during that release.

Definition 3.16 (Distribute feature to changed files) Let R be a release/feature

matrix. The following operator converts the matrix to a file/release/feature cube by

distributing release/feature values to files which have changed in the respective re-

lease:

distributechanged(R) =



(f ∈ F, v, r ∈ R, x) | ∃y(v, r, y) ∈ R ∧ inrelease(f, r)∧(
(¬filechanged(f, r) ∧ x = 0)∨(

filechanged(f, r) ∧ x =

y

|{f ′ ∈ F | inrelease(f ′, r) ∧ filechanged(f ′, r)}|

))


The following operator, which converts a file/release/feature cube into a re-

lease/feature matrix, serves the opposite purpose of the above feature-distribution

operators. By allowing for file-level features to be incorporated into release-level

experimental setups, this operator facilitates (for certain experimental setups) the

bug-fixing changes or bug-introducing changes aggregation patterns.

Definition 3.17 (Combine files) Let C be a file/release/feature cube and o be

an operator function from Definition 3.18. The cube can be transformed into a
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release/feature matrix using the specified operator with the following function:

combinefiles(C, o) =
{

(v ∈ V, r ∈ R, y)
∣∣ y = o ({(x, f ∈ F) | (f, v, r, x) ∈ C})

}
As in the case of the sliding window cube operators, there is also a set of file

combination operators. The first four operators combine file-level features by taking

the sum, maximum, minimum, or mean of each file’s value for a release. The last

operator, implementing the change entropy change measurement, computes the

Shannon entropy of the feature’s distribution across the files in the release.

Definition 3.18 (Combine file operators) Let V be a set of file-to-feature val-

ues as constructed in Definition 3.17. The following operators can be used when

transforming a file/release/feature cube into a release/feature matrix:

combinesum(V ) =
∑

(f,x)∈V

x

combinemax(V ) = max
(f,x)∈V

x

combinemin(V ) = min
(f,x)∈V

x

combinemean(V ) = mean
(f,x)∈V

x

combineentropy(V ) = exp

− ∑
(f,x)∈V

x

combinesum(V )
log

x

combinesum(V )


In order to transform a file/release/feature cube into a file/feature matrix, the

data from one release can simply be selected and other releases can be discarded.

This facilitates experimental setups where, although the history of a file may be

incorporated into the file’s features, the prediction is performed at one particular

point in time and only the vulnerabilities present at that time are included in the

experiment.
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Definition 3.19 (Select release) Let C be a file/release/feature cube and r be a

release. The following operator converts the cube to a file/feature matrix by filtering

out all but the selected release:

selectrel(C, r) = {(f, v, x) | (f, v, r, x) ∈ C}

We now turn our attention to structuring feature data and binding it to vul-

nerabilities so it can be used to train (or fit) a machine learning model. This set

is referred to as an example set and contains one independent variable (a count

of defects), one or more dependent variables (features), and an identifier for each

example, or object, in the set. To reinforce the fact that the same machine learning

model training processes can be used regardless of the experimental setup, we de-

fine an example set so the identifiers can be files (one object per file), releases (one

object per release), or tuples of files and releases (one object for each instance of a

file being included in a release).

Definition 3.20 (Example set) Let I be a set of example identifiers (which can be

files, releases, or tuples of both). Let A = V×N be a set of feature assignments (i.e.

measurements). Let D be the set of all defects in the application’s defect dataset.

An example set E is defined as:

E ⊆ I× 2A ×D

Next, we introduce operators to transform a release/feature matrix or a file/release/feature

cube into an example set. This operator fulfills the bug-introducing changes ag-

gregation pattern. The independent variable in the example set is the number of

defects that were introduced (i.e. that first appeared) during a particular release.

Note that if a defect migrates from one file to another between releases, we do not

consider the defect to be newly introduced, and in this circumstance, the introduced
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function should not indicate this.

Some features can be deemed required when building the example set. A

required feature must have a non-zero value for an example to be included in the

example set. This can be used to exclude unchanged files from an example set by

requiring non-zero code churn. This can also be used to exclude examples missing

data from an example set. For example, as described in Chapter 5, the source code

for some releases in our PHP experiments could not be located. Such missing data

will result in missing tuples in the relevant cubes, matrices, or example sets.

Multiple cubes or matrices may be combined when building a single example

set. The sets of features in each cube or matrix will be combined into a single set

of dependent variables in the example set.

Definition 3.21 (Create example set from release/feature matrix) Let R∗ be

a set of release/feature matrices and Vreq be a set of identifiers of required variables.

Let introduced(d, f, r) indicate if defect d was introduced into file f at release r. The

following operator creates a prediction example set including one example for every

release not missing a required variable:

examplesetrel(R∗, Vreq) =


(r, A,D)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∀vreq ∈ Vreq ∃x,R ∈ R∗ x > 0 ∧ (vreq, r, x) ∈ R

∧
(
A = {(v, x) | ∃R ∈ R∗ (v, r, x) ∈ R}

)
∧
(
D = {d | ∃f introduced(d, f, r)}

)


Definition 3.22 (Create example set from file/release/feature cube) Let C∗

be a set of file/release/feature cubes and Vreq be a set of identifiers of required vari-

ables. The following operator creates a prediction example set including one example
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for every change not missing a required variable:

examplesetchg(C∗, Vreq) =


((f, r), A,D)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∀vreq ∈ Vreq ∃x,C ∈ C∗ x > 0 ∧ (f, vreq, r, x) ∈ C

∧
(
A = {(v, x) | ∃C ∈ C∗ (f, v, r, x) ∈ C}

)
∧
(
D = {d | introduced(d, f, r)}

)


Finally, the last operator that we define transforms a file/feature matrix into an

example set. In the example set and experimental setup that results, the dependent

variable will be the number of defects present in the release to which the matrix

pertains (supplying the same release that was supplied to the select release operator).

Definition 3.23 (Create example set from file/feature matrix) Let F ∗ be a

set of file/feature matrices and Vreq be a set of identifiers of required variables. Let r

be the release from which the features of F ∗ are taken, and present(d, f, r) indicate if

defect d is present in file f at release r. The following operator creates a prediction

example set including one example for every file not missing a required variable at

the given release:

examplesetfile(F ∗, Vreq) =


(f, A,D)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∀vreq ∈ Vreq ∃x, F ∈ F ∗ x > 0 ∧ (f, vreq, x) ∈ F

∧
(
A = {(v, x) | ∃F ∈ F ∗ (f, v, x) ∈ F}

)
∧
(
D = {d | present(d, f, r)}

)


3.5 Summary

In Figure 3.1, we present a graph that depicts the operators that we defined

and how they interrelate to one another. An edge is drawn from one operator

to another if the output of the first operator is compatible with the input of the

second. In this way, each path through the depicted graph represents a sequence of

feature transformations that can be performed, ending with an example set which
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can be used for training a defect prediction model. This graph complements this

chapter’s survey of different defect prediction features, showing how various feature

construction operators can be mixed and matched within the same experiment.

Together, the experiment construction system defined in this chapter and the

metric construction system that was defined in Chapter 2 formally define our method

for computing metrics from an application’s change history and converting those

metrics into machine learning features. This method will be implemented and used

throughout the remainder of this work. In the following chapter, we will describe the

machine learning algorithms that utilize these machine learning features (or example

sets) for training a vulnerability prediction model that can help find vulnerabilities

during a quality assurance task.
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Figure 3.1: Operations for constructing metric variants
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Chapter 4

Machine learning algorithms for building vulnerability prediction

models

In previous chapters, we described how families of static code metrics and

change metrics can be built and then transformed into example sets, which are the

data structures that are passed to machine learning algorithms for vulnerability pre-

diction. In this section, we explore the final methodological aspect of vulnerability

prediction – the model training process itself.

We used the Weka 3.7.11 [57] software package to perform all machine learn-

ing model training and prediction processes, coupled to a customized version of the

RWeka package to allow for example weighting to be performed from R. This means

that we did not attempt to implement the core machine learning algorithms from

scratch, because mature implementations of these algorithms were freely available

in Weka. However, we did design and implement several meta-learning algorithms,

which wrap these core machine learning algorithms in order to provide capabilities

(such as effort-sensitivity) not present in the core algorithms themselves. We de-

scribe both the core machine learning algorithms and the meta-learning algorithms

that we designed throughout this chapter.

4.1 Choosing a machine learning algorithm

Many different machine learning algorithms have been developed and made

available through free software packages such as Weka [57] (the package used in this

study). Choosing an appropriate algorithm is important, as the machine learning

method used to build a defect predictor can have a greater impact on effectiveness
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than the features, metrics, or other aspects of preparing the data for the example

set [92].

In this study, we used four types of machine learning algorithms (i.e. models).

We chose these models because they were readily available through Weka with no

tuning required, and because they have frequently been used in past defect prediction

studies:

• Random forest: Random forest models are “forests” (collections) of decision

trees which vote on the correct class of each example that is classified. These

models are pure classification algorithms – in other words, they do not yield

probability estimates, and the example weighting method is used to make

this classifier effort-sensitive or cost-sensitive. (Although it is hypothetically

possible to use the vote percentages for a random forest as a stand-in for

a probability estimate, we are aware of no work establishing the theoretical

soundness of such an approach. Furthermore, because this kind of probability

estimate substitute could only take on a small number of different values, ties

would become a problem when ranking examples by probability.)

• Naive Bayes: Naive Bayes models are simple Bayesian probability mod-

els that can be fit without supplying any prior information or a structural

model describing the interrelationships between features. This type of model

is “naive” in the sense that it assumes that the features are independent, which

is clearly not the case for most of our metrics; however, practical experience

has found Naive Bayes models to be highly effective in many applications even

when this assumption clearly does not hold. Because the Naive Bayes model

yields a probability estimate for each example, the probability estimate-based

method for effort-sensitivity and cost-sensitivity can be used.

• Logistic Regression: This is the standard Weka implementation of a multi-
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nomial logistic regression classifier. Probability estimates are generated and

utilized as they are in the Naive Bayes model.

• Linear Regression: The Weka implementation of linear regression utilizes

the Akaike Information Criterion for feature selection, meaning that not all

features will be included as variables in the resulting linear regression model.

Because this is a regression model, it yields vulnerability count estimates rather

than vulnerability probability estimates; however, this estimate can be used

in the same way to make the linear regression model into a cost-sensitive and

effort-sensitive classification model.

4.2 Cross-validation experimental design

The machine learning portion of each experiment consists of a training step,

which generates (or fits) a machine learning model, and a prediction step, which

applies the model to the data in order to yield a set of predictions. One source of

bias that must be avoided in the experiments is related to using the same data in

the training step and the prediction step. This causes the performance indicators

to be unduly influenced by the data on currently known vulnerabilities (or, rather,

vulnerabilities that were “seen” while the model was trained), overestimating the

performance at which the model would find unknown vulnerabilities at a later date

(in this case, vulnerabilities not seen by the model during the training process).

In a real-world scenario, the vulnerabilities being sought by the model would

be, by definition, unknown, making this a non-issue. (A related issue – regarding

how the model would be acquired if no vulnerabilities are known yet – is discussed in

Chapter 7.) However, in our experiments, rather than dividing vulnerabilities into

hypothetical “known” and “unknown” sets, which would reduce the effective size of

our dataset and hinder our ability to compare features and experimental setups, we
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utilize cross-validation, a widely used [38, 58, 93, 139] experimental technique for

defect prediction.

When performing cross-validation, we randomly split the examples in the ex-

ample set into a fixed number of partitions (or folds), equalizing (to the greatest

extent possible) the number of vulnerable examples within each fold. We fix the

number of folds to be 10, a common choice in defect prediction experiments [58].

Performing cross-validation while equalizing the number of vulnerabilities per fold

(called stratified cross-validation) reduces the variance introduced by the random

splitting and ensures that a model will never be trained using a subset of the data

containing no vulnerabilities.

After splitting the examples, we repeat the training and prediction steps of the

model training process for 10 iterations. During each iteration, one fold is left-out

during the training step, and only that fold us used in the prediction step. Because

each example is in exactly one fold, all examples have exactly one prediction, as in

the case where cross validation was not performed at all.

4.3 Evaluating and comparing experimental outcomes

When a machine learning process is executed on an example set, the output of

this process is a set of predictions. A prediction encodes the subset of examples from

the example set which the model deems likely to be vulnerable. For example, when

performing an experiment which constructed a file-level example set, the prediction

is represented by a set of files which the machine learning model judged to have an

elevated likelihood of containing vulnerabilities.

To evaluate the performance of an experiment, the predictions generated by

the model must be compared with the set of examples that actually contained (or

introduced, in the case of change-level or release-level experiments) the vulnerabil-

ities. With the simplest experimental setups, an ideal model would predict all the
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examples which actually contained vulnerabilities to be vulnerable, and predict all

of the other examples to be non-vulnerable. However, when effort is taken into

account, the ideal predictions from a model may differ from which files were actu-

ally vulnerable. For example, in a file-level example set, if an extremely large file

contains a vulnerability, it may be more cost-effective to refrain from inspecting this

file, even if the file is certain to be vulnerable. (This is discussed in more detail in

Section 4.5.1.)

Ultimately, a comparative evaluation of two models (i.e. two experiments)

must be based on the number of vulnerabilities covered by the prediction (vulnera-

bilities that were “hit” by the predictive model), the number of vulnerabilities not

covered by the prediction (vulnerabilities “missed” by the model), and the amount

of code contained within the examples that were part of the prediction. Such an

evaluation effectively assesses how well a model would improve the efficiency of a

notional code inspection task. In this code inspection task, a developer or secu-

rity professional reads source code and attempts to find vulnerabilities present in

the code. However, because it is infeasible to inspect all of the source code, the

predictions provided by the model are used to select portions of the code to inspect.

In a file-level prediction experiment, specific files in a release are chosen by the

model, and the entire selected files are inspected for vulnerabilities. In a release-

level prediction experiment, the model is applied to each release, and all changes

made during the release are inspected if the model predicts the release to be vul-

nerable. In a change-level prediction experiment, the model is applied to each file

that was changed during the release, and the changed portions of each selected file

are inspected. In all three of these experimental setups, the goal is to maximize

the number of vulnerabilities covered by the inspected code while minimizing the

amount of code that is inspected. In this notional code inspection task, it is assumed

that the inspector catches all vulnerabilities in the inspected code. However, if the
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inspector was not perfect and vulnerabilities in the inspected code were caught with

a fixed probability less than 1, then the relative performance assessment of multiple

experiments would be consistent, as all experiments would be affected equally.

4.3.1 Performance indicators

In order to compare the performance of two or more experiments, performance

indicators, or statistics based on the model’s hits and misses, can be computed from

the model predictions. The performance indicators must be chosen carefully to

match the performance goals. For example, the base release of Moodle has 2922

files, 24 of which contain the 25 vulnerabilities in this release (two are in the same

file). Consider a trivial predictive model that simply predicts that all files are non-

vulnerable. If accuracy (the percentage of correct predictions) was used as the sole

performance indicator, these predictions would be 99% (2898
2922

) accurate, despite the

fact that the model is useless. In the case of a different trivial predictive model,

which predicts all files to be vulnerable, consider the recall performance indicator,

which is the percentage of vulnerabilities covered by the predictions. This trivial

model would have 100% (25
25

) recall, despite being as useless as the first one.

The first example illustrated the problem of class imbalance in machine learn-

ing, which frequently arises in software defect prediction [72, 128, 167]. Because the

vast majority of examples fall into the same class (non-vulnerable), accuracy-based

performance indicators incentivize predicting that too few examples are defective,

or vulnerable. This is a particular problem in vulnerability prediction (compared

to standard defect prediction) because security defects are generally far fewer in

number than non-security defects. The implications of this on the machine learning

process will be discussed in Section 4.5.

The vulnerability dataset is not complete, because it does not contain any of

the currently unknown vulnerabilities which are likely to be present in the source
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code, as discussed in Chapter 5. Furthermore, even if the dataset contained all

known vulnerabilities, it would still have an unknown number of unknown vulner-

abilities, vulnerabilities which existed (or which still exist) in PHPMyAdmin or

Moodle but have never been found or reported. For this reason, the primary per-

formance indicators for comparing experimental results should be insensitive to the

total number of vulnerabilities in the dataset, ensuring that an incomplete vulner-

ability dataset does not skew the performance indicators.

This drives the selection of three primary performance indicators for assessing

our experimental results:

• Inspection (I): The amount of code or the number of examples covered by

the vulnerability prediction. For a non-effort-sensitive evaluation, this is the

raw number of covered examples; for an effort-sensitive evaluation, it is the

total effort summed across all covered examples. Effort-sensitive evaluations

are further explored in Section 4.5.

• Inspection ratio (IR): The proportion of code inspected, derived by dividing

the inspection by the maximum possible inspection, which would be attained

by covering all examples in the vulnerability prediction. This is sometimes

referred to as the Inspection Rate [139].

• True Positives (TP): The number of vulnerabilities covered by the vulner-

ability predictions.

• Recall (R): The proportion of the vulnerabilities covered by the vulnerability

predictions.

When used together, inspection ratio and recall allow for the performance

of an experiment to be fairly assessed while avoiding skewed or biased results due

to the factors mentioned previously. An additional advantage of using these two
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performance indicators is that the usefulness of a prediction model can be compared

to a null model, corresponding to a random selection of examples to predict, by

simply comparing IR and R. If the recall is not greater than the inspection ratio

(IR ≥ R), then there is no advantage to using machine learning, as random selection

of examples to inspect would yield the same or better results. On the other hand,

if the recall is greater (R > IR), then the use of machine learning provided an

advantage when performing the vulnerability prediction task.

4.3.2 Targeting performance indicators when comparing experiments

After performing several cross-validation experiments with several different ex-

ample sets, the relative performance of those several experiments can be compared

by comparing the IR and R performance indicators. However, this only yields a

partial ordering of experimental performances, rather than a total ordering, mean-

ing that it cannot always be determined if one performed better than the others.

Consider the case where one experiment has both a higher IR and a higher R than

another experiment. This means that one model found more vulnerabilities while

inspecting more code, while another model found fewer vulnerabilities while inspect-

ing less code. It cannot be determined if the higher R was due to an improvement

in the model or the fact that more code was inspected in the second case.

This raises the issue of the sensitivity of a prediction model (which is distinct

from the concept of effort-sensitivity). When comparing several experiments, the

model with the higher R can be said to be more “sensitive” because more code

is predicted to be vulnerable. This is similar to the metaphor of a detector that

can be calibrated to trigger more often, at a higher sensitivity, or less often, at a

lower sensitivity. The issue with comparing experimental results arises because the

sensitivity of the prediction model and prediction process was uncontrolled. Being

able to control the sensitivity of a model would also increase the practical utility
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of the prediction process, by allowing for users to specify a code inspection budget

(measured in a number of lines, files, or changes) and receive a targeted set of

predictions that fits within this budget.

For this reason, we implemented a sensitivity parameter in our model training

algorithms, allowing for a specific IR to be targeted by the model. This sensitivity

parameter is implemented by the meta-learning algorithms later described in this

chapter. For now, just consider that the training process can be executed in such a

way that the resulting model will have a certain value of IR.

Because we can control the value of IR, we can now impose a total ordering on

experimental results by simply comparing the values of R, because IR is fixed. In

order to examine the performance of a model at multiple IR values, we instruct the

training process to produce multiple sets of predictions at multiple sensitivities, such

that at least one set of predictions has an IR close to .10, .20, and .40. In addition, we

also explore the performance of the model at a wide range of sensitivities, attempting

to cover the entire range of IR from .01 to .99 such that no value between .01 and

.99 is more than .05 away from some IR of some set of predictions.

These fixed values of IR then allow us to compute additional performance

indicators as follows:

• R5: Recall when IR is fixed to .05

• R10: Recall when IR is fixed to .10

• R20: Recall when IR is fixed to .20

• R40: Recall when IR is fixed to .40

• I20: Inspection when R is fixed to .20

• I40: Inspection when R is fixed to .40

• I80: Inspection when R is fixed to .80
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• I1: Inspection when IR is fixed to 1 – maximum possible inspection

Any of the above performance indicators can be compared between experi-

ments in order to establish a total ordering over some performance criterion. The

latter indicators, which measure I instead of R, are used when comparing different

experimental setups that yield different values of I1, making the use of IR inappro-

priate. In this case, the sense of the performance indicator is inverted (lower values

are better).

4.3.3 Performance evaluation with cost-effectiveness curves

By using the revised set of performance indicators above, we address the prob-

lem of being unable to impose a total ordering over the performance of various

experiments. However, this introduces the additional consideration of needing to

select a specific value of IR before doing the performance evaluation. Frequently,

one experiment might have, for example, a better R5, while another has a better

R20. In a case like this one, it still might not be clear which is “better”. An addi-

tional problem is that (as described in more detail in Section 4.5), it might not be

possible to fix IR at the desired value. The training algorithm might not be able

to find a sensitivity parameter that hits the value within an acceptable tolerance,

or it might not even be possible to hit the desired IR at all (for example, when no

combination of files collectively contains precisely 5% of the product’s source code).

This problem is aggravated when performing release-level prediction, because of the

extremely large variance in the sizes of the releases.

The solution to both problems is to base the performance indicators on an

interpolated performance curve. In the previous section, it was mentioned that the

prediction algorithm seeks to cover a range of IR from .01 to .99. This is done

by computing performance indicators for every set of predictions that was made

and drawing a curve through points representing the two performance indicators in
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question (e.g. R versus IR). By doing this, IR (or, in some cases, R) can be fixed

to any value and the performance indicator can be read off of the interpolated curve.

The error introduced by the interpolation process is minimized by ensuring that the

entire range of R is well covered, and that particular values of R targeted by specific

performance indicators such as R20 are directly computed by the training algorithm

as closely as possible.

This performance curve will generally pass through the set of points formed by

each set of predictions with the IR performance indicator acting as the X-coordinate

and the R indicator acting as the Y-coordinate. If several points share the same IR,

they are combined by taking the mean of all the R. In this way, the performance

curve becomes a function of IR. This curve is known as a cost-effectiveness curve

and has been used in several previous defect prediction studies [7, 93, 124, 125, 126].

Cost-effectiveness curves are similar to ROC (Receiver Operating Character-

istic) curves, which have also been used to evaluate defect prediction models [65].

However, there are some significant differences between these two types of curves.

ROC curves are only defined in terms of positive and negative classifications. They

cannot account for the fact that examples may have larger numbers of vulnerabilities

(more than 1) or differing effort, making them potentially inappropriate for defect

prediction evaluation [93]. A ROC curve cannot be expressed as a function of the

X-coordinate (because several points can have the same X-coordinate). Unlike with

cost-effectiveness curves, all points on a ROC curve have a Y-coordinate greater

than or equal to that of points with a lesser X-coordinate (the plot of a ROC curve

resembles that of an increasing function). With cost-effectiveness curves, it may

intuitively seem that a point with a greater IR should not have a lesser R than a

point with a lesser IR. However, in practice, this sometimes occurs due to random

factors when building a classifier.

We construct interpolated cost-effectiveness curves by connecting a sequence of
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points with increasing IR with line segments, averaging points with an identical IR

as described previously. We then compute performance measures fixed to a specific

IR (such as R20) by simply locating the point on the curve with the appropriate

IR. To find points fixed to a specific R (such as I20), a similar curve is constructed

with R and I on the X-axis and Y-axis respectively.

Using cost effectiveness curves introduces the additional possibility of comput-

ing the area under the cost-effectiveness curve and using this area as an additional

performance indicator. As mentioned previously, one experiment might have, for

example, a better R5 indicator but a worse R20 indicator than another. By inte-

grating the curve, the performance of two experiments can be compared without

needing to select a particular IR. The indicator that results from this integration

is called the area under the cost-effectiveness curve, or AUCEC [126].

The AUCEC indicator is very similar to the AUC (Area Under the Curve)

indicator commonly computed in conjunction with ROC curves. The AUC indi-

cator is typically computed with a trapezoid-based area measurement [42], which

is equivalent to our method of integrating under a cost-effectiveness curve which

has been interpolated by connecting points with increasing IR with line segments.

Values of the AUCEC indicator range from 0.0 to 1.0, with higher numbers indi-

cating better performance. A null model where R = IR at all points will have an

AUCEC of 0.5, meaning that a model should have an AUCEC above 0.5 for it

to have demonstrated usefulness for vulnerability prediction. Figure 4.1 depicts a

notional cost-effectiveness curve showing how the area of an AUCEC is measured.

The AUCEC indicator reflects the performance of a model across the entire

range of IR; however, not all values of IR are equally important. For example,

using a model to target inspection of 5% of the code could result in significant effort

savings in comparison to not using the model at all. On the other hand, using a

model to discard 5% of the code, leaving 95% of the code to inspect, is unlikely to
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when computing an AUCEC or AUEC performance indicator
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be worth the trouble. Clearly, the performance of a model at IR = .05 is much

more important than the performance at IR = .95. For this reason, we define an

additional indicator, AUCEC50 similar to one proposed by [7] that only integrates

the curve where IR < .50. To make the range of possible values extend from 0 to

1, AUCEC50 is then computed as double this area. The AUCEC50 of the null

model will be 0.25, rather than 0.5 as is the case with the basic AUCEC indicator.

Although the AUCEC indicator allows for the performance of several exper-

iments to easily be compared across an entire range of IR, note that as discussed

previously, comparing IR-based indicators is inappropriate when multiple experi-

mental setups with different I1 are being compared. In these cases, the performance

indicator must be based on the raw effort I.

To provide an AUCEC-like performance indicator for comparing multiple

experimental setups, we introduce a novel AUEC indicator, or area under the

effort curve. Note that the AUCEC indicator essentially represents an “mean”

recall across all inspection ratios, because IR, and hence the limits of integration,

always extend from 0 to 1. In contrast, the AUEC indicator represents a “mean”

amount of effort across all recalls. A higher AUEC is undesirable in the sense that

more effort is required to find the same number of vulnerabilities, which a higher

AUCEC is desirable in the sense that more vulnerabilities are found with the same

amount of effort expended.

To compute the AUEC indicator, an effort curve must be drawn with R on

the X-axis and I on the Y-axis. As with the AUCEC, the area of this curve must

be computed, with the limits of integration extending from 0 to 1. From Figure 4.1,

note that R is on the Y-axis and I is on the X-axis. As seen in this figure, by flipping

the X and Y axes, it becomes apparent that the area to be integrated to compute

the AUEC indicator is the inverse of the area integrated for the AUCEC indicator.

Because the new Y-axis is IR rather than I, this can then can be multiplied by I1
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to derive the AUEC from the AUCEC without computing a second curve. The

AUEC can be computed from the following formula:

AUEC = I1 · (1−AUCEC)

In general, when comparing multiple experiments, we will prefer to compare

the AUCEC50 indicator when comparing identical experimental setups (as signified

by identical I1) and the AUEC measure otherwise.

4.4 Repeating experiments and testing for statistical significance

If the same machine learning process is repeated multiple times on the same

example set with the same parameters, different predictions (and hence different per-

formance indicators) will likely be observed between repetitions of the experiment.

This is due to two sources of randomness:

• Cross-validation folds : The cross-validation learning process entails splitting

the data into several partitions (or folds) before building the machine learning

models. This splitting is done at random, resulting in the machine learn-

ing models being trained with different input data every time the process is

repeated.

• Random classification algorithms : The machine learning algorithm which we

use the most in this study (random forest) utilizes a random number generator,

making random decisions during the model training process. This can result

in the machine learning algorithm outputting a different model every time the

algorithm is run, even on identical input data.

Because of the random factors that cause the performance indicators to vary

across multiple repetitions of the same experiment, we repeat each experiment 10
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times with a different random seed at each repetition. We then compute a full set

of performance indicators for each repetition. Finally, we take the mean perfor-

mance indicator for each repetition and report this mean throughout the tables of

experimental results in this document. Furthermore, when plotting performance

curves, we internally compute one curve for each iteration, and then average all the

curves together, such that the Y-value for any given X-value is the mean of the

corresponding Y-values across all curves. For this reason, many plots and tables

of performance indicators will report that the prediction process found a fractional

number of vulnerabilities.

Although reporting averages reduces the impact of the variance of the perfor-

mance indicators, there is the additional possibility that two performance indicators

will have too high of a variance for them to be compared and for conclusions to be

drawn. In other words, in some experiments, the random variation introduced as

part of the prediction process may overwhelm any performance differences due to

differences in the actual models.

In order to evaluate if a performance difference between two experiments is

an artifact of random variation or reflects true differences between the experimental

results, we perform a Wilcoxon rank-sum test at p = .01 on each performance indica-

tor, comparing each indicator associated with an experiment with the corresponding

indicator associated with a baseline experiment which is chosen in advance.

Note that this test does not provide any particular level of assurance that spe-

cific experimental errors, such as Type-I or Type-II errors, have been ruled out.

Because hundreds of significance tests and performance comparisons are performed

throughout this work, the likelihood that at least one performance difference is

wrongly reported to be significant (e.g. the experiment-wise error rate) is relatively

large. This hypothesis test is simply being used as a rough instrument to assess if

the randomness-induced noise is overwhelming the observed performance difference
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in any given case. Consider that because this study was only done on two PHP

applications, reducing the experimentwise error rate would not necessarily increase

the generalizability of the results, because a significant conclusion within one appli-

cation may not hold across the universe of all applications that can be studied. By

preparing additional datasets which consist of automatically extracted vulnerability

data from a large number of Linux packages (as proposed in Chapter 7), it may be

possible to perform large-scale studies for a greater assurance of generalizability in

future work.

4.5 Meta-learning algorithms for effort-sensitive classification

Most of the machine learning algorithms examined in this study are known as

classification algorithms. Classification algorithms input a training example set and

output a model, which can predict that individual examples (including examples

that were not part of the training data) are vulnerable or non-vulnerable. The use

of vulnerability prediction in a quality improvement activity ultimately boils down

to building (or acquiring) such a model and then utilizing it to find “suspicious”

code that merits further investigation.

In the previous section, we observed that accuracy (the percentage of correct

predictions against known data) is an unsuitable performance indicator for evaluat-

ing vulnerability prediction models. However, the issue with accuracy measurement

has broader implications – classification algorithms typically train models to maxi-

mize accuracy, presenting additional problems for vulnerability prediction:

1. Due to the class imbalance inherent in vulnerability data, the classifier is

incentivized to build a trivial model that predicts all files to be non-vulnerable

in order to maximize the classifier’s likely accuracy in the face of unknown

data. Simply adopting more suitable performance indicators does not alter
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this behavior – it only exposes the problematic behavior of the classification

algorithm.

2. The classification algorithm does not take effort into account, so it is not tuned

to choose the smallest amount of code likely to contain the largest number of

vulnerabilities. To the extent that larger examples (such as larger files) will

tend to contain more vulnerabilities, this incentivizes the algorithm to build a

trivial model which simply predicts that the largest examples are vulnerable.

Such a model may not improve the efficiency of quality improvement tasks

over using no model at all.

3. As discussed in the previous section, it is desirable to tune the sensitivity of

a model so it tends to select a larger or a smaller amount of code to inspect,

in accordance with the user’s budget. In particular, such tuning is essential

when performing experiments for comparative performance evaluation.

Many defect prediction studies address at least one of these problems to some

extent in order to achieve reasonable performance. One study [93] developed a

meta-learning framework to preferentially search for models that took effort into

account, seeking to solve the second problem. Several other studies [100, 128, 167]

used a variety of techniques, such as undersampling and cost-sensitive classification,

to correct for class imbalance, addressing the first problem. The cost-effectiveness

curves of [126] solve the first and third problems by using probability-based clas-

sifiers to produce a continuum of prediction results across the entire curve. They

also partially address the second problem of effort sensitivity by selecting smaller

examples before larger ones. For probability-based classifiers and regression algo-

rithms, another approach [88] further optimizes this case by preferentially selecting

examples with the highest relative risk.

Because of our emphasis on comparing different experimental setups, which
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can only be done with effort-sensitive evaluation, making classifiers effort-sensitive is

especially important. However, none of the above techniques enable effort-sensitive

classification with the random forest algorithm, which has proven to be an effec-

tive classification technique for a variety of vulnerability prediction problems. In

this section, we introduce a meta-learning algorithm, or an algorithm that wraps

and enhances existing machine learning algorithms, based on cost-sensitive classi-

fication [36] and cost-proportionate example weighting [174]. This algorithm can

optimize a variety of classification algorithms for effort-awareness while simultane-

ously accounting for class imbalance and allowing for the sensitivity of the classifiers

to be adjusted.

The concept of cost-sensitivity is related, but distinct, from the concept of

effort-sensitivity. Our ultimate goal is to build effort-sensitive classifiers for vul-

nerability prediction (classifiers that prefer smaller examples while staying within a

total effort budget), while the lower level machine learning concept of cost-sensitivity

is the tool we use to accomplish this.

4.5.1 Class labels, example sets, and cost-sensitive classification

Traditional classification algorithms operate by assigning class labels to ex-

amples and then building models that are optimized to assign the correct labels to

the classified examples (including examples that weren’t part of the training set) as

often as possible.

Unfortunately, when dealing with effort-sensitive vulnerability prediction, pre-

dicting the “correct” label for an example may be contrary to the goals of the

problem that is actually being solved. Consider the case depicted in Table 4.1. In

this case, an algorithm has estimated the probability that a vulnerability exists in

each of four examples. (We will assume the probability estimates to be reasonable,

and ignore the possibility that multiple vulnerabilities could be in the same exam-
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Table 4.1: Illustration of the effects of effort-sensitivity when buliding vulnerability
predictors

Probability of vulnerability .99 0.4 0.32 0.4
Effort 1000 100 100 150
Expected effort/vulnerability 1010 250 313 375
Optimal labels FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE

ple. Also, classifiers do not necessarily produce good accurate probability estimates,

thus meta-learners shouldn’t assume that such estimates are always available [36].)

When classification algorithms maintain internal probability estimates, they

typically set a threshold of 0.5 and will choose all examples with at least that

probability of being vulnerable. Such a classifier would choose the first of the four

examples, which is extremely likely to be vulnerable, and leave out the other three,

which are not. However, when taking the effort required to inspect each file into

account, it would have been optimal to inspect the last three files and ignore the

first, even though a vulnerability is almost certainly present in the first file, because

it is so large that inspecting a combination of other files would likely find more

vulnerabilities while reading less code.

If the classification algorithm used in the experiment supplies probability es-

timates like these, then it is a simple matter to select examples in ascending order

based on the expected cost per vulnerability (described in Section 4.5.3). However,

if the classification algorithm does not give such probability estimates, then the

user of the algorithm has no choice but to take the recommendations supplied by

the classifier as-is. Although the user of the algorithm does know the effort associ-

ated with each example, this information cannot be meaningfully used without the

probabilities. The implication is that because the classifier must directly generate

effort-sensitive predictions, the labels on the training data must reflect the desired

effort-sensitivity strategy. This means that in the training data, some examples must

deliberately be labeled with the “wrong” class so the training algorithm yields models
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which reflect the desired effort-sensitivity strategy.

This class flipping concept (also noted by [36]), when combined with the tech-

nique of example weighting, motivates the training strategy which we describe below.

4.5.2 Effort-sensitive classification through class flipping and exam-

ple weighting

We present a method for training vulnerability predictors by applying cost-

sensitive example weighting, in order to address the three issues with conventional

training algorithms which we mentioned above (class imbalance, effort-sensitivity,

and sensitivity adjustments). Example weighting is the practice of allowing for the

training process to treat certain examples as being more “important” than others.

The model training algorithm will then build a model that places a high priority

on classifying examples similar to the highly weighted ones correctly, even at the

expense of classifying other examples incorrectly.

Cost-sensitive classifiers take into account the notion that a higher cost is in-

curred when misclassifying some examples than when misclassifying others. Rather

than attempting to maximize the accuracy of the resulting model, cost-sensitive

training algorithms attempt to minimize the total misclassification cost, measured

as the sum of the misclassification costs of each misclassified example. Example

weighting can be used to implement a cost-sensitive classifier [174]. Because of the

support for direct example weighting in Weka 3.7.11, which was used to execute the

machine learning portions of the experiments in this study, we use example weighting

(rather than, for instance, a resampling method) as a mechanism for implementing

cost-sensitivity.

We observe that two kinds of costs are associated with both correct and incor-

rect predictions: (1) the cost of inspecting an example, whether vulnerabilities were

found in the example or not, and (2) the cost of failing to inspect an example which
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contains vulnerabilities. Let ctrue be the cost of a positive classification (inspecting

an example) and cfalse be the cost of a negative classification (not inspecting an

example). Let e be the effort associated with the example and v be the number of

vulnerabilities in the example. The example weights are then set as follows:

ctrue = e (4.1)

cfalse = v ·m (4.2)

where m is a constant which influences the sensitivity of the classifier.

The example label and weight are then computed as:

weight = |ctrue − cfalse| (4.3)

label =


true if ctrue < cfalse

false if cfalse < ctrue

(4.4)

Note that in the case where cfalse = ctrue, the weight of the example will be

zero – regardless of the label, the example will have no influence in the classification

process. By weighting examples according to the formula above and flipping la-

bels when necessary (when the cost of inspecting the example outweighs the cost of

missing the vulnerabilities in it), we infuse cost-sensitivity, and by extension effort-

sensitivity, into a training algorithm (such as random forest) which ordinarily would

not support it. This also has the side effect of allowing for classification algorithms

(as opposed to just regression algorithms) to incorporate the number of vulnerabili-

ties in an example, rather than just a flag indicating the presence of vulnerabilities,

in a theoretically sound way.
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Table 4.2: Cost-sensitive example weighting with two sensitivity constants

m = 1100

# vuls 1 2 0 1
e 1000 1500 1000 1500
ctrue 1000 1500 1000 1500
cfalse 1100 2200 0 1100
weight 100 700 1000 400
label TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

m = 2000

# vuls 1 2 0 1
e 1000 1500 1000 1500
ctrue 1000 1500 1000 1500
cfalse 2000 4000 0 2000
weight 1000 2500 1000 500
label TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE

Table 4.2 depicts the weights and labels for four examples for two different

values of m. Note that at m = 1100, the fourth example is labeled as being non-

vulnerable even though a vulnerability is actually present in the example. At m =

2000, the label of the fourth example flips to being vulnerable, and the weights of the

vulnerable examples increase while the weight of the non-vulnerable example stays

the same. This is because at higher values of m, failing to inspect a vulnerability is

considered to be more undesirable than at lower values of m. Hence, examples with

vulnerabilities are weighed higher accordingly.

For a given example set, there is a close relationship between the value of m

and the number of lines of code inspected (total effort) selected by the predictions.

Higher values of m will generally result in more code being inspected, although

random effects in the classifier and the indirect nature of this parameter mean that

the total effort will not strictly increase as m increases. However, the ability to

target a desired total effort allows us to satisfy the third goal of cost-sensitivity

(computing a performance curve through a range of inspection ratios). The search

algorithm which we use to accomplish this is detailed in Section 4.6.
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4.5.3 Effort-sensitive classification for probability-based classifiers and

regression models

The generalized method for making effort-sensitive classifiers that we described

above has the advantage of working with any classification algorithm that supports

example weighting, even if the models fitted by the algorithm return no information

other than the predicted class of an example. As the random forest classification

algorithm, which falls into this category, is effective in many cases, we will utilize this

method extensively throughout the experiments in this work. However, this method

has the disadvantage of being computationally expensive, because the process of

searching for the right m may cause many models to be trained until the desired IR

has been attained.

We utilize an alternative, simpler method when working with regression algo-

rithms (such as linear regression) or classification algorithms that yield true prob-

ability estimates (Naive Bayes or logistic regression). This leverages the fact that

when supplied with an input example, these models not only output a predicted

class, but also output some kind of numerical prediction or expectation. This nu-

merical prediction can then be adjusted to account for the effort of each example,

and the examples can then be sorted by their predicted relative risk [88].

The entire process is as follows:

1. If the machine learning algorithm is a classification algorithm, as opposed

to a regression algorithm, the number of vulnerabilities in each example is

converted to a boolean, which indicates if the file has at least one vulnerability.

2. The model is trained as usual, without any attempts to make it effort-sensitive.

Cross-validation is performed here, assigning one numerical prediction to each

example.

3. The numerical predictions or probabilities for each example are divided by the
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effort of the example, yielding the predicted (or expected) number of vulner-

abilities per line of code.

4. The examples are sorted by this predicted number of vulnerabilities in de-

scending order.

5. Examples are selected in order until the effort budget has been expended.

Because the effort budget is not needed until the end, there is no need to

repeat the training process for various values of m, which was done in the previous

method.

4.6 A meta-learning algorithm for building cost-effectiveness curves

In the previous section, we introduced a meta-learning algorithm for effort-

sensitive classification, which wrapped existing machine learning algorithms so they

would build models that prefer low-effort predictions over high-effort ones. This

meta-learning algorithm required that a tuning parameter m be set to establish how

much a model would be penalized if it selected high-effort examples for inspection.

We now present a second meta-learning algorithm that determines this value of m

while accomplishing two additional goals – searching for specific values of IR and

building a cost-effectiveness curve. As specific in Section 4.3.2, the entire learning

and meta-learning process is repeated until a wide range of IR values is covered

without leaving any large gaps.

The mechanism for achieving control over IR was alluded to in Section 4.5.2,

which demonstrated how adjusting the value of m affects the IR performance in-

dicator of the final results. However, this control is indirect – working backwards

from the desired IR and attempting to compute the corresponding m would not be

reliable due to the random nature of the classification process. We instead imple-

ment a search algorithm which adaptively builds models with various values of m,
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effectively building a cost-effectiveness curve while also hitting the targeted values

of IR as closely as possible. This search algorithm consists of the following steps:

Choose a tolerance value: Because specific values of IR can only be tar-

geted indirectly by adjusting m, it is not always possible to target a particular IR

when performing an experiment and hit the targeted value exactly. Even if it were

possible to directly target an IR, note that I does not increase continuously, but

instead increases in a stepwise manner as an increasing number of examples are

inspected, with the sizes of the steps determined by the effort required to inspect

each example. For these reasons, a tolerance is built into the search algorithm so

the search terminates when it finds a prediction which is close enough to the desired

IR. We initially assign the tolerance to be the greater of .01 or 2 · median(e)
Σe

where e

is the effort for all examples.

Choose initial bounds for m: IR usually increases as m increases, because

a higher m indicates a higher penalty for missing vulnerabilities, so more examples

are inspected as a result. The general strategy of the search algorithm is to choose

an m that yields predictions close to the desired IR by iteratively narrowing down

the range of m where the desired IR may fall. To begin this process, initial values

of m must be chosen. We start with a lower bound of mlower = min
x

ex
vx

, where ex is

the effort for example x and vx is the number of vulnerabilities. We then choose an

upper bound of mupper = mlower · exp (10).

Expand the initial bounds for m: Next, we train two models, one at each

bound of m, and verify that all targeted values of IR fall between the two values of

IR that result from this. In some experiments, the upper bound of m was not high

enough to cover the maximum desired IR. In these cases, we squared the upper

bound and repeated this step until it was high enough.

Locate uncovered IR targets: The next step is to compile a list of target

values of IR that have not yet been covered by any model trained during a previous
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iteration. These include the IR targets enumerated in Section 4.3.2. In addition,

if there are any intervals with a size greater than .05 which do not contain the IR

of any trained model, the midpoint of each such interval is added as another target

value. A target or interval is deemed to have been covered if the IR of at least one

trained model is within the current tolerance value of that point or interval.

Mark intervals of m to explore: We next sort the list of all values of m

that have been explored in ascending order. Adjacent pairs of values in this list will

then form intervals which contain the unexplored values of m. Each explored value

of m will also have an IR that resulted from its exploration. Find all intervals of m

where at least one uncovered IR target falls between the interval endpoints’ values

of IR. These intervals will be marked for exploration, because some m within the

interval will likely yield one of the values of IR that is being sought.

Choose points to explore within marked intervals of m: At this point,

at least one interval of m should be marked. If no such intervals are marked, then all

targeted values of IR must have been found, and the process is finished. Otherwise,

points within the marked intervals must be explored in an attempt to find the

targeted values of IR. Such points are explored in batches of 21. All points in a

batch are evenly distributed across all the marked intervals on a log scale, meaning

that within each interval, the points to explore will appear to be evenly distributed

between the interval’s endpoints when taking the logarithm of both the points to

explore and the endpoints. The logarithmic scale is used here so smaller values of

m are covered more densely than larger ones.

Explore points and iterate: Finally, the search algorithm has selected some

values of m that should be explored, in order to accomplish the goal of finding the

m that will result in a trained model having the desired value of IR. To explore

these points, models are trained and evaluated (as described earlier in this chapter)

for each such value of m. The performance indicators from the training process are
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then fed back into the next iteration of this algorithm, as they will determine which

values of m should be tried in the next iteration.

Increase the tolerance value if necessary: As mentioned previously, the

tolerance value determines how close to a target IR the algorithm must get before the

target is deemed to have been covered. Sometimes, a targeted value of IR cannot be

covered under the current tolerance value and the tolerance must be increased. The

tolerance value is increase by multiplying it by 1.1 whenever exploring additional

values of m has been become fruitless. The exploration is deemed to have become

fruitless when m is changing by no more than 1
100·mean(e)

, where e is the effort for the

examples. This “rule of thumb” was derived from our observations that changes in

m smaller than this very rarely resulted in the target IR being hit.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we described the process for training machine learning mod-

els from example sets, as well as the performance indicators which can be used to

determine how well an individual model served the purpose of making vulnerabili-

ties easier to find. Although this training process is independent of any particular

experimental setup, we use it in conjunction with the three setups – file-based,

change-based, and release-based – which we defined in the previous chapter. In

this chapter, we also described the cross-validation process that allows for an entire

experiment to be run on a single example set – training the model and computing

performance indicators on the same data without biasing the results. Central to our

machine learning algorithms and performance indicators was the concept of effort,

or the notion that the models will be used to guide a code inspection task, and that

the cost of performing such a task will be proportional to the amount of code to be

inspected.

This effort-centric learning process will be crucial when we present our ex-
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perimental results, as dissimilar experimental setups can only be comparatively

evaluated in relation to a unifying indicator such as effort. In the chapters that

follow, both our meta-learning algorithms and our performance indicators will be

fully utilized, allowing for us to systematically explore each aspect of fine-grained

vulnerability predictive models while minimizing factors which would confound a

fair comparison of the results.
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Chapter 5

Tools and datasets for evaluating vulnerability prediction techniques

In order to evaluate our methodology for constructing families of metrics,

transforming those metrics into machine learning features, and building vulnera-

bility predictive models, we first needed to collect a historical vulnerability dataset

that would support this analysis. A vulnerability dataset, consisting of a source

code history and historical information on vulnerabilities that were present in that

codebase throughout a given time period, will facilitate a retrospective evaluation of

how well our predictive techniques would have worked in a real-world scenario.

Security vulnerabilities originate by inadvertently being introduced into a code-

base. Several months or years later, the vulnerabilities are often discovered (some-

times serendipitously) and fixed. Between the introduction and discovery dates, a

vulnerability is considered to be latent, because it persists in the codebase, pre-

sumably without the developers’ or users’ knowledge. Our retrospective evaluation

leverages this latency period to gauge how predictive models could help develop-

ers in practice, by applying the models to source code artifacts and noting if the

models initiate the inspection of artifacts with latent vulnerabilities, which would

hypothetically result in the vulnerabilities being discovered and remediated. The

dataset in this chapter was specifically collected at a granularity that would enable

the tracking of latent vulnerabilities to perform this retrospective analysis. This

dataset is described in the first half of this chapter, in Section 5.1.

In the second half of this chapter, we will discuss the tools and scripts that

extract metrics and other data from the vulnerability dataset. To perform this

extraction process, the code in the repository must be ingested and parsed into

abstract syntax trees. Next, the differences between consecutive releases must be
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computed, in order to support the computation of change metrics that characterize

the change between releases. Next, some mechanism for developing metrics must

provided for the practitioner or experimenter to easily define families of metrics (or,

more specifically, to build labeling functions). Finally, a metric computation engine

is needed to apply the constructed metrics against the ingested trees and difference

maps, yielding tables of code and change measurements for each file at each release.

These tools are discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.1 A vulnerability dataset for PHP web applications

Over time, the research community has released public datasets to support

research in the software engineering and modeling communities. For example, the

PROMISE repository [94] has many freely available defect prediction datasets, which

usually incorporate information on the locations of software defects in a product,

source code metrics for each module in the product, and sometimes the source code

for these modules as well. However, none of the publicly available datasets contained

enough detail on vulnerabilities to support the experiments in this work. (In fact,

none of the datasets had vulnerabilities at all – all of them covered software defects

in general – although even if we had switched our focus to general defects, they still

wouldn’t have had the necessary detail.)

Some existing defect and vulnerability datasets included:

• Software metric and defect count datasets [38, 94, 177]: These datasets typi-

cally contain module metric and defect count data as described above. How-

ever, they are unsuitable for this study because they typically don’t cover

multiple versions of each product, or if they do, they localize defects to a

single point in time and don’t track the evolution of these defects.

• Exploit traffic data [70, 109]: Although these datasets cover vulnerabilities
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(rather than defects in general), they only provide traces or simulations of

exploits without localizing the vulnerabilities to particular source code files.

For this reason, they are not suitable for this study.

• Static analysis tool benchmarks [77]: Some benchmarks do provide vulnerable

source code files and localize the vulnerabilities to their respective locations

in these files. However, they do not feature multiple versions of the same

program, and they are often artificially limited to make the static analysis

task more tractable.

• Vulnerability databases [110, 112, 114]: Public vulnerability databases com-

pile information on known vulnerabilities from a wide range of products. This

makes them useful starting points for our own data collection; however, be-

cause the databases do not specify which parts of the source code are affected

by the vulnerability, they are not directly usable for our purposes. In addi-

tion, as we will discuss later in this chapter, their information on the range of

versions affected by the vulnerability is often wrong.

Because none of the existing databases were suitable for our purposes, we

collected a new vulnerability dataset as part of this research. This dataset covers

two open-source PHP applications and consists of:

• Source code for each version of the application, which was extracted from Git

• A catalog of vulnerabilities that affect each of the versions covered in the

dataset

• Vulnerability localization information for each version (which vulnerabilities

were in which files at each point in time)

• Commit identifiers and other metadata on the vulnerabilities
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As an aid to replication and to facilitate future work in this field, we also

released this dataset to the public as part of our previously published work [165].

The following sections describe how the data was collected and how the quality of

the data was assured. Also, we present some statistics related to the vulnerabilities

in this dataset.

5.1.1 Choosing applications for the dataset

We limited this study to applications written in the PHP language, as the

domain of web applications for vulnerability prediction was relatively unexplored,

and because so many PHP applications are afflicted by vulnerabilities. We selected

two open-source PHP applications: PHPMyAdmin and Moodle.

We selected open-source applications to ensure that a source code repository

featuring the history of the codebases and vulnerabilities would be available. In

order to select the two specific applications that we studied, we consulted the Na-

tional Vulnerability Database [110] and selected the two applications with the largest

number of vulnerability entries that were not plugin-dominated. A plugin-dominated

applications is one that had many vulnerabilities in optional plugins rather than the

main codebase; because of the importance of tracking the history of a single code-

base over a long period of time, we excluded these applications. One application

in our dataset – PHPMyAdmin – is a web-based SQL database management tool.

The other – Moodle – is an online learning course management system.

5.1.2 Processing Git repositories

Next, we extracted the source code for each release of both of these projects

from their Git repositories. Git is a distributed version-control system that allows

for users to download the entire history of a project and consult it “offline”, without

having to request specific versions from a centralized server. The presence of Git
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repositories for both products made it much easier to obtain the source code for

each release, and finding the vulnerability-introducing commits (described later)

was much quicker that it otherwise would have been. In order to eliminate potential

confounding effects caused by packaging errors or differences, we obtained all source

code from the Git repository, rather than downloading and extracting redistributable

packages for the products.

Both products generally had a standardized, three-part version number, with

a major, minor, and patch component. For example, version 2.5.3 of a product

would have a major release of 2, a minor release of 5, and a patch release of 3. In

some cases, more granular versions of the products or hotfixes were also produced.

We did not obtain source code for these granular versions and limited ourselves to

versions with the aforementioned form.

To begin the Git processing step, we mapped each release to a particular Git

commit. By supplying the Git toolchain with a commit identifier, it is possible to

extract a snapshot of the product’s source code as it was after said commit had been

applied to the repository. For Moodle, the process of mapping release identifiers

to commits was easy – Moodle reliably tagged the commit for each release with

the release’s version number. In contrast, although PHPMyAdmin often tagged

releases with their version numbers, we found that the tags were sometimes missing

or incorrect, mostly due to errors introduced as repositories were migrated from

one system to another over the project’s decade-long history (issues similar to those

encountered by others [143]). In these cases, we had no choice but to carefully review

commit comments, changelogs, and publicly available information such as release

announcements in order to determine which historical commits corresponded to

which releases.

In the end, we obtained 100 PHPMyAdmin and 95 Moodle releases. All Moo-

dle releases back to the first could be obtained; however, no PHPMyAdmin releases
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before 2.2.0 were available because the history did not extend beyond that point. In

addition, 4 PHPMyAdmin releases could not be obtained because no information

on a particular release was available or because commits were missing from the Git

repository. These missing releases presented a particular problem throughout this

work, because they often impeded us from obtained an accurate view of the soft-

ware’s evolution. For example, if a vulnerability is first observed in a release after

a missing release, the release where the vulnerability was introduced becomes un-

clear, and the vulnerability cannot be used in any prediction experiment involving

the evolution of the software over time. This issue will be discussed in more detail

in Section 6.1.

Although the repository contains files other than PHP files, including source

code in languages such as JavaScript, these files are not used in this PHP analysis

study and are excluded from the dataset. In addition, we manually identified files

containing test code or libraries maintained by third parties, because neither was

capable of containing the kind of vulnerabilities we analyzed for this study. These

files were excluded from the dataset as well, both to reduce the volume of data to

process and to prevent them from skewing the prediction results which are to follow.

Aside from knowing which commits are associated with each release, it is also

important to be able to identify the parent release associated with each release. This

is because change is measured by comparing two releases; hence, it is important to

know in which “direction” to go in order to trace forwards and backwards through

the release history. Identifying the parent release is not always a simple matter

of lexicographically sorting version numbers. For example, PHPMyAdmin 3.0.0 is

the direct successor to version 2.11.9, even though versions 2.11.10 and 2.11.11 also

exist. This happens when development diverges into multiple branches, with new

features being added to one branch and bug fixes being applied to another.

To determine the parent release for any given release, we compare the similar-
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ity between pairs of releases by using Git’s rename-tracking diff functionality and

measuring the number of lines in the resulting diff output. Pairs of releases with

smaller diffs were considered to be the most similar. Then, whenever there was a

question as to which release was the parent of another, the feasible parent with the

smallest difference was used. For example, it is a given that version 2.11.11 has the

parent 2.11.10, so no diff is performed here. Version 2.11.9 is a feasible parent of

version 3.0.0, but version 1.0.0 would not be, because too many version numbers

would be skipped.

5.1.3 Finding security advisories

After obtaining the source code histories of two PHP applications, the next

step was to acquire a set of known vulnerabilities in each application. Limiting the

dataset to known vulnerabilities means that we did not attempt to discover any

vulnerabilities in the products which had not yet been patched by the developers.

Instead, we began the data collection process for each application by obtaining infor-

mation on the complete set of released security patches for each, and then working

backwards from the patches to identify the nature and origin of each vulnerability.

This ensured that we did not introduce an extra source of bias into the data by

searching for vulnerabilities ourselves, and that the experimental results reflected

how well the models would perform when faced with issues that the products actu-

ally experienced.

In order to mine these vulnerabilities and incorporate them into our dataset,

we first compiled a master list of security vulnerabilities in each application which

would serve as a basis for our data collection. These master lists considered of all of

the security advisories that had been issued for PHPMyAdmin and Moodle. These

security advisories almost always coincide with the release of a patch or patch release,

providing both a description of the vulnerability and a hint as to how the vulner-
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ability was manifested on a source code level. For Moodle, we used the National

Vulnerability Database (NVD) [110], while for PHPMyAdmin, we PHPMyAdmin’s

internal security advisory database.

Because of the large number of available security advisories, we took a sam-

ple of security advisories and mined vulnerabilities from these. As we will discuss

shortly, our definition of a “vulnerability” makes it so one advisory could map to

multiple vulnerabilities, which may have different types. Therefore, the end result

of the collection process yielded more vulnerabilities than security advisories that

were sampled.

For several reasons, some security advisories did not yield any vulnerabilities.

These reasons include:

• The available information was not sufficient for us to find the vulnerability in

question. (affecting 4 PHPMyAdmin and 4 Moodle advisories)

• Although a putative vulnerability was announced and patched, we could not

find a means to actually exploit the vulnerability. (2 PHPMyAdmin and 2

Moodle)

• The issue being announced affected the entire program, and there was no

specific change or file which caused the vulnerability. For example, in one

case, cross-frame attack protection was omitted from the entire application.

(4 PHPMyAdmin and 1 Moodle)

• The vulnerability was caused by third-party libraries or components. We omit-

ted these vulnerabilities because the components were not developed through

the application’s repository, and hence their change history was not visible.

(1 PHPMyAdmin and 8 Moodle)
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5.1.4 The vulnerability data collection process

After compiling a list of candidate security advisories, the next step was to col-

lect the information that we needed for each vulnerability. The required information

included:

• The commit where the vulnerability was introduced

• The first version that incorporated the vulnerable commit

• The commit where the vulnerability was fixed

• The version that incorporated the fix

• The file that contained the vulnerability (which may migrate from file to file)

at each version

Previously, we noted that one security advisory could map to multiple “vul-

nerabilities”. Here, we more formally define what we consider a “vulnerability” for

the purposes of this work. A vulnerability is an unintentional software defect (in

contrast to an intentional backdoor) which allows for a malicious user (authenti-

cated or unauthenticated) to compromise a security property of the application or

system (such as integrity, confidentiality, or availability) in a way that affects the

system’s owner or other users. The defect that constitutes the vulnerability may

span multiple lines of code. Because we don’t restrict vulnerabilities to a single line

of code, we then must consider when multiple defective lines of code constitute a

single vulnerability, or when they constitute multiple vulnerabilities.

In the accounting scheme we used for this work, a security advisory can yield

multiple vulnerabilities, establishing a one-to-many relationship between them. A

separate vulnerability is counted for each file and each vulnerability-introducing

commit, with the limitation that only one vulnerability will cover each distinct
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exploit that is possible. For example, if a single commit introduced vulnerable

code into two separate files enabling two separate exploits, this is counted as two

vulnerabilities. However, if all the vulnerable code was introduced into the same,

file, then this is only counted as one vulnerability, unless it was introduced during

two separate commits enabling two separate exploits.

Vulnerabilities may evolve over time, in the sense that the vulnerable code is

modified without being repaired. In some cases, files are substantially refactored

while preserving the vulnerability, changing the characteristics of the exploit but

preserving the vulnerability. In some extreme cases, code is moved from one file to

another while preserving the vulnerable functionality, or code is completely rewritten

while faithfully replicating the vulnerability that was in the old code. In our dataset,

all of these situations are considered to be cases where a single vulnerability evolves

and moves, rather than cases where one vulnerability is removed and an identical one

is put in its place. This was motivated by a desire to model activities that worsen

the security posture of a system, rather than activities which simply relocate security

problems that already exist.

Because our accounting of vulnerabilities requires us to locate vulnerability-

introducing commits, most of the vulnerability data collection process revolves

around this activity. The process typically starts by viewing the patch issued at

the same time as the security advisory and informally determining how the un-

patched code would have been exploited, based on our knowledge of PHP exploit

patterns. In some cases, consulting exploit code available on public websites [112]

was useful. For some vulnerabilities (especially for Moodle), this process was com-

plicated by the fact that security advisories were issued at the same time as major

releases, obscuring the change that fixed the vulnerability. We were generally able to

find the vulnerabilities in these cases anyway, although it was much more difficult to

do so. (In some extreme cases, a vulnerability fix had apparently been intentionally
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concealed among other changes with a misleading commit comment.)

Once a vulnerability fix was located, we then traced backwards through the

application’s revision history until the vulnerability-introducing commit was located,

keeping in mind that (as described above) refactorings of the vulnerable code must

be followed until the vulnerability’s inception is found. This was a largely manual

process, although Git’s “blame” command, which shows the commit where a specific

line of code was introduced, was sometimes helpful.

Many past defect prediction studies attempted to automate the above step

by automatically “blaming” the origin of code modified by defect-fixing changes,

and then considering those commits to be defect-introducing commits. This ap-

proach [144], often referred to as the SZZ algorithm, has the advantage of being

completely automated. However, we found that such an approach would have been

ineffective for our purposes, because vulnerable code was nearly always modified

multiple times (and even extensively refactored) before being fixed. The ineffective-

ness of the SZZ algorithm for vulnerabilities may be due to the fact that vulnera-

bilities are long-lived, while defects are potentially located more quickly (before the

defective code is modified again) because they more obviously impact user function-

ality.

After locating the vulnerability-introducing commit and file, the next step was

to trace the vulnerability through every vulnerable revision of the software. In other

words, for each vulnerability, at every susceptible version, exactly one file must be

vulnerable. We consider a version to be susceptible if it is released before the patch

that fixes the vulnerability, as all later versions are presumed to have been patched.

We refer to this process as tracing the vulnerability through the release history.

Unfortunately, the process of tracing the vulnerability (or even finding it in the

first release where it existed) was not straightforward. Even if it is determined that

vulnerable code was committed at a certain time, the next release of the product
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will not necessarily contain that vulnerable code (as the code may only exist in an

unreleased, long-lived development branch). Although an intact Git version history

would have made it possible to trace a commit to a release, the Git history was not

always intact – in some cases, commit parents were not recorded properly due to

conversions from other version control systems. Even if the repository was intact,

this process still would not have been completely reliable because developers do not

always record metadata on merges in Git properly.

As an alternate approach, we extracted short strings from the vulnerability-

introducing commits, and then searched all releases in the datasets for the first

release where the string appears. In some cases, the vulnerable code was rewritten

before being released for the first time; when this happened, we tried a different

string, extracted from the rewritten code, until the vulnerability was found.

After identifying the first file and release where the vulnerability was present,

the next step was to identify all of the files which contained the vulnerability until

the point where it was fixed. Note that a vulnerability can appear to move from

file to file throughout its lifetime because (1) the file itself is renamed, or (2) the

code is refactored and moved to another file. The former case is dealt with by the

file mapping process (discussed in Chapter 2). To detect the latter case, we look for

cases where the original file of the vulnerability differs from the file that was patched

when the vulnerability was fixed. When this occurs, we repeat the string matching

process described in the previous paragraph (with alternative strings, if necessary)

until the vulnerability has been tracked from its origin to the location where it was

fixed.

5.1.5 Vulnerability data collection results

This vulnerability collecting process yielded 75 vulnerabilities for PHPMy-

Admin and 51 vulnerabilities for Moodle. In Table 5.1, we categorize these vulner-
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Table 5.1: Classes of vulnerabilities in each application

Moodle PHPMyAdmin

Code Injection 7 10

CSRF 3 1

XSS 9 45

Path Disclosure 2 12

Authorization issues 28 6

Other 2 1

abilities with a simple classification scheme.

These vulnerability categories serve as a simple way to summarize the kinds of

issues that are represented in our dataset. They will also become part of a statistical

analysis in Chapter 6 regarding the correlation between vulnerability categories and

vulnerability discoverability. A brief description of each category is below:

• Code Injection: These vulnerabilities allow for attackers to subvert the nor-

mal control flow of a program in arbitrary ways, usually by inducing the exe-

cution of PHP, SQL, or native code of the attacker’s choosing. This category

also includes the ability to set arbitrary variables on the server, resulting in a

similar effect.

• CSRF: CSRF (cross-site request forgery) vulnerabilities allow for malicious,

third-party websites to induce a user’s browser to perform an action on the

target website. This allows for a malicious actor to perform an an action under

the victim’s identity.

• XSS: XSS (cross-site scripting) vulnerabilities allow for a malicious user to

plant harmful Javascript onto the target website. Victims who later visit

the target website execute the Javascript, possibly allowing for actions to be

performed under their own identifies as with CSRF vulnerabilities.
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• Path Disclosure: These vulnerabilities allow for the full pathname of the

application’s PHP directory to be obtained by an attacker. This information

is sometimes needed to launch a subsequent attack.

• Authorization issues: This category encompasses defects allowing an at-

tacker to use an application in an unauthorized way (or violate one of its

security properties) not falling under another category. Vulnerabilities in this

category include: Forgotten/incorrectly implemented authentication or autho-

rization, information disclosure vulnerabilities, and improperly implemented

encryption.

• Other: All other vulnerabilities fall into this category, including defects en-

abling phishing or man-in-the-middle attacks.

The vulnerability categories were distributed differently across both applica-

tions. PHPMyAdmin had more cross-site scripting vulnerabilities, while Moodle

had more authorization issues. This is possibly because authorization mechanisms

are more central to Moodle (due to its use as a multi-user system deployed on the

internet), introducing more opportunities for this kind of vulnerability to occur. De-

spite this, though, our categorization scheme was appropriate for both applications.

However, a different categorization scheme may be required for domains other than

web applications written in PHP, as the other domains may not be susceptible to

vulnerabilities such as cross-site scripting.

Some vulnerabilities were identified but could not be included in the dataset

for several reasons. 5 PHPMyAdmin and 2 Moodle vulnerabilities could not be

included because they affected Javascript or other non-PHP code. 1 PHPMyAdmin

and 3 Moodle vulnerabilities were excluded because the vulnerability’s introduction

and fix occurred in different files, preventing the vulnerability from being traced

through the history of the product. (For example, one Moodle vulnerability was
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Figure 5.1: Histogram depicting the number of days between the first release of a vul-
nerability and the vulnerability being fixed in the version control repository

introduced into one file but fixed by making a compensatory change in a different

file.) Finally, 3 Moodle vulnerabilities were not included because they were all copies

(clones) of another vulnerability (which was included in the dataset).

5.1.6 Vulnerability lifetimes

Now that we have collected a comprehensive dataset on vulnerabilities in PHP

web applications, we can accurately measure the lifetimes of vulnerabilities, or the

amount of time that passed between the day when the vulnerable code was released

to the general public and the day when the vulnerability was fixed. A histogram

with these vulnerabilities is depicted in Figure 5.1.

The results show that many vulnerabilities were extremely long-lived. The

median vulnerability lifetime was 871 days, and one vulnerability was not fixed until

3993 days after it was introduced. The slow discovery of vulnerabilities provides

additional evidence that the SZZ approach for defect localization is inappropriate

for vulnerabilities (as discussed earlier in this chapter). In addition, these long
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vulnerability lifetimes represent a large window of opportunity that attackers have to

discover previously unknown vulnerabilities and compromise a system, underscoring

the need for better approaches to avoid introducing the vulnerabilities in the first

place.

5.1.7 Data on vulnerable application versions

One side-effect of building our vulnerability dataset was that we were able to

independently determine which versions of each project were susceptible to any given

vulnerability. This information, which we will refer to as vulnerable-versions data

has often been found to be inaccurate in past research [105]. To further explore

this question, we compare the vulnerable-versions data that we collected against

the vulnerable versions reported by public data sources (namely, the vendors’ own

security advisories or the NVD).

When assessing the accuracy of this vulnerable-versions data, we verify the

accuracy of the first version in the range – it is much less likely for the last version

to be wrong, as there is never any question as to when the vulnerability’s patch was

released. We present this comparison between the “correct” first version and the

first version reported by the security advisories in Table 5.2. With vulnerabilities

designated as advisory earlier, the security advisory indicated an earlier version than

what we found manually; for inspection earlier, the reverse was true. (Vulnerabilities

where we could not reliably determine the earliest version were omitted from this

table.)

As we report in the table, the version information in the security advisories was

usually not correct for either application. Note that vendors generally do not have

an incentive for determining which old versions of a product are vulnerable, as it is

generally expected that users will upgrade when able. It was common to find security

vulnerabilities that asserted that all versions of a product were vulnerable, when
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Table 5.2: Comparing earliest vulnerable versions in vulnerability advisories with those
found by code inspection

PMA PMA Moodle

(Vendor) (NVD) (NVD)

Advisory earlier 26 29 18

Inspection earlier 28 25 20

Versions match 14 14 13

we discovered that the vulnerability was actually introduced early in the product’s

development history but not at the first version. Similarly, many advisories indicated

that just a few recent versions were vulnerable, when the vulnerability was actually

much more long-lived. In general, the inaccuracy of this vulnerable-versions data

underscored the importance of manually tracing vulnerabilities through source code

histories to their origins.

5.1.8 Ensuring data quality

Because collecting this software evolution and vulnerability data was largely

a manual process, there were many opportunities for errors to be introduced. For

this reason, we took measures to minimize these errors when practical.

To ensure that a fair sample of vulnerabilities was obtained, we avoided ex-

cluding any vulnerability from the dataset because it were difficult to localize, or

due to the perceived unimportance of the vulnerability. Although (as detailed ear-

lier in this chapter) we were occasionally unable to find a vulnerability despite our

best efforts, this was rare. To maximize the likelihood that the vulnerabilities that

we did find were interpreted correctly, we consulted additional information on in-

dividual security advisories when it was available. For example, scripts available

from third-party exploit databases [112] were sometimes helpful for determining the

exact attack vector for a vulnerability.
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Manually mapping releases to commits was another potential source of error,

especially due to the complex repository branching structure of PHPMyAdmin. In

order to determine that the release mapping was sensible, we screened our dataset

for suspicious patterns of change (such as files appearing and disappearing multiple

times, which would indicate that the releases were out of chronological order).

Finally, to screen the vulnerability commit and release mappings for errors,

we enforced a strict chronology on this data in order to check it. Dates of the

vulnerability-introducing commits and first vulnerable versions were compared, and

a warning was generated if the dates were too far apart (or if a vulnerability ap-

peared to have been released before the commit was made, which would indicate

an error in determining which release was first vulnerable). Similarly, the lifetime

of a vulnerability must span at least one release, and when tracing a vulnerability

through the source code, the location of the vulnerability immediately before the

fix must match the file affected by the fixing commit.

5.2 A tool for ingesting PHP datasets to enable metric computation

For our metric family construction system, the first step in computing metrics

for a codebase is to parse each file into an abstract syntax tree (or AST). Because

some experiments in this study entail examining individual changes to predict the

introduction of vulnerabilities over time, it is necessary to parse each version of each

source code file. The determination of which code in a file changed from one release

to the next need not be made at this point – the comparison and differencing will

occur after the files have all been parsed. Previously, we extracted each version of

each PHP application from a Git repository into a separate directory and tracked file

copies and renames from one release to the next. From these directories of extracted

source files and rename tracking information, it becomes a simple matter to parse

each file and assign each AST a canonical file identifier, such that two ASTs with
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the same file identifier represent two different versions of the same file, even if the

file had been periodically renamed.

Although our methodology for processing source repositories and building met-

rics is applicable to numerous programming languages, we are only concerned with

parsing PHP because the applications in our dataset (PHPMyAdmin and Moodle)

are primarily written in PHP (the remainder of the code being client-side HTML

and Javascript), and nearly all vulnerabilities are found within the PHP portions of

the code. Only 5 of the PHPMyAdmin vulnerabilities and 2 of the Moodle vulner-

abilities were found in non-PHP code, and these vulnerabilities were excluded from

the study.

Because the PHP language was developed without a formal specification or

grammar [34], different PHP parsers are based on different grammars. As a result,

different parser implementations may yield different kinds of abstract syntax tree

nodes, and the metric definitions will be dependent on a specific PHP parser as a

result. Because it was one of the few parsers available at the time of this study,

we used the PHP compiler front-end of de Vries and Gilbert [34] as built into the

compiler developed by Biggar [17].

This parser ingests individual PHP source files and outputs an AST in an

XML format. The tools that follow the parser in our pipeline then parse the XML

files and build a tree data structure in memory. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 depicts a sample

fragment of PHP script and the AST that is generated by the parsing process.

Not all PHP source files were successfully parsed into ASTs. Source file parsing

failed when: (1) the source file contained text in a character set not supported by

the parser; (2) the source file contained PHP language constructs which did not exist

when the parser was implemented; or (3) the source file contained comments and

whitespace but no executable statements, preventing a tree from being constructed.

These files were excluded from the dataset. In the PHP projects in our dataset, the
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issue with unsupported character sets primarily occurred with language translation

string files, none of which were responsible for any vulnerabilities. The cases of the

files with no source code were apparently caused by unfinished, accidentally released

files which never had any content, making it safe to exclude these files as well.

The case of files with constructs not supported by the parser is potentially

more problematic. Although the parser doesn’t support certain object-oriented PHP

constructs which did not exist at the time the parser was written, these constructs

were rarely used except in very recent versions of the products. By cutting off the

Moodle analysis at Version 2.0.9, limiting the analysis to any releases which were at

this version or before, the occurrence of this issue was minimized. In total, only 0.1%

file versions for PHPMyAdmin and 0.9% file versions for Moodle were unparsable.

Unparsable files are treated as if they do not exist, and no vulnerabilities were within

an unparsable file at any version.

As described in Section 5.1.2, four releases of PHPMyAdmin could not be lo-

cated due to missing downloadable packages and missing tags in the version control

system. The presence of missing releases complicated the analysis of PHPMyAdmin

for two reasons. First, there is no way to distinguish a vulnerability that is in-

troduced during a missing release from a vulnerability that was introduced in the

release after a missing release. Second, change metrics cannot be computed for

the release after a missing release due to the lack of a baseline to measure the

change against. Because we could not distinguish vulnerabilities introduced after

missing releases from vulnerabilities introduced during missing releases, any vulner-

abilities that were first seen in the release after a missing release were excluded from

the change-level prediction experiments (as well as any file-level prediction exper-

iments where a performance comparison with change-level prediction experiments

was done). Any vulnerabilities which were apparently introduced in the first avail-

able release of a product were excluded in a similar way. Finally, any releases where
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change metrics could not be computed (including the first release of a product) were

excluded from change-level prediction experiments.

5.2.1 Computing tree differences

After building ASTs for each revision of each PHP file, the next step is to

build tree node maps that characterize the differences between two versions of the

same file. By mapping the nodes that remain unchanged between one version and

another, the added and deleted nodes in each tree can easily be determined [150],

giving a full picture of how a source file changed between the two versions.

In Chapter 2, we presented a theoretical discussion of mapping tree nodes be-

tween multiple versions of source files. Here, we discuss how we implemented this

mapping for the purposes of this study. Because we are only concerned with com-

puting the difference from an older to a newer adjacent revision (i.e. the differences

between a release and its parent release), the wrapper tree mapping approach men-

tioned in the same chapter can be trivially implemented by simply ensuring that

the one-to-one mapping property is satisfied. Both tree mapping algorithms which

we discuss in this section will satisfy this property.

Because computing the tree node map between two trees is, by far, the most

computationally intensive step when computing changes, and because the definition

of the particular metric being computed has no bearing on how the node map is

constructed, we pre-compute the node maps for pairs of files across all adjacent

revisions and save them in the same location where the ASTs are stored.

Early experiments revealed that the process of comparing two ASTs would

be memory-bound. Because tree differencing algorithms have polynomial space

requirements with respect to the sizes of the trees, comparing the largest source

files failed even when allocating a maximum amount of Java memory (10500MB) to

the differencing tool. Due to the need to minimize the amount of memory used, we
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incorporated the RTED algorithm and reference implementation [117], configuring

the implementation so RTED would compute the optimal tree differencing strategy.

RTED ensure that all trees can be compared in O(n2) space with a worst-case time

complexity of O(n3).

Despite this, though, some trees could still not be compared within the avail-

able memory. In these cases, where the tree difference could not be computed with

RTED, we computed a less constrained tree node mapping by building a preorder

traversal for each tree and then using Hirschberg’s algorithm to find the longest

common subsequence between the two traversals in O(n) space. Note that a map-

ping made with this algorithm is not guaranteed to satisfy all three properties of a

Tai mapping as discussed in Chapter 2. However, because the one-to-one mapping

property is still satisfied, such a mapping can still be used to construct valid change

and distance metrics.

In Table 5.3, we list the largest typical memory requirements for computing

differences between trees of various problem sizes, where the problem size of a com-

parison is measured as the product of the sizes of each tree. When allocating the

specified amount of memory and suppressing comparison of any problems greater

than a specified size, comparison of all releases except for one Moodle release suc-

ceeded. (Because our implementation stored all of the input ASTs and output data

in RAM as well, the effective memory requirements for releases with a very large

amount of code are higher. When such problems were encountered for individ-

ual releases, differences for these releases were re-computed with a slightly smaller

maximum problem size.)

Very large trees with a problem size between 8e7 and 2e9 could not be com-

puted with the RTED algorithm, even when allocated a maximum amount of mem-

ory. Hirschberg’s algorithm was used to compute node maps in these cases. How-

ever, the large majority of trees differences were below this threshold and could be
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Table 5.3: Typical memory requirements for RTED tree difference problem sizes

Problem size Memory

2e7 5000MB
5e7 7700MB
8e7 10500MB

computed with the RTED algorithm.

5.3 A tool for designing families of metrics

In Chapter 2, we introduced a methodology for constructing metric families

that allowed for both code and change (distance) metrics to be generated from a

single metric family definition. As described earlier, such a family of metrics can be

defined by writing a labeling function, which takes an AST and affixes labels onto

selected tree nodes, which characterize the quality of the software which is to be

measured. In this section, we present a tool which allows for users to develop and

test these labeling functions.

In our tool for designing and computing families of metrics, labeling functions

are implemented in the JavaScript programming language. We selected JavaScript

because it is an easily embeddable scripting language, allowing for a development

environment where a user can design and test a metric family definition without

recompiling. Metric family definitions are saved in an internal database, which then

provides the metrics used for vulnerability prediction experiments.

Aside from acting as a user interface to develop JavaScript definitions of met-

rics and save them in a database, the tool also provides feedback in the form of

a scatterplot interface that allows for the behavior of the metric to be visualized,

with respect to other metrics and the vulnerabilities in the dataset. Comparing the

values of two metrics provides a quick “sanity check” to ensure that a file metric is

functioning as intended. For example, if one metric is designed to be more restrictive
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than another, then its values must be less than the values of the other metric if the

code is working as designed. If it is desirable to visualize how the values of a metric

relate to the vulnerabilities in the dataset, then this can also be examined through

the scatterplot interface (for example – to determine if the values for vulnerable files

tend to be distributed differently than non-vulnerable files). However, we did not

consult this vulnerability distribution information when performing this study – in

other words, the metrics were not tailored to find any particular class of vulner-

ability – because doing so would have corrupted the cross-validation experimental

design by introducing foreknowledge of the vulnerabilities’ locations.

5.3.1 Developing families of metrics in JavaScript

In Figure 5.2, we depict the user interface for constructing Javascript labeling

functions. The match dropdown is used to specify if the Hungarian algorithm (as

described in Chapter 2) is to be used for value matching when computing change

metrics. The available settings are:

• yes: For when value matching must always be performed – for example, when

labeling line numbers

• no: For when value matching should not be performed, such as when labeling

mathematical operators

• either When a default supplied by the experimental setup should be used

because either approach is sensible – for example, when labeling method names

When a metric is to be computed based on the metric family definition, the

computation engine evaluates (executes) the JavaScript in the definition. So the

JavaScript function can label the tree, two objects are made available within the

context of the executed JavaScript:
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Figure 5.2: Developing a labeling function in Javascript with the metrics development
tool
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• root: The root node of the tree to be labeled. The tree can be traversed (by

retrieving the root’s children) and labeled through properties and methods of

the root.

• tbls: The method call and definition lookup tables described in Section 2.1.

These lookup tables allow for the potential targets of a function call, or the

potential callees of a function definition, to be enumerated. This information

is important for constructing coupling and similar metrics. Because functions

in PHP are generally placed within a flat, global namespace, the tables are

constructed conservatively so a callee or caller is always recorded in the relevant

table as long as the name of the function being called matches the name of

the function definition in question.

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss the properties and methods

defined on tree nodes and tables that can be used to traverse the tree, consult the

lookup tables, and place labels on individual tree nodes or entire subtrees. By using

these methods and implementing any additional needed functionality by writing

extra JavaScript functions within the metric definition itself, a wide variety of metric

families can be implemented.

Tree node properties and methods: Various properties and methods of

AST nodes allow for the characteristics of the nodes to be introspected and labels

to be applied. Some of these properties and methods are essential, while others

were implemented for convenience, to more quickly perform common tasks that we

encountered when developing labeling functions.

• Get number of children: Returns the number of children of this node.

• Get specific child : Returns the child node with the specified index.

• Get parent node: Returns the parent of this node (unless this node is the root

node).
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• Get node values : Returns all values attached to this node. Note that node

values come from the source code, and are not the same as labels. For example,

the value of a binary operator AST node type is the symbol of the exact

operator being used, because the same node type is used for every type of

binary operator.

• Check for node value: Checks if the node contains the given value.

• Label node with string : Attach a new label to the node using the given string

value.

• Label node with strings : Attach one or more new labels to the node using the

given string values.

• Label node with integer : Attach a new label to the node using the given integer

value.

• Label node with ID : Attach a new label to the node using the node’s unique

identifier as a value. (In other words, no other node on this AST will have the

same label as this one.)

• Label node with own values : Attach one or more new labels to the node using

the node’s values.

Lookup table properties and methods: Similar to the tree node properties

and methods, the lookup tables also have properties and methods defined for the

convenience of the metric developer. Tables are implemented as ordered maps of

string keys (method names) to arrays of string value (the names of the files defining

or calling the method with the name in question).

• Get number of keys : Returns the number of string keys in the lookup table.

• Check for key by string : Checks if the table contains the specified key.
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• Get key by index : Returns the index of the string in question in the sequence

of keys.

• Get value count by key string : Returns the number of values under the specified

key.

• Get value count by key index : Returns the number of values under the key

with the specified index.

• Check for value by key string : Checks if the specified string value exists under

the specified key.

• Check for value by key index : Checks if the specified string value exists under

the key with the specified index.

• Get indexed value by key string : Returns the value with the specified index

under the specified key.

• Get indexed value by key index : Returns the value with the specified index

under the key with the specified index.

5.3.2 Visualizing metrics with animated scatterplots

Animated scatterplot visualizations, which can be displayed through the met-

ric design tool, can depict the both the relationship between two metrics and the

relationships between a metric and the presence of known vulnerabilities in a file.

The animated nature of the visualization allows for the change, or evolution, of the

measurements to effectively be tracked from one release to the next.

Figure 5.3 depicts the scatterplot interface, which shows the values of two

metrics (a variable count metric on the X axis and a cyclomatic complexity metric

on the Y axis) for all files in a product at the point of a particular release. Mousing

over a file’s point (pictured) causes a crosshair to appear, allowing for the point’s
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Figure 5.3: User interface for visualizing metrics with the metrics development tool

position to be more accurately determined. This scatterplot can be animated by

stepping forward or backward through the succession of releases; this movement is

under control of the user. When a file has been modified between releases, that file’s

point smoothly transitions to its new location. Files that were added or removed

during a release fade in or out. Because identities of files are tracked across renames,

a renamed file’s point moves to its new location rather than disappearing and ap-

pearing again. The position of a point on the X and Y axes allows for the relative

values of two metrics across an entire range of files to be compared visually, verifying

that the relative values of a newly developed metric fall within an expected range.

For example, a metric measuring internal method calls should not be greater than

a metric measuring all method calls in an unrestricted manner, so all points should

fall within a certain range on the visualization when plotting these two metrics. We

found this to be a useful way to quickly verify that newly developed metrics were

behaving in an expected manner.
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The color of a scatterplot point indicates if the corresponding file contained a

vulnerability during the release in question. Green points represent files that do not

contain vulnerabilities at the current release, while red points contain vulnerabilities.

The tool may be configured so files with vulnerabilities are colored based on the

vulnerability’s type – for example, in one configuration, SQL injection vulnerabilities

were colored blue and cross-site scripting vulnerabilities were colored orange. This

allowed for differing relationships between metrics and vulnerabilities of different

types to be visualized. When stepping from one release to the next, the colors of

points frequently change as vulnerabilities are introduced and fixed. To allow the

user to anticipate when a vulnerability is about to be introduced, files which are

about to become vulnerable in the next release of the product are colored yellow.

Yellow points stay yellow for one release and change to another color (such as red,

blue, or orange) in the next release, when the file becomes vulnerable. Clicking on

a file (pictured in Figure 5.3) causes information on the vulnerabilities in the file at

the selected release to be displayed.

Although other software evolution visualizations have also depicted relation-

ships between files (such as shared packages or method call relationships), we omit

this information from our visualization, as overlaying this information on the graph

would likely make the graph unreadable. The lack of a need to spatially arrange the

files according to these relationships allows us to show metrics by simply positioning

the point. Past visualizations which also incorporated relationship data frequently

resorted to strategies such as complex three-dimensional shapes or textures to ac-

complish this [40].

When vulnerabilities are introduced into files, the simultaneous change in the

point’s position and color is of special interest, as this movement illustrates the na-

ture of the source code change that caused the vulnerability’s appearance. Closely

examining these changes allows for the relationship between metrics and vulnera-
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bilities to be examined in a more direct way, highlighting two types of associations:

static associations between the absolute value of a metric and the presence of vul-

nerabilities, and dynamic associations between the change of a metric value and the

simultaneous appearance or disappearance of vulnerabilities.

It has been observed that consumers of animated visualizations must be given

the ability to independently identify interesting points or events in the midst of

large numbers of datapoints making complex movements [2, 161]. To assist users

in rapidly identifying vulnerability introduction events, we overlay the plot with

two additional visual cues, or features, which highlight these cases. This ensures

that points can easily be followed when vulnerabilities are introduced, and that

vulnerability introductions are not missed or obscured.

• Color change features: As described previously, in the release immediately

preceding the introduction of a vulnerability, a file’s point on the scatterplot

is turned yellow and moved in front of any overlapping points. This alerts the

user to the change which is about to take place in the next frame.

• Cycling animated bubbles: In a release where new vulnerabilities are in-

troduced, a cycling animated bubble reprises the point movement associated

with each vulnerability introduction, replaying the change that just took place

and eliminating the need to the need to manually jog the screen back-and-forth

to view the movement again. Vulnerabilities introduced upon the file’s cre-

ation are indicated by a stationary, expanding bubble with a different color.

We note that moving bubbles were used by Beyer and Hassan [16] for a sim-

ilar purpose, highlighting large structural software changes on a source code

dependency graph.

Figure 5.4 demonstrates how these two visual cues facilitate easy identifica-

tion of vulnerability-introducing changes. During the step before the introduction
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Figure 5.4: Scatterplot animation of a change in a file which caused the introduction of
a vulnerability. (The arrow is included for illustrative purposes and is not present in the
actual visualization.)

(representing the previous version of the software), the file with the impeding vul-

nerability turns yellow. In the animation step where the vulnerability is introduced,

the point moves to its new location, representing the change in metrics caused by

the modification. A cycling, animated bubble then moves between the old and new

locations of the point, allowing for the direction and magnitude of this change to be

closely examined.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we identified that existing defect and vulnerability datasets

didn’t have the kind of data needed to meet the needs of this study. We then

introduced a fine-grained vulnerability dataset consisting of two open-source PHP

applications, with information on the introduction, discovery, and evolution of a

subset of vulnerabilities in both of these applications.

We then presented several tools which preprocessed and computed metrics
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on this dataset. One key preprocessing step involved computing the abstract syn-

tax tree (AST) differences between each successive revision of a file, which is used

for computing change metrics when using the metric computation system that we

described in Chapter 2. The graphical metric development tool then allowed for

metrics to be developed (by writing labeling functions in Javascript) and visualized

in order to debug them.

The end result of applying both of these tools is a compilation of code metric,

change metric, and vulnerability evolution data for each version of each application

in our dataset. In the next chapter, we will use this data to empirically evaluate

and compare each of the vulnerability prediction methodologies and setups proposed

earlier in this work.
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Chapter 6

Experiments and results

In the preceding chapters, we defined and formalized a method for computing

code and change metrics, building predictive models, and using these models to guide

a code inspection task to regions of the program most likely to contain vulnerabili-

ties. This method was motivated by a structured survey of techniques for predicting

defects and vulnerabilities and the identification of gaps that made it more difficult

to apply these models in practice. In addition, we collected a vulnerability dataset

for two open-source PHP applications, which contained the fine-grained vulnerabil-

ity data which was necessary for building the predictive models in accordance with

the methodology that we defined.

In this chapter, we perform a series of experiments, utilizing the data that we

collected and the methodology that we defined, in order to evaluate how our pro-

posed vulnerability prediction methods work in practice. Because we defined many

alternative methods for setting up experiments, building features, and training mod-

els, the central organizing principle for these experiments is to perform a consistent

and comparative evaluation of each of these alternatives in practice. Three notable

aspects of our experimental setup facilitate this consistent evaluation: (1) ensuring

that the same families of metrics are used as predictive features for each experimental

setup, (2) evaluating each experimental setup with the same vulnerabilities, and (3)

using consistent lines-of-code effort-based evaluation criteria for each experiment.
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6.1 General setup of experiments

The process to set up an experiment begins by constructing an example set

which contains the independent variables (metrics and other features) and dependent

variables (vulnerability counts) for the experiment in question. A machine learning

training algorithm is then run to build a predictive model. This algorithm attempts

to predict the number of vulnerabilities that are present, basing the prediction on the

values of the dependent variables, which can be determined without foreknowledge

of where the vulnerabilities were. These predictions can then be used as input for

quality assurance processes such as code inspections, based on the predictions that

some regions of code (or some changes) are more likely to contain vulnerabilities

than others.

In Chapter 3, we introduced a system for constructing a wide variety of features

and integrating them into example sets. We briefly summarize the three kinds of

example sets which our system can construct:

• File-level: The features of a file at a particular release predict if the same file

at the same release contains vulnerabilities. This prediction model could be

practically utilized by applying it to every file in a release, selecting individ-

ual files flagged by the model for further scrutiny. This example set is built

with the examplesetfile function defined in Section 3.4, as well as the selectrel

function to select the base release for prediction.

• Release-level: The features of a particular release predict if a new vulnerabil-

ity was introduced in that release. This prediction model could be utilized by

applying it to every release, subjecting the release (the new and modified code

in the release) to additional scrutiny if the model predicts that vulnerabilities

were introduced. This example set is built with the examplesetrel function

defined in the same section.
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• Change-level: The features of a particular file at a particular release predict

if a new vulnerability was introduced into that file at that release. The model

is not trained or evaluated to detect the case where an existing vulnerability

migrated from one file to another at a release. If the model does happen to

predict the vulnerability migration anyway, for the sake of consistency of per-

formance evaluation between experimental setups, the model is not “credited”

for discovering the migration. This prediction model could be utilized by ap-

plying it to every changed file at every release, subjecting the file’s changes

(the new and modified code in the file) to additional scrutiny if the model

predicts that vulnerabilities were introduced. This example set is built with

the examplesetchg function.

Recall that the functions defined in Section 3.4 for constructing example sets

take a parameter Vreq indicating which variables (features) are required. A file,

release, or change will not be included in the example set unless each required

feature has a non-zero value. When constructing the experiments in this section,

we typically declare the metric Lines of code to be required. If this metric is

missing, then the example is not included at all. This occurs when defining release

and change metrics for a release where the source code for the release’s parent is

missing, preventing change metrics from being computed. If this metric is present

but has a zero value, then there is no code to measure (because the file is empty, or

unchanged in the case of change metrics), and there is no reason to perform machine

learning prediction on the example in question.

6.1.1 Vulnerabilities used in experiments

Table 6.1 presents a summary of the vulnerabilities in PHPMyAdmin and

Moodle, including the reasons why certain vulnerabilities were excluded from some

experiments. The first section of this table lists the releases that were chosen for
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Table 6.1: Version numbers and vulnerability counts for PHPMyAdmin and Moodle

PHPMyAdmin Moodle

First release 2.2.0 1.0.0
Base release 3.1.0 2.0.0
Last release 4.0.9 2.0.9
Non-missing releases first–last 100 95

Vuls in file experiments 35 25
Vuls in matched file experiments 31 21
Vuls in change experiments 61 37
Vuls in matched change experiments 46 37

Vuls introduced first commit 3 4
Vuls introduced first release 4 1
Vuls multiple/ambiguous introductions 7 3

Other vuls introduced through base rel 46 37
Other vuls introduced after base rel 15 6

Total vuls 75 51

experiments for each product. The first release of a product represents the first

release of the product for which source code is available in our dataset. There may

have been releases of the product that predated our first release, but these releases

were not stored in a version control system and were hence unavailable. The base

release of a product is a version with a maximal number of latent vulnerabilities

(vulnerabilities that have been introduced but not yet fixed). This is release is used

for all file-level prediction experiments (because maximizing the number of vulner-

abilities will yield more stable prediction results) and any matched release-level or

change-level experiments (experiments that will be combined with or compared to

the file-level experiment, and therefore must end at the same version).

The next section of the table lists the number of vulnerabilities that were

included in each class of experiment (i.e. the sum of the independent variable across

all examples of the example set). File experiments refers to the file-level experiment

type described above, and change experiments refers to either the release-level or the

change-level experiment type, as both of these experiment types can use the same
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vulnerabilities to compute the dependent variable. The matched file and change

experiments require that a file-level experiment and a change-level experiment are

performed with the same vulnerabilities. To create this matched set, we first take

the intersection of the vulnerabilities that would have been included in the file-level

and change-level experiments. Next, we also add any vulnerabilities that would

have been included in the file-level experiment had they not been fixed before the

base release. This addition is designed to penalize file-level prediction tasks that

wait too long before attempting to find the vulnerabilities, losing the opportunity

to find them before they would have been found by users outside the development

organization.

The last sections of the table give a summary of the number of vulnerabil-

ities in the dataset (not limited to vulnerabilities included in experiments). All

vulnerabilities in the dataset fall into one of five categories:

• Introduced at first commit: Some vulnerabilities were already present in

the first commit into the version control system. Such vulnerabilities cannot

be included in change-level experiments, because their introduction does not

correspond to any specific version. However, they can be included in file-level

experiments if they are not fixed before the base release.

• Introduced at first release: Some vulnerabilities were introduced into the

codebase after the first commit, but before the first release. These vulnerabil-

ities cannot be included in change-level experiments, because the first release

lacks a baseline and has no change metrics. However, they can be included in

file-level experiments if not fixed before the base release.

• Multiple/ambiguous introductions: Some vulnerabilities were either in-

troduced after a missing release (preventing the actual release of introduction

from being properly determined) or were introduced in multiple feature and
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maintenance branches, complicating the accounting of the vulnerability’s in-

troduction. Again, these vulnerabilities can be included in file-level but not

change-level experiments.

• Introduced through base release: These vulnerabilities were introduced

at or before the base release. They are included in change-level experiments

and can be included in file-level experiments if not fixed.

• Introduced after base release: These vulnerabilities were introduced after

the base release. They are included in change-level experiments, as long as

they were introduced at or before the last release. (Some additional Moodle

releases exist after the last experimental release, which were excluded from

experiments for reasons discussed previously.)

6.1.2 Metrics and features used in experiments

We computed each of the code and change metrics for all files (excepting

excluded files as mentioned in Chapter 5) and all analyzed versions of each PHP

application. Computing static code metrics for each file was straightforward – after

executing the labeling function, the number of distinct labels in each AST was

computed (i.e. the number of non-empty A sets as defined in Section 2.2.3). This

distinct label count is the static source code metric of Definition 2.7.

The code delta change metric of Definition 2.8 is also straightforward to com-

pute. This metric is computed as the difference between the static code metric of a

file and the metric of the file’s parent release. (As with all other change metrics that

we compute, all change is measured with respect to a release’s parent, as defined in

Chapter 5.)

Two difference-based change metrics as defined in Definition 2.9 were imple-

mented:
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• Add-only change metric: Applying the formula of Definition 2.9 with constants

p1 = 1, p2 = 0, p3 = 1, p4 = 1

• Distance change metric: Applying the formula of Definition 2.9 with constants

p1 = 1, p2 = 1, p3 = 1, p4 = 2

The major difference between these two metrics is that the add-only change

metric only takes added code into account, allowing for code to be deleted without

any metric registering a change. In contrast, the distance change metric registers

both added and deleted code, allowing for the deletion of code within an individual

change to influence the vulnerability prediction.

The A andB sets as defined in Section 2.2.3 were computed for each label. This

allowed for the change in each label between the two versions to be characterized

– for example, it can be determined if all of the values for a particular label were

added (or deleted) from one version to the next. In order to compute the metric,

these characterizations are then summed per Definition 2.9.

Most of the complexity of computing change metrics stems from the need to

perform value matching as originally discussed in Section 2.2.2.3. Informally, the

value of a label may change from one version of a file to the next, even when the

new label should be considered to be the “same label” as the old one. For example,

if a blank line is added to a source file, causing the former line 12 to become line

13 in the next version, the metric should not register the addition of one line and

the removal of another, as the same line exists in both. A similar situation occurs

when methods are renamed but not modified between two versions (for example, to

comply with a new naming convention for the project).

Recall that when designing a particular metric, the tool allows for value match-

ing to be enabled or disabled. If value matching is disabled, then the change metrics

are computed with a trivial value map (only labels with identical strings or integers

are mapped between versions). If value mapping is enabled, then the Hungarian
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algorithm approach outlined in Section 2.5.3 is used to determine which labels are

the “same” when comparing two versions. All details discussed in Section 2.5.3, in-

cluding the prevention of zero-weight matchings, were implemented. For additional

performance optimization, trivial matches (values that have exactly one match be-

tween the two releases) are removed from the graph before executing the Hungarian

algorithm.

Finally, we implemented an additional atom-based predictor. The atom-based

predictor, which is similar to the token-based predictors which have previously been

used in vulnerability prediction [129], leverages the fact that each tree may be labeled

with many different values when computing a metric. Instead of utilizing a feature

vector of different metrics when performing vulnerability prediction, it is possible

to instead utilize a feature vector computed from one single metric, such that each

possible label is a separate feature and the number of instances of that label on the

AST is the value.

The atom-based predictor was evaluated in this study because it potentially

allows for effective vulnerability prediction to be performed while defining just one

metric, rather than defining a large collection of metrics. The similar token-based

predictor was found to perform favorably in comparison with software metric pre-

dictors [165].

Because each value of a label becomes a separate feature, the atom-based

predictor is computed differently from standard metrics. The ADDDEL and MOD

cases (as described in Definition 2.6) cannot occur, because each instance of a value

for a label is counted separately. For example, if one atom-based feature measures

the number of plus signs in a source file, it makes little sense to say that an individual

plus sign was “edited”. The predictor is “atomic” in the sense that each labeled node

in the AST is counted separately, while with standard metrics, nodes (for example,

all nodes in a single method’s definition) were logically grouped by their label’s
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values. For similar reasons, value mapping (or matching) cannot be performed

either; hence, no atom-based predictor can be defined for metric families that require

value matching.

For the purposes of this study, we computed one atom-based predictor, based

on the Generic node contents metric. Because this label for this metric incorpo-

rates a variety of AST node types and AST node values, all of which are part of

the PHP language itself rather than being tied to any individual file, it is a good

candidate for atom-based prediction.

6.1.3 Common conventions for experimental setups and reporting of

experimental results

In the sections that follow, we will report the results of vulnerability prediction

experiments that evaluate the effects of different classifiers, classifier configurations,

experimental setups, and features. Throughout these sections, we will employ a

number of common experimental techniques and conventions. We describe these

techniques and conventions here. All conventions apply to all experiments unless

otherwise specified in the experiment itself.

• Experiments are performed on both PHPMyAdmin and Moodle. The results

of the experiments for each product are reported separately and are not mixed

or compared.

• Experiments are file-level, release-level, or change-level experiments. File-

level experiments use the examplesetfile construct (as defined in Chapter 3)

with the releases specified in Table 6.1 selected with the selectrel construct.

Release-level experiments use the examplesetrel construct and change-level

experiments use the examplesetchg construct.
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• Experiments with metric-based predictors use the entire set of metric families

listed in Chapter 2, but not the derived metrics unless otherwise specified.

• Experiments with atom-based predictors use atom-based features as described

previously, deriving features from the labels for the Generic node contents

metric family. Due to the larger size of Moodle, atom-based features are

only explored for PHPMyAdmin as these features are much greater in number

than metrics and could not be feasibly computed for all of the Moodle files

and releases.

• Experiments use effort-sensitive machine learning algorithms and effort-sensitive

performance indicators. Effort is measured by the effort column Lines of

code.

• Accordingly, the effort column Lines of code is required in each example set.

• File-level experiments get metrics with the addstaticmeasurement construct.

Change-level experiments and release-level experiments get metrics with the

addchangemeasurement construct.

• Change-level experiments use the add-only change metric from Section 6.1.2,

while release-level experiments use the distance-based change metric. Release-

level experiments also incorporate the current metrics of each release, added

with the addstaticmeasurement construct.

• Release-level experiments aggregate both the change measurements and the

static measurements using the combinefiles construct with the combinesum

operator.

• Experiments done on Moodle use the random forest classification algorithm.

File-level and change-level experiments done on PHPMyAdmin use the ran-

dom forest algorithm, while release-level experiments use the Naive Bayes
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algorithm. In addition, all atom-based features use the random forest algo-

rithm.

When reporting performance indicators and graphs for a set of experiments,

the following conventions are used:

• In a set of experiments, each experiment is done on a different example set

(or, in some cases, with different machine learning parameters) in order to

explore the effects of different features or processes on the performance of the

resulting predictive model.

• The results of sets of experiments are reported in tables, such that each experi-

ment in the tables is part of the same set. One experiment is designated as the

baseline experiment and shaded. For the other experiments, any performance

indicators that significantly differ from the baseline are bolded. Comparisons

are only made within projects (PHPMyAdmin to PHPMyAdmin and Moodle

to Moodle).

• When comparing multiple types of experimental setup, or when explicitly

assessing the effects of effort, inspection-based performance indicators such as

i20, i40, and i1 are reported.

• When comparing compatible experimental setups (such that the examples

for each experiment have identical effort), recall-based performance indicators

such as aucec, aucec50, r10, r20, and r40 are reported.

• In addition to the tables, cost-effectiveness curves are plotted for selected

experiments. In these plots, the recall performance indicator R is on the y-

axis and the inspection ratio IR, measured in lines of code, is on the x-axis.
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6.2 Evaluating effort-sensitive and non-effort-sensitive training of mod-

els

Previously, we introduced two methods for making a training algorithm effort-

sensitive – an example weighting method used in conjunction with the random forest

algorithm, and a probability-based method used with other algorithms. We have

also introduced effort-sensitive and non-effort-sensitive performance indicators, be-

cause using an appropriate performance indicator allows for a model to be evaluated

appropriately. We now perform an empirical evaluation of the effort-sensitive train-

ing meta-learning algorithm to determine if model performance is improved when

the choice of training method is aligned with the choice of performance indicator. In

other words, we examine if effort-sensitive training algorithms work better in con-

texts where effort-sensitivity matters, and, conversely, if non-effort-sensitive training

algorithms are better when the evaluation criteria are not sensitive to effort.

6.2.1 Effort-sensitive training algorithms in an effort-sensitive evalu-

ation context

Using effort-sensitive performance indicators, Table 6.2 compares the perfor-

mance of effort-sensitive and non-effort-sensitive training algorithms with metric

predictors. Table 6.3 presents the same information for atom-based predictors, and

Figure 6.1 shows cost-effectiveness curves when using both kinds of predictor. For

file-level predictors, using an effort-sensitive learning algorithm resulted in a signif-

icant improvement in aucec50 in both cases.

The same results for release-level predictors are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5

and Figure 6.2. The results for change-level predictors are in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 and

Figure 6.3. With the exception of release-level token predictors (which experienced

poor performance in general), these results are similarly significant to those with
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Figure 6.1: Performance of effort-sensitive model training algorithms under effort-
sensitive performance criteria for file-level predictors
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Table 6.2: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for file metric predictors
(effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

Moodle Effort 0.317 0.559 35598 68725 0.374
Moodle Non-effort 0.164 0.381 66000 120379 0.219
PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.815 1.000 3198 7215 0.787
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.728 1.000 5393 11251 0.730

Table 6.3: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for file atom predictors
(effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.910 1.000 3550 8848 0.795
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.651 0.999 6479 13321 0.702

Table 6.4: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for release atom predictors
(effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

Moodle Effort 0.337 0.483 162529 245757 0.338
Moodle Non-effort 0.228 0.498 170209 314067 0.301
PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.238 0.461 83950 148433 0.289
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.222 0.477 84544 153685 0.288

Table 6.5: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for release atom predictors
(effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.205 0.437 94977 169005 0.250
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.204 0.480 89835 158785 0.277

Table 6.6: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for change metric predic-
tors (effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

Moodle Effort 0.445 0.815 71424 176926 0.536
Moodle Non-effort 0.405 0.685 111583 190532 0.458
PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.888 1.000 13198 35050 0.791
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.657 0.993 12231 34482 0.726

file-level predictors, showing that the effort-sensitive algorithm improves prediction

performance as measured by effort-sensitive performance indicators.
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Figure 6.2: Performance of effort-sensitive model training algorithms under effort-
sensitive performance criteria for release-level predictors
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Figure 6.3: Performance of effort-sensitive model training algorithms under effort-
sensitive performance criteria for change-level predictors
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Table 6.7: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for change atom predictors
(effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.849 1.000 13541 30596 0.788
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.632 0.982 26295 52681 0.690

These results demonstrate that the effort-sensitive training algorithms should

be used for all types of predictors, as long as the predictor is going to be used in

a context where the effort required to inspect a unit of code is relevant. We will

next briefly explore if effort-sensitive training algorithms are appropriate for use in

a non-effort-sensitive context.

6.2.2 Effort-sensitive training algorithms in an non-effort-sensitive

evaluation context

We now explore if the effort-sensitive meta-learning algorithm can be used

in all circumstances – whether the performance criteria take effort into account or

not – or if effort-sensitive training algorithms can only be used in effort-sensitive

situations. In order to perform these experiments, we train models as in the effort-

sensitive case, using the effort-sensitive meta-learning algorithm. Then, we produce

new cost-effectiveness curves with a dummy effort of 1 assigned to each example.

These results are reported in a similar manner to the results for the effort-

sensitive evaluation contexts. Tables 6.8 and 6.9 and Figure 6.4 report the results

for file-level predictors. Tables 6.12 and 6.13 and Figure 6.6 show the results for

release-level predictors, and Tables 6.10 and 6.11 and Figure 6.5 show the results for

change-level predictors. In this non-effort-sensitive evaluation case, the results are

dramatically different from the effort-sensitive case – all performance indicators were

significantly worse when using an effort-sensitive predictor and non-effort-sensitive

performance indicators.
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Figure 6.4: Performance of effort-sensitive model training algorithms under non-effort-
sensitive performance criteria for file-level predictors
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Figure 6.5: Performance of effort-sensitive model training algorithms under non-effort-
sensitive performance criteria for change-level predictors
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Figure 6.6: Performance of effort-sensitive model training algorithms under non-effort-
sensitive performance criteria for release-level predictors
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Table 6.8: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for file metric predictors
(non-effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

Moodle Effort 0.344 0.668 377.25 620.6 0.429
Moodle Non-effort 0.646 0.908 121.11 273.5 0.652
PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.113 0.537 79.81 107.5 0.259
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.555 0.763 8.94 33.9 0.575

Table 6.9: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for file atom predictors
(non-effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.148 0.433 76.3 116.1 0.245
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.555 0.747 10.9 32.4 0.559

Table 6.10: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for change metric predic-
tors (non-effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

Moodle Effort 0.575 0.949 2425.7 4923 0.615
Moodle Non-effort 0.910 0.961 476.6 803 0.856
PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.551 0.983 529.9 1214 0.643
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.904 0.984 42.3 169 0.852

Table 6.11: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for change atom predic-
tors (non-effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

Effort 0.769 0.984 271 605 0.749
Non-effort 0.943 0.984 73 175 0.869

Table 6.12: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for release atom predictors
(non-effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

Moodle Effort 0.872 0.993 3.34 3.25 0.820
Moodle Non-effort 0.913 1.000 1.50 2.80 0.877
PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.539 0.979 4.02 11.70 0.647
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.821 0.984 3.40 6.25 0.768

As evidenced by these results, the benefits of using effort-sensitive meta-

learning algorithms is only realized when effort-sensitive evaluation criteria are used.
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Table 6.13: Performance of effort-sensitive training algorithms for release atom predictors
(non-effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Training r20 r40 i20 i40 aucec50

PHPMyAdmin Effort 0.747 0.982 4.05 7.99 0.725
PHPMyAdmin Non-effort 0.801 0.984 3.35 6.28 0.768

Previous studies in defect prediction have noted that a trivial model may simply

select the largest files in a product [88]. Assuming that the number of defects in a

file is correlated to the size of a file, this results in an apparently effective, but trivial

predictor that is not especially useful in practice. However, by penalizing the inspec-

tion of large files with a penalty proportional to the file’s size, the effort-sensitive

training algorithms in our study correct for the bias toward large files. As seen in the

results, though, models trained while correcting for this bias perform very poorly

when ordinary, non-effort-sensitive performance indicators are used. Noting that

these are the indicators most commonly used in previous work, our results suggest

that it was inevitable that models in previous studies would have had a bias for

large files – if they did not, the performance of their models would have been very

poor.

Because this study evaluates vulnerability prediction algorithms in the context

of a hypothetical code-inspection task, effort-sensitivity is inherent to our use case,

and we will exclusively utilize effort-sensitive training algorithms and effort-sensitive

performance indicators throughout the remainder of this work.

6.3 Evaluating and comparing machine learning algorithms

We now examine what kind of model is ideal for each product (PHPMyAdmin

or Moodle), experimental setup (file-level, change-level, or release-level) and feature

type (metric-based or atom-based). Each variety of model was trained for each

product, experimental setup, and feature type. The default Weka settings for each
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Table 6.14: Machine learning algorithms for file metric predictors (effort-sensitive per-
formance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

Moodle LgR 0.0922 0.333 0.557 0.354 6.92
Moodle LR 0.1915 0.364 0.599 0.388 4.20
Moodle NB 0.0800 0.197 0.461 0.232 3.65
Moodle RF 0.1701 0.317 0.611 0.374 310.78
PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.4746 0.674 0.664 0.585 14.09
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.5733 0.888 0.867 0.785 1.58
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.1354 0.509 0.813 0.625 1.54
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.5671 0.815 0.893 0.787 257.56

Table 6.15: Machine learning algorithms for file atom predictors (effort-sensitive perfor-
mance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.309 0.374 0.441 0.342 21.7
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.544 0.771 0.868 0.757 88.6
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.223 0.554 0.830 0.659 17.5
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.496 0.910 0.898 0.795 1952.6

algorithm were not changed for this experiment (nor were they changed for any

other experiment in this work).

We first compare the performance of various machine learning algorithms for

file-level prediction. Table 6.14 shows the performance for prediction with metric

features, while Table 6.15 shows the performance for atom-based features. In addi-

tion, Figure 6.7 shows cost-effectiveness curves for file-level prediction with metric

features.

For both metric and atom features, the random forest algorithm had the best

overall performance for both applications. The random forest algorithm usually had

better performance than the others, and in no case was another algorithm signif-

icantly better (as evidenced by the aucec50 scores). The cost-effectiveness curves

reveal that the random forest algorithm performed better than the null model at all

IR (which was not true for logistic regression and Naive Bayes), and the random

forest algorithm did not experience a performance plateau before discovering all the
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Figure 6.7: Performance of classification algorithms on effort-sensitive file-level predic-
tion
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Table 6.16: Machine learning algorithms for change metric predictors (effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

Moodle LgR 0.255 0.500 0.701 0.494 231.2
Moodle LR 0.294 0.445 0.691 0.504 189.1
Moodle NB 0.260 0.424 0.645 0.420 191.8
Moodle RF 0.286 0.445 0.764 0.536 1599.5
PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.470 0.749 0.859 0.720 24.9
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.484 0.817 0.812 0.706 17.6
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.303 0.473 0.795 0.591 18.1
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.495 0.888 0.895 0.791 499.3

Table 6.17: Machine learning algorithms for change atom predictors (effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.373 0.430 0.607 0.442 325
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.413 0.597 0.581 0.519 6911
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.343 0.527 0.751 0.544 207
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.563 0.849 0.894 0.788 8752

vulnerabilities (as with logistic regression and linear regression for PHPMyAdmin,

indicating that some subset of vulnerable files tended to be selected last instead of

first for these algorithms).

Next, we compare the performance of machine learning algorithms for change-

level prediction. These performance indicators can be found in Table 6.16 (for metric

predictors) and Table 6.17 (for atom predictors) with cost-effectiveness curves in

Figure 6.8. As with file-level prediction, the random forest algorithm was the best

overall algorithm for change-level prediction. Unlike with file-level prediction, the

cost-effectiveness curves for PHPMyAdmin and Moodle share similar shapes and

characteristics, including generally poor performance of Naive Bayes and an early

performance plateau for linear regression.

Finally, we examine machine learning algorithms for release-level prediction.

Table 6.18 and Table 6.19 show performance indicators for metric and atom features

respectively, and Figure 6.9 depicts the cost-effectiveness curves. Unlike in the
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Figure 6.8: Performance of classification algorithms on effort-sensitive change-level pre-
diction
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Table 6.18: Machine learning algorithms for release metric predictors (effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

Moodle LgR 0.0659 0.224 0.451 0.260 1.129
Moodle LR 0.1367 0.287 0.563 0.334 1.125
Moodle NB 0.0598 0.162 0.515 0.232 0.939
Moodle RF 0.1627 0.337 0.588 0.338 223.232
PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.0750 0.183 0.504 0.267 1.464
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.1751 0.315 0.584 0.356 1.600
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.1311 0.276 0.621 0.376 1.283
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.0297 0.238 0.556 0.289 197.245

Table 6.19: Machine learning algorithms for release atom predictors (effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.0903 0.275 0.545 0.324 19.4
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.1271 0.188 0.567 0.292 51.0
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.1372 0.197 0.616 0.351 12.1
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.0229 0.205 0.528 0.250 1561.3

case of the file-level and change-level predictors, the random forest algorithm is

not the best model in every circumstance. For PHPMyAdmin, Naive Bayes was the

best machine learning algorithm (for both metric-based and atom-based predictors),

while for Moodle, the performance of Naive Bayes was little better than the null

model. Meanwhile, the random forest model was the best algorithm for Moodle,

while for PHPMyAdmin, it performed significantly worse than Naive Bayes.

6.3.1 Notes on the machine learning algorithm comparison

In summary, when comparing four machine learning algorithms for effort-

sensitive prediction, Random Forest was the best algorithm in every case except for

PHPMyAdmin release-level prediction, which performed better with Naive Bayes.

Although the remainder of the experiments in this work will use effort-sensitive

prediction, we briefly present these results for non-effort-sensitive prediction (and
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Figure 6.9: Performance of classification algorithms on effort-sensitive release-level pre-
diction
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Table 6.20: Machine learning algorithms for file metric predictors (non-effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

Moodle LgR 0.308 0.451 0.542 0.436 6.77
Moodle LR 0.375 0.588 0.683 0.565 4.02
Moodle NB 0.442 0.660 0.763 0.606 3.59
Moodle RF 0.424 0.646 0.818 0.652 223.32
PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.294 0.393 0.598 0.431 14.36
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.405 0.594 0.757 0.575 1.23
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.343 0.485 0.717 0.520 1.47
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.365 0.555 0.766 0.575 124.58

Table 6.21: Machine learning algorithms for change metric predictors (non-effort-
sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

Moodle LgR 0.643 0.716 0.778 0.695 225.7
Moodle LR 0.748 0.792 0.809 0.745 197.1
Moodle NB 0.811 0.859 0.883 0.813 190.9
Moodle RF 0.843 0.910 0.928 0.856 1342.7
PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.620 0.736 0.831 0.727 24.5
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.660 0.823 0.838 0.755 17.6
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.707 0.814 0.880 0.781 17.9
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.740 0.904 0.925 0.852 433.1

Table 6.22: Machine learning algorithms for release metric predictors (non-effort-
sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

Moodle LgR 0.332 0.371 0.430 0.368 1.078
Moodle LR 0.670 0.732 0.732 0.685 1.101
Moodle NB 0.450 0.924 0.894 0.788 0.969
Moodle RF 0.865 0.913 0.938 0.877 62.335
PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.261 0.480 0.590 0.440 1.492
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.480 0.700 0.776 0.663 1.630
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.400 0.782 0.855 0.712 1.298
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.586 0.821 0.884 0.768 88.855

evaluation) for the sake of comparison. Tables 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22 contain the

performance indicators for prediction with metric features, while Tables 6.23, 6.24,

and 6.25 contain the results for atom features (with the tables presenting file-level,

change-level, and release-level results respectively).
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Table 6.23: Machine learning algorithms for file atom predictors (non-effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.171 0.307 0.459 0.297 22.4
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.122 0.177 0.450 0.210 87.6
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.337 0.470 0.718 0.508 16.8
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.379 0.555 0.756 0.559 988.1

Table 6.24: Machine learning algorithms for change atom predictors (non-effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.328 0.367 0.429 0.345 328
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.507 0.589 0.590 0.545 6881
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.669 0.784 0.869 0.765 210
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.785 0.943 0.930 0.869 8225

Table 6.25: Machine learning algorithms for release atom predictors (non-effort-sensitive
performance evaluation criteria)

Application Algorithm r10 r20 aucec aucec50 t

PHPMyAdmin LgR 0.411 0.646 0.692 0.593 19.6
PHPMyAdmin LR 0.469 0.744 0.828 0.706 52.0
PHPMyAdmin NB 0.311 0.433 0.812 0.624 12.0
PHPMyAdmin RF 0.567 0.801 0.883 0.768 602.6

These results differ from the effort-sensitive results in the sense that the ran-

dom forest algorithm is the best performing algorithm in every case. For the PHP-

MyAdmin release-level predictors, unlike with the effort-sensitive predictors, the

random forest algorithm performed significantly better than the Naive Bayes algo-

rithm.

We also examine how the choice of experimental setup affects the statistical

significance of the performance differences between the various machine learning

algorithms. From Section 4.4, recall that, although specifically minimizing Type

I or Type II errors is not an explicit goal of performing significance tests in this

work. However, these statistical tests can help gauge the stability of the relative
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performance of two experiments by examining if the results of one experiment are

consistently higher than another.

When making effort-sensitive performance comparisons, we note that for the

aucec50 indicator, the best performing algorithms performed significantly better than

all other algorithms for change-level predictors. In contrast, for file-level and release

level predictors, approximately only half of the differences were significant.

Finally, we observe the wide variation between machine learning algorithms

when it comes to the amount of time required to train a single set of predictors (i.e.

compute all the points for a single cost-effectiveness curve). For experiments with

metric-based features, the logistic regression, linear regression, and Naive Bayes

algorithms generally took similar amounts of time to construct. In contrast, the

amount of time to build the random forest predictor was orders of magnitude greater.

For example, the Naive Bayes algorithm for PHPMyAdmin file-level predictors took

an average of 1.47 seconds to run, while running the random forest algorithm for the

same example set took an average of 124.58 seconds. Predictors with atom-based

features took longer to construct in general, and for these, the linear regression and

random forest algorithms took much longer than the others.

The slow performance of the random forest algorithm is largely due to the

number of iterations required to build the cost-effectiveness curve. The search-based

method used with this algorithm must train dozens of models with various values

of m, while the probability-based method used for the other algorithms only trains

one model. In the case of linear regression and the atom-based features, the slow

performance was likely due to the need to perform feature selection and the high

cardinality of atom-based features, which are much larger in number than standard

software metrics. Although classifiers with the random forest algorithm are slow to

construct, because this algorithm is very effective for vulnerability prediction tasks,

we will continue to use it for the experiments throughout this section.
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6.4 Evaluating feature variants

In Section 3.4, we introduced a system of composable operators which allowed

for many variants of defect prediction features to be constructed. For example, a

sliding window operator such as slidewindrevs can transform a change metric that

quantifies the changes made during a particular release into a change metric that

quantifies all changes made in the last five releases. As discussed in Section 3.3,

many of these operators were derived from features used in past defect prediction

studies, which found that these more complex features resulted in better defect

prediction performance than simple code or change metrics alone.

However, we note that these feature variants have not yet been explored in the

context of vulnerability prediction, nor have they been explored in a context where

release-by-release (as opposed to commit-by-commit) change data is available. In

particular, the release-by-release change data could affect the way that these features

perform in a prediction context because many of them are based on change data. In

this section, we systematically examine each of these feature variants in the context

of a vulnerability prediction evaluation on our PHP vulnerability datasets.

6.4.1 Computation method of change metrics

Section 2.2.4 describes several choices that can be made when computing a

change metric for a given metric family:

• The code delta change metric (based on simple subtraction) or the distance-

based change metric (based on a comparison between releases) can be used.

• If using the distance-based change metric, value matching for selected metric

families can be enabled or disabled. This allows for insignificant (e.g. renam-

ing methods) and significant (e.g. modifying method bodes) changes to be

distinguished.
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Table 6.26: Variants of change metrics (effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Change Match Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Add No 0.288 0.462 0.535 0.488 0.888 0.791
Add Yes 0.286 0.445 0.536 0.495 0.888 0.791
Delta 0.252 0.512 0.554 0.481 0.852 0.771
Dist No 0.203 0.434 0.508 0.542 0.870 0.788
Dist Yes 0.196 0.436 0.510 0.540 0.869 0.788

• Several coefficients can be varied to control the way that the distance-based

change metrics are computed.

Here, we examine the effects of each of these choices on the performance of

the final defect predictors. The results are depicted in Table 6.26 for change-level

predictors and Tables 6.27 and 6.28 for release-level predictors with metric-based and

atom-based features, respectively. The “change” column indicates if the code delta

change metric or the distance-based change metric was used, with “add” and “dist”

referring to the variants described in Section 6.1.2. The “match” column indicates

if value matching was enabled for metrics that allow it. In addition, for release-level

predictors, the “current” column indicates if the current static code metrics of a

release are included as features (in addition to the change metrics for the release).

This allows for the model to base its predictions of vulnerability introduction on

both the change made during a release and on the metrics of the entire codebase at

the time of the release. Finally, the addversjump feature was included in all models

compared here.

For change-level prediction, using the aucec50 indicator for comparison, the

add coefficients in conjunction with the distance-based change metric were the best

overall performers. They were significantly better than the code delta metric in

the case of PHPMyAdmin; in the case of Moodle, they were slightly worse but not

significantly so. Enabling or disabling value matching for selected metrics had little
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Table 6.27: Variants of release metrics (effort-sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Change Match Current Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Yes 0.0552 0.131 0.305 0.1148 0.337 0.358
Add No No 0.1639 0.344 0.342 0.1311 0.304 0.387
Add No Yes 0.0342 0.249 0.292 0.1311 0.341 0.402
Add Yes No 0.1627 0.337 0.338 0.1311 0.276 0.376
Add Yes Yes 0.0366 0.247 0.292 0.1311 0.341 0.402
Delta No 0.1652 0.343 0.344 0.1311 0.292 0.381
Delta Yes 0.0663 0.287 0.303 0.1311 0.294 0.382
Dist No No 0.1623 0.337 0.349 0.1311 0.351 0.406
Dist No Yes 0.1211 0.318 0.325 0.1311 0.350 0.406
Dist Yes No 0.1588 0.335 0.347 0.1311 0.339 0.397
Dist Yes Yes 0.1146 0.294 0.318 0.1311 0.349 0.405

Table 6.28: Variants of release atom features (effort-sensitive performance evaluation
criteria)

Change Current r10 r20 aucec50

No 0.148 0.224 0.375
Add (atoms) No 0.159 0.208 0.366
Add (atoms) Yes 0.137 0.197 0.351
Delta (atoms) No 0.135 0.230 0.367
Delta (atoms) Yes 0.133 0.228 0.365
Dist (atoms) No 0.160 0.249 0.389
Dist (atoms) Yes 0.113 0.239 0.360

impact on performance. However, recall that as described in Section 5.3, metrics

can be designed such that value matching must be performed (or must not be

performed) whenever the metric is computed. Therefore, this result does not imply

that the ability to perform value matching has no impact on performance, because

value matching was being performed for many metrics even in the experiments that

attempted to disable it.

For release-level prediction for PHPMyAdmin, most variations of the distance-

based change metrics significantly outperformed the code delta change metrics. For

Moodle, the “add” variant of the distance-based metrics lagged behind the code

delta change metric, while the “dist” variant outperformed it. This motivates our
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use of the “dist” variant of the distance-based change metric in our other release-

level experiments. The same conclusions also hold for the atom-based features for

release-level prediction. In addition, for PHPMyAdmin, the current metrics feature

(which, as with all the experiments, was combined with the addversjump feature)

performed fairly well – with an r20 of .337 where .200 would be expected from the

null model – although the change metrics performed significantly better.

6.4.2 Categories of metrics and atoms

In the previous set of experiments, we explored if any particular metric family

members (such as distance-based or non-distance-based change metrics) performed

better than others for change measurement. In this set of experiments, we explore

if any metric families consistently perform better than others.

We divide metrics into basic metrics (metrics which primarily measure the

characteristics of a single file) and intermodule metrics (metrics that primarily mea-

sure how a file interacts with other files in the system). In this set of experiments,

both sets of metrics together are referred to as all metrics. In addition, in some

experiments we augment the basic and intermodule metrics with derived metrics,

which compute compound measurements (such as Halstead’s volume) which are

combinations of several quantities that must be measured separately. In addition,

in this set of experiments, we examine combinations of metric-based and atom-based

predictors, to see if the combination can perform better than metrics or atoms alone.

Because of the heavy computational requirements for training the atom-based fea-

tures, we limit this examination to file-level and release-level predictors, which yield

far smaller example sets than the change-level predictors do.

The results of these experiments are depicted in Table 6.29 for file-level pre-

dictors, Table 6.30 for change-level predictors, and Table 6.31 for release-level pre-

dictors. Across both PHPMyAdmin and Moodle, no set of metrics performed con-
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Table 6.29: Features for file-level prediction (effort-sensitive performance evaluation
criteria)

Metrics Atoms Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Yes 0.496 0.910 0.795
All No 0.168 0.307 0.376 0.595 0.788 0.781
All+Computed No 0.170 0.317 0.374 0.567 0.815 0.787
All+Computed Yes 0.498 0.918 0.796
Basic No 0.177 0.303 0.376 0.543 0.870 0.787
Basic Yes 0.490 0.903 0.792
Intermodule No 0.111 0.248 0.332 0.658 0.805 0.805
Intermodule Yes 0.492 0.907 0.791
Subset+Computed No 0.151 0.260 0.272 0.623 0.844 0.803

Table 6.30: Features for change-level prediction (effort-sensitive performance evaluation
criteria)

Metrics Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

All 0.278 0.428 0.519 0.496 0.888 0.793
All+Computed 0.258 0.451 0.535 0.495 0.888 0.791
Basic 0.256 0.427 0.520 0.491 0.846 0.782
Intermodule 0.310 0.545 0.571 0.471 0.709 0.723
Subset+Computed 0.250 0.461 0.530 0.476 0.799 0.751

sistently, significantly better than the combination of the two sets (the all set). In

addition, different sets of metrics appeared to perform better for different kinds of

predictors – for example, for Moodle, the intermodule set performed better than the

basic set for change-level prediction, but the reverse was true for file-level predic-

tion. Adding the derived metrics to the set of all the basic and intermodule metrics

did not significantly affect performance in any case – in other words, the prediction

algorithm was able to take advantage of the constituent parts of the derived metrics

without them being combined into more complex, composite metrics.

Notably, the performance of the atom-based feature was similar to the per-

formance of the set of all metrics, performing slightly but significantly better for

file-level predictors and slightly but significantly worse for release-level predictors.
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Table 6.31: Features for release-level prediction (effort-sensitive performance evaluation
criteria)

Metrics Atoms Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Yes 0.160 0.249 0.389
All No 0.108 0.292 0.316 0.131 0.349 0.405
All+Computed No 0.115 0.294 0.318 0.131 0.349 0.405
All+Computed Yes 0.158 0.261 0.396
Basic No 0.123 0.308 0.330 0.125 0.294 0.381
Basic Yes 0.160 0.256 0.394
Intermodule No 0.131 0.314 0.339 0.209 0.412 0.426
Intermodule Yes 0.159 0.251 0.391
Subset+Computed No 0.133 0.326 0.328 0.120 0.355 0.398

This reenforces our conclusion [165] that automatically generated features (such as

atoms, or in the cited work, text tokens) can take the place of hand-crafted met-

rics for vulnerability prediction. However, due to the severe performance impact of

the atom-based features (described earlier in this chapter), we limit our study to

metric-based features for the remainder of this work.

6.4.3 Aggregation methods for release-level prediction

Recall from Figure 3.1 that a cube of features must be transformed into a re-

lease/feature matrix before it can be used for release-level prediction. These trans-

formations are performed with the combinefiles operator which we defined in Defi-

nition 3.17. For example, when predicting which release of a product will introduce

new vulnerabilities, the change metrics of all files changed during the release can be

added together to characterize the composite change made over the course of the

release.

In this section, we compare the combinesum, combinemax, combinemin, combinemean,

and combineentropy operations which were defined in the same section. In each ex-

periment, exactly one of these operations is used in conjunction with the combinefiles
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Table 6.32: Aggregation functions for release-level prediction (effort-sensitive perfor-
mance evaluation criteria)

Aggregation Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Entropy 0.1582 0.355 0.388 0.1311 0.353 0.407
Max 0.0504 0.211 0.267 0.1351 0.320 0.398
Mean 0.0942 0.215 0.329 0.0820 0.300 0.357
Sum 0.1079 0.292 0.316 0.1311 0.349 0.405

operator to perform the transformation.

The results of the comparison are shown in Table 6.32. As shown in this

table, the entropy-based aggregation operator performed significantly better than

the baseline (the simpler sum operator) for both PHPMyAdmin and Moodle. Note

that the entropy-based and sum-based aggregation of change metrics measure change

in very different ways – entropy measures the extent that change is spread across

multiple files, while the sum measures the amount of change that had been made (but

not its distribution) – yet each of these quantities, by themselves, yielded effective

vulnerability predictors. Recall that we are employing effort-sensitive evaluation

criteria in these experiments, so it is not surprising that measuring the character

of the changes made in a release (with the entropy operator) is more effective than

measuring the volume of those changes (with the sum operator) – attempting to

base a predictor on volume will backfire as a larger release will likely introduce more

vulnerabilities but will also take more effort to inspect.

6.4.4 Metadata features for prediction over time

We now consider several metadata features that could potentially replace or

supplement change metrics when performing change-level or release-level prediction.

These metadata features consider characteristics of the change such as the number

of files changed during the revision, or the amount of days that had passed since
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Table 6.33: Non-metric predictors to augment metrics for change-level prediction (effort-
sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Metrics Extra Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Yes 0.278 0.428 0.519 0.496 0.888 0.793
Yes Chg days ago 0.279 0.439 0.524 0.512 0.894 0.791
Yes Chg revs ago 0.279 0.439 0.524 0.512 0.894 0.791
Yes Date jump 0.269 0.408 0.513 0.555 0.893 0.807
Yes Files changed 0.257 0.434 0.520 0.556 0.898 0.803
Yes Version jump 0.278 0.428 0.519 0.496 0.888 0.793

the prevision revision of the application.

The following metadata features are evaluated here, with the definitions of the

features coming from Section 3.4:

• Change days ago: The number of days since a file had last been changed

using the addlastchangeddate operator.

• Change revisions ago: The number of revisions since a file had last been

changed using the addlastchangedrev operator.

• Date jump: The number of days since the previous release of the product,

using the adddatejump operator.

• Version jump: The magnitude of the current release (major, minor, or

patch), computed by comparing this release’s version number against the pre-

vious one using the addversjump operator.

In Table 6.33, we evaluate if any of these metadata features improve predic-

tion performance for change-level prediction. The results indicate that none of the

metadata features resulted in a notable performance improvement for both products.

Next, we evaluate metadata features in the context of release-level prediction.

In this case, we evaluate each metadata feature in two contexts – one to explore
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Table 6.34: Non-metric predictors to augment metrics for release-level prediction (effort-
sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Metrics Extra Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Change+Curr 0.1079 0.292 0.316 0.1311 0.349 0.405
Change+Curr Date jump 0.1164 0.301 0.320 0.1311 0.349 0.405
Change+Curr Files changed 0.1062 0.293 0.316 0.1311 0.349 0.405
Change+Curr Version jump 0.1079 0.292 0.316 0.1311 0.349 0.405
Curr Date jump 0.0607 0.149 0.313 0.1148 0.335 0.355
Curr Files changed 0.0738 0.132 0.309 0.1148 0.328 0.353
Curr Version jump 0.0588 0.142 0.310 0.1148 0.337 0.358

if the feature improves prediction performance in conjunction with change metrics,

and another to see if the metadata features can actually take the place of change

metrics for release-level prediction if they are combined with the static code metrics

of the release.

These results for metadata features and release-level prediction are shown in

Table 6.34. As in the case of the change-level predictors, no metadata features re-

sulted in a meaningful improvement in performance for both products. Furthermore,

when the change metric features were excluded from the release-level predictors,

performance dropped notably and significantly (following the aucec50 indicator for

PHPMyAdmin and the r20 indicator for Moodle). In other words, the metadata

features were no substitute for change metrics in the context of release-level predic-

tion.

6.4.5 Augmenting metrics with history-based features

In our final set of experiments, we will examine if considering the recent change

history of a product can improve prediction performance. Change history features

are distinct from the change metric features in the sense that change history features

consider multiple changes over a window of days or revisions in the past, while change

metric features only consider the change made from one revision to the next. As
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with previous sets of experiments, features are constructed using the operators we

defined in Section 3.4.

Because there are many ways to construct change history features, we explore

numerous combinations of the following parameters:

1. Operator: Most experiments performing computations over a sliding win-

dow will use one of the following operators which were defined previously:

slidecubesum, slidecubemin, slidecubemax, slidecubemean, slidecubedecaysum.

2. Range: The slidewindrevs operator is used to create a sliding window span-

ning the specified number of releases. For example, when the slidecubemean

operator was used, a moving average over the specified number of past releases

is computed.

3. Mean change interval: A mean change interval feature can be added (which

is associated with the frequency that a file has been changed recently). This

feature is computed by adding a last-changed-date feature with the addlastchangeddate

operator and then creating a moving average with the slidecubemean operator.

We first examine how change history can be used to augment static code met-

rics in the context of file-level prediction. Because file-level prediction takes place at

one specific revision, this results in the utilization of the recent change history for

each file at the time of prediction. The results, depicted in Table 6.35, show no ad-

vantage to augmenting static code metrics with change history for PHPMyAdmin,

with many such features (including adding the mean change interval) actually re-

ducing performance, sometimes significantly so. In contrast, for Moodle, both the

mean change interval and sliding windows with the slidecubemean operator showed

a notable performance increase (significant in the latter case).

We next examine the results of replacing static code metrics with change

history altogether. We refer to change history features for file-level prediction as
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process metrics, and this second set of experiments is indicated by the word “process”

in the left-hand column of the table. The results for using process metrics only

mirrored the results from the first set of experiments. PHPMyAdmin predictors

performed significantly worse when substituting code metrics with process metrics,

although performance was still well above what would be expected by the null

model. In contrast, for Moodle, which benefited from augmenting code metrics

with change history, performance improved when replacing static code metrics with

process metrics using the slidecubemean operator.

In the previous set of experiments, we examined if considering the recent

change history of a file can affect the performance of file-level vulnerability predic-

tion. Next, we examine how features based on recent change history affect change-

level and release-level prediction. Recall that change-level and release-level predic-

tion occurs over a range of revisions, predicting the revisions where vulnerabilities

will be introduced into a product (along with, in the case of change-level prediction,

the file where the vulnerability is to appear). In this context, change history is com-

puted with a sliding window, looking at the recent history of each file by considering

a fixed number of previous revisions at each release.

Table 6.36 shows the results of augmenting change metrics with change history

for change-level predictors. Results for change-level prediction were very similar to

the results for file-level prediction – there was no consistent benefit to considering

change history when analyzing PHPMyAdmin, while for Moodle there was, with

the slidecubemean operator conferring the highest benefit.

However, leveraging change history when performing release-level prediction

(depicted in Table 6.37) had the opposite effect. Adding change history uniformly

improved vulnerability prediction performance for PHPMyAdmin, while for Moodle,

the change history features worsened performance in every case. However, as in the

previous cases, change history features computed with the slidecubemean operator
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Table 6.35: Process metrics to augment file metrics for file-level prediction (effort-
sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Metrics Op Range Chgint Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Code No 0.168 0.307 0.376 0.595 0.788 0.781
Code 22 Yes 0.158 0.346 0.398 0.472 0.771 0.761
Code 45 Yes 0.155 0.311 0.404 0.487 0.755 0.758
Code decay 11 No 0.154 0.298 0.369 0.528 0.787 0.767
Code decay 22 No 0.183 0.303 0.369 0.490 0.762 0.760
Code decay 22 Yes 0.151 0.317 0.370 0.489 0.759 0.762
Code decay 33 No 0.161 0.287 0.362 0.549 0.766 0.768
Code decay 45 No 0.194 0.300 0.353 0.528 0.781 0.769
Code decay 45 Yes 0.138 0.340 0.366 0.562 0.755 0.766
Code max 11 No 0.193 0.288 0.372 0.555 0.795 0.777
Code max 22 No 0.180 0.315 0.391 0.465 0.742 0.749
Code max 22 Yes 0.152 0.350 0.394 0.481 0.733 0.750
Code max 33 No 0.167 0.318 0.392 0.493 0.785 0.766
Code max 45 No 0.177 0.311 0.389 0.540 0.799 0.773
Code max 45 Yes 0.146 0.347 0.396 0.542 0.799 0.769
Code mean 11 No 0.147 0.351 0.405 0.479 0.777 0.760
Code mean 22 No 0.200 0.360 0.439 0.487 0.739 0.749
Code mean 22 Yes 0.193 0.393 0.440 0.474 0.739 0.746
Code mean 33 No 0.221 0.405 0.441 0.499 0.747 0.753
Code mean 45 No 0.168 0.399 0.432 0.554 0.784 0.771
Code mean 45 Yes 0.186 0.410 0.440 0.551 0.777 0.768
Code sum 11 No 0.173 0.319 0.346 0.525 0.780 0.768
Code sum 22 No 0.190 0.316 0.371 0.512 0.736 0.757
Code sum 22 Yes 0.130 0.300 0.370 0.518 0.732 0.757
Code sum 33 No 0.190 0.309 0.350 0.574 0.766 0.773
Code sum 45 No 0.182 0.315 0.356 0.554 0.825 0.784
Code sum 45 Yes 0.170 0.324 0.366 0.543 0.812 0.784
Process decay 22 Yes 0.132 0.237 0.321 0.465 0.756 0.759
Process decay 45 Yes 0.119 0.271 0.334 0.426 0.770 0.744
Process max 22 Yes 0.120 0.310 0.369 0.478 0.742 0.746
Process max 45 Yes 0.129 0.302 0.385 0.418 0.744 0.735
Process mean 22 Yes 0.179 0.370 0.422 0.403 0.734 0.735
Process mean 45 Yes 0.210 0.409 0.437 0.349 0.761 0.726
Process sum 22 Yes 0.202 0.310 0.367 0.513 0.713 0.749
Process sum 45 Yes 0.159 0.327 0.379 0.536 0.820 0.774

were most beneficial.
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Table 6.36: Change history to augment metrics for change-level prediction (effort-
sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Op Range Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

0.278 0.428 0.519 0.496 0.888 0.793
decay 11 0.292 0.539 0.571 0.557 0.872 0.798
decay 22 0.258 0.470 0.537 0.549 0.885 0.795
decay 33 0.271 0.490 0.544 0.550 0.865 0.788
decay 45 0.275 0.491 0.544 0.531 0.851 0.783
max 11 0.292 0.478 0.556 0.560 0.896 0.802
max 22 0.297 0.526 0.564 0.510 0.905 0.792
max 33 0.321 0.534 0.570 0.521 0.888 0.791
max 45 0.323 0.514 0.568 0.506 0.880 0.782
mean 11 0.309 0.595 0.608 0.564 0.899 0.804
mean 22 0.304 0.561 0.597 0.528 0.896 0.796
mean 33 0.254 0.552 0.587 0.526 0.888 0.786
mean 45 0.281 0.567 0.594 0.517 0.881 0.790
sum 11 0.252 0.492 0.549 0.544 0.888 0.797
sum 22 0.256 0.519 0.578 0.523 0.875 0.786
sum 33 0.275 0.530 0.567 0.502 0.861 0.777
sum 45 0.298 0.522 0.571 0.496 0.840 0.769

Table 6.37: Change history to augment metrics for release-level prediction (effort-
sensitive performance evaluation criteria)

Metrics Op Range Moodle PHPMyAdmin

r10 r20 aucec50 r10 r20 aucec50

Change+Curr 0.0366 0.247 0.292 0.1311 0.341 0.402
Change+Curr decay 22 0.0577 0.188 0.287 0.1303 0.343 0.400
Change+Curr decay 45 0.0650 0.164 0.290 0.1293 0.333 0.395
Change+Curr max 22 0.0421 0.174 0.261 0.1304 0.345 0.403
Change+Curr max 45 0.0626 0.223 0.290 0.1293 0.335 0.396
Change+Curr mean 22 0.0531 0.242 0.295 0.1302 0.342 0.401
Change+Curr mean 45 0.0546 0.235 0.295 0.1302 0.343 0.402
Change+Curr sum 22 0.0472 0.182 0.274 0.1304 0.345 0.403
Change+Curr sum 45 0.0667 0.239 0.290 0.1311 0.340 0.398

6.5 Discussion of algorithms and feature variants

The results of the experiments involving variations on features was mixed.

Some experiments found benefit for either one product or the other when augment-

ing code and change metrics with more complex features, but a consistent benefit
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was rarely found when using any technique. In contrast, the choice of machine

learning algorithm (both the effort-sensitivity enhancements and the core algorithm

itself) had a largely consistent (and in some cases, dramatic) impact on the per-

formance of the models that resulted. These findings are consistent with previous

observations [92] that properly choosing a learning method (or algorithm) is far

more important than attempting to find the “best” features for defect prediction

problems.

However, our findings do contradict studies such as [124] which found that

predictors that consider software change history perform consistently better than

other kinds of predictors. One possible reason for the discrepancy is that the change

history predictors in this study worked on releases, while the history predictors in

previous studies worked on the level of commits or other granular units. It’s possible

that the finer-grained commit level change data would have replicated the results of

these past studies – that change data is more efficacious than static code metrics.

Our findings confirm the results of a related study [129] in that it is possible

to build effective predictors with a non-metric feature based on fine-grained code

characteristics (in our case, atoms, in the other case, text tokens). The advantage

of using fine-grained code characteristics, rather than traditional software metrics,

is that there is no need to manually define a large collection of metrics. However,

because there are many more different atoms (or tokens) than there are metrics, pro-

cessing time and memory requirements for learning with fine-grained characteristics

is much slower – sometimes to the point of intractability.

Now that we have studied the effects of using different learning methods and

features for vulnerability prediction, we will compare the performance of different

experimental setups in the next section. These experimental setups will utilize the

learning methods and features described previously to perform vulnerability pre-

diction in different contexts, such as continuously predicting vulnerable changes
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over time, or looking for individual vulnerable files at one specific moment in the

product’s history.

6.6 Comparing and combining different prediction setups

In previous sections, we explored the three setups for prediction – file-level,

release-level, and change-level prediction – separately, considering them to be sepa-

rate problems entirely. In this section, we compare these three prediction setups –

first by comparing their performance indicators, as we did in the previous section –

and then by running simple simulations to explore the practical impact of each one.

We first explore the possibility of combining multiple prediction setups, such

that a total effort budget is allocated between two prediction strategies. Different

prediction strategies have different strengths and weaknesses. For example, file-level

prediction for PHPMyAdmin is far more efficient in terms of effort, but change-

level prediction finds vulnerabilities sooner. We introduce the concept of tandem

vulnerability prediction to describe how two different kinds of predictors may be

used in a single experiment.

6.6.1 Combining prediction setups

We define tandem vulnerability prediction as the practice of using two different

predictive models as part of the same experiment and measuring which vulnerabil-

ities were found by either of the two models. Recall that a standard performance

indicator measures the R (recall) of a prediction model that has been tuned to target

a predetermined IR (inspection ratio). Tandem vulnerability prediction apportions

a predetermined IR code inspection budget to both models. In order to apportion

the effort in this way, it is necessary to choose a value for the total effort that is to

be distributed, and the proportion of the effort that goes to each model.
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Note that computing the combined R is more complicated than simply sum-

ming the TP for the two models. Some vulnerabilities may have been found by both

models, and they cannot be counted twice. Furthermore, when combining a file-level

model and a change-level model with tandem prediction, some vulnerabilities will

be unavailable to one model or another. File-level models cannot find vulnerabilities

that were fixed before the version where the prediction takes place. Change-level

models cannot find vulnerabilities that were introduced before the beginning of the

software’s history (i.e. before change data for the product was being recorded).

In order to compute the R for a point on the tandem cost-effectiveness curve,

we first choose the set of vulnerabilities under consideration. In some experiments,

referred to as matched set experiments, we compute the set of all the vulnerabilities

that both models were capable of finding (i.e. the intersection). In other experi-

ments, we simply consider the set of vulnerabilities for one of the two models. For

example, later on, we will compare the performance of file-level and change-level

models, while basing the computation of R on the set of vulnerabilities that the

change-level model is capable of predicting. In such an experiment, when the pro-

portion of effort devoted to the file-level model reaches 100%, it becomes impossible

for any model (even a perfect one) to yield a R of 1.0, because vulnerabilities fixed

before the base release count toward the denominator of the proportion but can

never be found by the file-level model. Note that this characteristic of the tandem

performance indicator is deliberate, in order to capture how it is preferable to find

vulnerabilities as they are introduced (rather than performing file-level prediction at

a later date), finding them more quickly than they would have been found without

the model.

In Figures 6.10 and 6.11, we plot the number of vulnerabilities that would be

found with a file-level and change-level model in tandem, across a range of total

effort and proportion parameters. Each line on the graph represents a different
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Table 6.38: Mixing file and change metrics for vulnerability discovery

Application %file r20 i20 i40 i1 auec aucec50

Moodle 40 0.484 84395 181736 1132890 274271 0.524
Moodle 50 0.491 83099 166337 1132890 276928 0.524
Moodle 70 0.530 81888 154997 1132890 268203 0.539
PHPMyAdmin 40 0.931 8712 18429 423400 32681 0.846
PHPMyAdmin 50 0.888 8293 18585 423400 34455 0.837
PHPMyAdmin 70 0.814 8039 16166 423400 44882 0.788

inspection budget, measured in lines of code, to be distributed between the file-level

and change-level predictor. The X-axis represents proportion of the budget to be

distributed to the file-level predictor (as opposed to the change-level predictor), and

the Y-axis represents the total number of vulnerabilities which would be found when

using the two predictors in tandem at that mix. This total is computed from the

set of vulnerabilities which the change-level predictor is capable of finding, meaning

that vulnerabilities present since the beginning of the history period are not counted.

Table 6.38 shows similar information in tabular form, presenting several performance

indicators at several different mixtures of file-level and change-level models.

For PHPMyAdmin, the results indicate that the prediction tends to become

more efficient as more effort is devoted to file-level prediction, in the sense that

more vulnerabilities are discovered while inspecting the same amount of code, even

when taking into account the fact that the change-level models have an opportunity

to catch vulnerabilities that wouldn’t persist long enough for the file-level models

to find them. However, it is still desirable to devote as much of the inspection

budget to the change-level models as possible, to eliminate the latency period where

undiscovered vulnerabilities persist in the system. Note that (at least at higher

inspection budgets) these curves generally have a middle region where nearly as

many vulnerabilities are found as in the file-level-only region, but with less than

100% of the budget devoted to the file-level predictors. This raises the possibility

that a mix of a file-level and change-level models may be a better choice than using
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Figure 6.10: Vulnerabilities discovered in PHPMyAdmin when allocating code inspection
budget to file-level and change-level predictors at the specified ratio
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Figure 6.11: Vulnerabilities discovered in Moodle when allocating code inspection budget
to file-level and change-level predictors at the specified ratio
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a file-level model alone, which we will explore in the following sections.

The results for Moodle are somewhat different. Except at small inspection

budgets, the total number of vulnerabilities discovered remains relatively constant

across all mixtures of file-level and change-level models. This suggests that for Moo-

dle, a pure change-level model would be ideal, as vulnerabilities could be discovered

as soon as they’re introduced, before their release to the public.

6.6.2 Simulations to assess the practical impact of prediction setups

We now take an alternate approach to comparing file-level and change-level

prediction, by simulating how vulnerabilities are introduced (throughout the normal

development process) and discovered (with the assistance of predictive models) over

time. The intent of these simulations is to further quantify the relative benefits of

file-level prediction (finding more vulnerabilities while inspecting fewer lines of code)

and change-level prediction (finding the vulnerabilities that are found sooner).

These vulnerability simulations overlay the actual history of vulnerabilities

being discovered and repaired (based on the commit history of each product) with

the theoretical benefit that would have been derived by incorporating vulnerability

prediction models into this process. These simulations extend from the first release

in our dataset to the “base release”, which is the release where file-level prediction is

performed in an attempt to find all of the accumulated vulnerabilities. They assume

that a certain total effort budget is to be allocated across the entire simulation period

– either being spent over time on change-level prediction, being spent all at once

on file-level prediction, or a combination of the two when the models are used in

tandem. Vulnerability prediction models are then used to select particular changes

or files to inspect. We presume that the vulnerabilities in any inspected artifact will

be discovered; however, as we discussed in Section 4.3, our evaluation would not be

affected even if this did not hold. If a vulnerability is found by a change-level model,
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then it is assumed that the vulnerability is fixed immediately, and a file-level model

later on would not have the opportunity to “re-discover” it. (In other words, the

models can only be credited for finding each vulnerability once.)

In Figures 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14, we graph the results of simulations for PHPMy-

Admin and Moodle at three different inspection budgets. Each line color represents

a different experimental setup, or strategy (file-level, change-level, or a 50/50 mix

of file-level and change-level in tandem). The solid lines of each color represent the

cumulative number of vulnerabilities that would be found by a certain time, while

the dotted lines represent the current number of undiscovered vulnerabilities per-

sisting in the software. Note that the solid line includes vulnerabilities that were

found naturally (vulnerabilities that were not found by the model in the simula-

tion, but were found at the corresponding time in real life). For this reason, even

when only a file-level model is employed, vulnerabilities are still discovered steadily

throughout the simulation period. Filled dots indicate the total number of vulnera-

bilities discovered at the very end of the simulation period, while open dots indicate

the number of vulnerabilities that remain undiscovered at the end of the simulation

period.

For PHPMyAdmin, the simulation results for each inspection level reflect what

would have been expected from the earlier measurements in Figure 6.10. File-level

prediction resulted in the discovery of the most vulnerabilities in the long term but

the least vulnerabilities in the middle of the simulation period. The same pattern

held for Moodle.

We now plot an alternative formulation of the simulation results that separates

vulnerabilities that were discovered naturally from vulnerabilities discovered by a

model. These new results are depicted in Figures 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17. In these

graphs, solid lines (and filled dots) represent vulnerabilities discovered by a model,

while dotted lines (and open dots) represent vulnerabilities discovered naturally (i.e.
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Figure 6.12: Vulnerabilities discovered or undiscovered (latent) over time when inspect-
ing 10000 (PHPMyAdmin) or 100000 (Moodle) lines of code over the experimental period
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Figure 6.13: Vulnerabilities discovered or undiscovered (latent) over time when inspect-
ing 15000 (PHPMyAdmin) or 150000 (Moodle) lines of code over the experimental period
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Figure 6.14: Vulnerabilities discovered or undiscovered (latent) over time when inspect-
ing 20000 (PHPMyAdmin) or 200000 (Moodle) lines of code over the experimental period
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before the point where the model would have been applied, or if all models failed to

find the vulnerability when they had the chance).

Under this alternative evaluation method, the best strategy for finding the

most vulnerabilities changes in some cases. For PHPMyAdmin with a total inspec-

tion of 20000 lines of code, the number of vulnerabilities found by the 50/50 mix of

the two models is very close to the number found by the file-level model alone. In

this case, it would be preferable to choose the mixed model because vulnerabilities

would be found more quickly. For Moodle, inspecting 150000 or 200000 lines of

code, the change-level model finds the most vulnerabilities (or close to the most

vulnerabilities) while finding them immediately, without having to wait until the

end of the simulation period to search for them.

For both PHPMyAdmin and Moodle, models incorporating change-level pre-

diction fared better under the second evaluation criteria than the first. This is due

to the second criteria penalizing strategies that found vulnerabilities too slowly, by

not crediting the model for the vulnerability’s discovery if it was found naturally

before the point where the model was applied.

Therefore, when using this type of simulation to select a model for a particu-

lar application, it is important to consider the importance of finding vulnerabilities

before they are discovered by others (the case for many “naturally” found vulner-

abilities in the dataset). If it is only important that the vulnerabilities be found,

regardless of how they are found, then the file-level predictors were the most ef-

fective, due to their ability to find many vulnerabilities at once with less effort.

However, if it is important that an organization internally finds vulnerabilities be-

fore they are found by others, change-level or mixed models become more attractive,

because the best way to prevent others from finding vulnerabilities is to ensure that

they don’t make it into a released build in the first place.
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Figure 6.15: Vulnerabilities found by model and naturally (by community) when in-
specting 10000 (PHPMyAdmin) or 100000 (Moodle) lines of code over the experimental
period
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Figure 6.16: Vulnerabilities found by model and naturally (by community) when in-
specting 15000 (PHPMyAdmin) or 150000 (Moodle) lines of code over the experimental
period
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Figure 6.17: Vulnerabilities found by model and naturally (by community) when in-
specting 20000 (PHPMyAdmin) or 200000 (Moodle) lines of code over the experimental
period
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6.6.3 Final comparisons of prediction setups

Recall that the vulnerability datasets used for these experiments do not contain

all of the vulnerabilities which were present in either product. Not only were the

datasets only sampled from the full population of known vulnerabilities, but it is

likely that an unknown number of unknown vulnerabilities (vulnerabilities, patched

or unpatched, that were not described by any vendor security advisory) exist in each

product. Vulnerabilities omitted from the dataset for either reason fall into three

categories:

• Vulnerabilities that were both introduced and patched before or at the base

release (the release where file-level prediction is performed).

• Vulnerabilities that were introduced before or at the base release and patched

after the base release.

• Vulnerabilities that were introduced after the base release.

Vulnerabilities in the first category impact the apparent performance of file-

level, change-level, and release-level predictors alike, because all three predictors

would have had the ability to find the omitted vulnerability, but were denied the

ability to do so. Hence, any performance indicators reported in this work should be

considered a lower bound on the absolute performance that would be realized from

predicting vulnerabilities – in a production situation, more vulnerabilities would

have been covered by the predictors while still expending the same amount of effort.

However, vulnerabilities in the second category only impact the apparent

performance of change-level and release-level predictors, because the file-level pre-

dictors would not have found them. Therefore, any comparison between file and

change/release predictors places a lower bound on the relative performance of the

change/release predictors as compared to the file predictors.
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With these caveats in mind, we present one final set of tables and figures

comparing the performance of each prediction setup that we’ve described earlier in

this chapter.

6.6.4 Absolute and relative comparisons of prediction strategies

In the results, simulations, and comparisons which we presented in previous

sections, the tendency was that change-level predictors required the inspection of

more code than file-level predictors to find the same number of vulnerabilities. This

largely held true even when crediting the change-level predictors for vulnerabilities

that the file-level predictors could not have found (vulnerabilities that had already

been fixed at the base release). In this section, we examine the relative performance

of multiple experimental setups in a systematic way, studying the reasons why this

occurs.

In Figure 6.18, we plot the recall (R) for file-level, change-level, and release-

level predictors as a function of the proportion of the examples that were inspected.

Note that this plot was generated from a non-effort-sensitive predictor and is only

intended to explore how well the machine learning algorithm can discriminate be-

tween vulnerable and non-vulnerable examples in each case. (Also note that R is

scaled different for each line so each reaches 100% recall at 100% inspection.)

Note that for both PHPMyAdmin and Moodle, the change-level and release-

level predictors outperform the file-level predictors when measured under these cri-

teria. In other words, the machine learning algorithm is better able to distinguish

vulnerable changes than vulnerable files. Although release-level prediction perfor-

mance lags behind change-level prediction performance for PHPMyAdmin, the same

does not hold for Moodle, which shows that in some cases changes can be distin-

guished equally well whether they are aggregated into releases or not.

The plots in Figure 6.19 are similar to the previous, except effort is taken into
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Figure 6.18: Normalized performance comparison of file, change, and release predictors
by number of files, changes, or releases inspected
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account and effort-sensitive models were trained. In these plots, the X-axis measures

the percentage of lines of code inspected, rather than the percentage of examples

inspected. In other words, these plots examine the ability of the machine learning

algorithm to distinguish vulnerable lines of code, rather than vulnerable examples.

For PHPMyAdmin, file-level predictors fare better under the effort-sensitive

comparison than they did in the effort-insensitive comparison. In fact, the per-

formance curves for file-level and change-level predictors are remarkably similar –

inspecting a similar proportion of code yields a similar proportion of vulnerabilities

for both. The results for Moodle differ slightly in that the relative performance of

release-level predictors drops dramatically. The similar drop in release-level predic-

tion performance in both applications can be explained by the fact that releases are

very large (i.e. they churn large amounts of code) compared to files or individual

file changes. This puts a ceiling on the performance of predictors which operate on

the release level, because they cannot select vulnerable artifacts at a fine enough

granularity.

Finally, we compare the absolute performance of file-level, change-level, and

release-level predictors, basing the comparison on the total number of vulnerabilities

found, and the total amount of code inspected, rather than the proportion. Note

that inspecting 100% of the files in the base release requires far less effort than

inspecting 100% of the change between the initial release and the base release. This

is because of the high degree of churn, or code that is introduced into the codebase

and subsequently modified or deleted. In other words, when compared with file-level

predictors, change-level and release-level predictors inspect much more code at an

IR of 100% because they can inspect the same lines of code over and over again,

every time that code is modified.

The results of the absolute comparison are depicted in Figure 6.20. We first

examine the dashed lines, which represent vulnerabilities discovered from a matched
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Figure 6.19: Normalized performance comparison of file, change, and release predictors
by number of lines of code inspected
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set as described in Section 6.6.1. We now see that, contrary to the previous compar-

ison, file-level predictors discover the same number of vulnerabilities with far less

effort. Even when examining the solid lines (which represent the total number of

vulnerabilities discovered by change-level and release-level predictors, not just those

in the matched set), change-based prediction performance slightly lags, or does not

exceed, the file-level performance.

In summary:

• When effort is not considered, machine learning models could more readily

identify vulnerable changes and releases than vulnerable files.

• When proportionally considering the effort required to inspect each change,

release, or file, change-level and file-level predictors performed better than

release-level predictors.

• However, when also compensating for the inherent disadvantage suffered by

change-level and release-level predictors due to code churn, file-level predictors

fared far better than change-level or release-level predictors.

For reference purposes, Tables 6.39 and 6.40 present a consolidated set of

performance indicators for a variety of experimental setups (file-level, change-level,

release-level), measurement periods (in the case of change-level and release-level

predictors, either up to the base release or across the entire history), and feature

types (metrics or atoms). We refer the reader to previous sections in this chapter

for a more thorough exploration of each of these prediction aspects.

6.7 Correlations of vulnerability discovery

In this final section, we explore the concept of vulnerability discoverability, or

if certain vulnerabilities in the dataset are discovered by the predictive models more

easily than others. The questions that we explore here include:
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lines of code inspected when detecting matched sets of vulnerabilities
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Table 6.39: Vulnerability discovery techniques for PHPMyAdmin using metric or atom
predictors

History Objects Predictors r20 i20 i40 i1 auec aucec50

At 3.1.0 Files Atoms 0.910 3550 8848 110477 11315 0.795
At 3.1.0 Files File 0.788 3433 7374 110477 12108 0.781
To 3.1.0 Change Change 0.965 10564 24029 312923 30025 0.808
To 3.1.0 Release Release+cur 0.248 51098 82168 312923 130685 0.358
Whole Change Change 0.888 12563 34465 456885 47289 0.793
Whole Change Change+rel 0.901 12613 30750 456885 45977 0.799
Whole Release Atoms 0.249 74238 116651 456885 159113 0.389
Whole Release Release+cur 0.349 66387 102253 456885 165147 0.405

Table 6.40: Vulnerability discovery techniques for Moodle using metric or atom predic-
tors

History Objects Predictors r20 i20 i40 i1 auec aucec50

At 2.0.0 Files File 0.307 36395 74964 285198 109250 0.376
To 2.0.0 Change Change 0.398 72533 164582 847692 214651 0.502
To 2.0.0 Release Release+cur 0.126 195305 248149 847692 390475 0.261
Whole Change Change 0.428 71093 182003 961791 234553 0.519
Whole Change Change+rel 0.389 87086 194905 961791 236114 0.512
Whole Release Release+cur 0.292 158481 255193 961791 401121 0.316

1. Do file-level or change-level models discover vulnerabilities in some categories

more easily than vulnerabilities in other categories?

2. Do file-level and change-level models tend to discover the same vulnerabilities,

or different ones?

3. Is the speed at which a vulnerability was discovered naturally (the amount of

time it persisted in the codebase before being fixed) correlated with the ease

that it could have been discovered by the model?

4. When training the predictor multiple times (varying the random seed each

time), does the predictor consistently find the same vulnerabilities each time?

We first examine the first question, the relationship between vulnerability

category and discoverability. Recall that building a cost-effectiveness curve involves
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Table 6.41: Median number of ROCs that discovered each vulnerability, by category

variable Moodle PHPMyAdmin

Change Code Change Code

Code Injection 541 1302
CSRF 586 532
Disclosure 483 548 549 1282
Lack of Input Validation 395 422 623
Path Disclosure 490 549 1255
Priv. Bypass 494 416 582 1236
Priv. Elevation 544 557
SQL Injection 466 482
UNKNOWN 462 248
XSS 447 207 590 1266
p 0.5787 0.2316 0.0769 0.6815

training models with various values of m, and then repeating the training process

10 times to compensate for the randomness inherent in the algorithms. This process

yields a large set of models (sometimes over 1000), and we define the discoverability

of a vulnerability to be the number of models in this set that found the vulnerability

in the file or change. We then perform a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test to test

if the median discoverability measurements of vulnerabilities of each category are

significantly different.

The results of these tests are shown in Table 6.41. At the .05 significance level,

none of the vulnerability categories were correlated with discoverability – in other

words, no category of vulnerabilities was significantly easier to discover than others.

Putting the concept of vulnerability categories aside, next we examine if dif-

ferent vulnerability discovery techniques tend to find vulnerabilities in the same

order. The three vulnerability discovery techniques that are compared in this way

are file-level predictors, change-level predictors, and natural discovery (the vendor’s

real-life announcement that the vulnerability was discovered and patched). For the

predictors, order is determined by the discoverability measure defined earlier in this

section – more discoverable vulnerabilities are presumed to have been found earlier,
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Table 6.42: Correlations of vulnerability discoverability (number of ROCs that discov-
ered each vulnerability) by prediction method

Application Object 1 Object 2 p rho

PHPMyAdmin Change Date 0.35814 -0.1197
PHPMyAdmin Code Change 0.23814 0.2183
PHPMyAdmin Code Date 0.20474 -0.2303
Moodle Change Date 0.76174 -0.0516
Moodle Code Change 0.00177 0.6519
Moodle Code Date 0.31302 0.2313

because the models would have directed code inspection to them first. For natural

discoverability, discovery order is defined by the introduction-to-fix time. (Note that

the chronological order of when vulnerabilities were discovered in real life is not used

here.)

We assess if the order of vulnerability discovery across predictors is consistent

by computing the Spearman correlation coefficient between each possible pair of

techniques, and then testing if the correlation is significant. The results of these

tests are presented in Table 6.42. In general, the order of vulnerability discovery

between techniques was not significant at the .05 level. The exception was the cor-

relation between file-level and change-level predictors for Moodle, which was highly

significant at p = .002; however, the same was not observed for PHPMyAdmin. The

natural speed of discovery was not correlated with discoverability by a predictive

model in any case.

Finally, we evaluate the consistency of vulnerability discovery between iter-

ations of the same predictor; in other words, the tendency of a model training

algorithm to yield predictors which find the same vulnerabilities every time it is

run. This investigation is motivated by the poor correlations which were observed

when addressing the previous questions – after all, if the same vulnerabilities are not

even found from run to run of the same experiment, then there is less of a prospect

for any kind of correlations across experiments.
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In order to measure this, we focus on the consistency of easily discovered

vulnerabilities. In the previous correlation experiments, the discoverability of a

vulnerability was measured by determining how many of the experiment’s predictors

found it. Note that in a single experiment, multiple predictors are trained in two,

nested loops – first, a large set of predictors is trained to locate all the points in

the cost-effectiveness curve, and afterwards, the first step is repeated 10 times to

compensate for the randomness inherent in the training process.

When constructing any given cost-effectiveness curve (i.e. when performing 1

out of the 10 iterations), consider that, if some vulnerabilities actually are found

more easily found than others, then some vulnerabilities will be covered by more

of the curve’s points than others. For any given curve, consider the top one-third

most frequently discovered vulnerabilities. This is the set of easily discovered vul-

nerabilities for that curve. To see if this set remains consistent across iterations, we

examine the extent that the set’s membership changes from iteration to iteration

(i.e. the 10 iterations of the experiment).

Let a1, a2, . . . an be indicator random variables for each vulnerability, modeling

if the vulnerability was (1) or was not (0) in the set of easily discovered vulnerabilities

during an iteration. Note that these random variables are not independent (because

the size of the set is constant) and their distribution must be considered jointly.

However, it still holds that E(Σai) = ΣE(ai).

We now consider the probability that a given vulnerability is in both sets of

easily discovered vulnerabilities across two iterations. This is the probability that

two samples of the random variable are both 1, or (E(ai))
2. Following the same

reasoning as before, the size of the set of vulnerabilities that were easily discovered

in both iterations is Σ(E(ai))
2. If the set of easily discovered vulnerabilities is

completely consistent, then Σ(E(ai))
2 = ΣE(ai) because all ai are 1 or 0. However,

if the set is not completely consistent, then the size measurement will be lower, and
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the magnitude of the difference provides an intuitive guide as to how “inconsistent”

it is.

Finally, we consider the probability that a vulnerability appears in both sets

of easily discovered vulnerabilities when performing two different experiments, or

when attempting to find the same vulnerability with two different experimental

setups. Let bi be the probability that a vulnerability was easily discovered in the

second experiment. The size of the set of vulnerabilities that were easily discovered

in both experiments is then E(Σai · bi) = ΣE(ai) ·E(bi), because ai and bi are drawn

from different joint distributions and are hence independent. This measurement will

get smaller as the set of easily discovered vulnerabilities becomes more inconsistent

across experiments.

In Table 6.43, we use the above formulas to measure the average sizes of various

sets of easily discovered vulnerabilities. The expected values (E) of the random

variables for each vulnerability are estimated by counting how often the vulnerability

was easily discovered over all 10 iterations. Each row of this table represents some

experimental setup which is considered alone, or considered in conjunction with a

second repetition of the same setup, or a different setup. Change refers to a cost-

effectiveness curve built with a set of change-level predictors. Code refers to the

same built with a set of file-level predictors. Finally, Random refers to the size of a

set of vulnerabilities chosen at random, or the expected size of the intersection of two

such sets. Note that a row of the table that lists just one predictor acts as an upper

bound on the size of the set (because a single iteration is completely consistent with

itself), while a row listing two random predictors acts as a lower bound (because

practically, if the set of easily discovered vulnerabilities is completely inconsistent,

then we would expect to see it vary across iterations as if it were completely random).

For all the other rows of the table, we can then judge the consistency of the predictor

by gauging if the measurement is closer to the upper bound than the lower bound.
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Table 6.43: Average number of vulnerabilities that random pairs of predictors have in
common, by prediction method (prediction at recall=.33)

Predictor 1 Predictor 2 PHPMyAdmin Moodle

Vuls Common Vuls Common

Change 10.00 7.00
Change Change 4.32 3.52
Code 10.00 7.00
Code Change 3.39 2.59
Code Code 4.62 3.32
Random 10.00 7.00
Random Random 3.23 2.33

The results indicate that there was little consistency between multiple itera-

tions of the same kind of predictor, and even less consistency between iterations of

different kinds of predictors. When looking at how many easily-discovered vulnera-

bilities two iterations of the same predictor had in common, the total was closer to

what would have been expected from random selection (the no-consistency scenario)

rather than what a completely consistent process would have yielded. For example,

when training two sets of file-level predictors for PHPMyAdmin, comparing the sets

with the 10 most easily found vulnerabilities from each predictor, on average, the

two sets only have 4.62 elements in common.

There is at least some consistency to which vulnerabilities are easily found, as

the average set size did notably exceed the lower bound in all cases. In addition,

file-level and change-level prediction methods were more consistent with themselves

than they were with each other, indicating that there are differences in which vul-

nerabilities are found by these two types of predictors. In general, though, the

poor consistency may partially explain our failure earlier in this section to find any

patterns in vulnerability discovery – it was inevitable, considering that repeating

the same process twice yields two very different predictors. (However, although dif-

ferent vulnerabilities tend to be found during each prediction iteration, the overall

performance of the iterations is more consistent – if this wasn’t the case, then few
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statistically significant results would have been encountered due to the high perfor-

mance variance. In other words, consecutive iterations tended to perform similarly

– they just found vulnerabilities in a different way.)
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Chapter 7

Conclusions, threats to validity, and future work

In this thesis, we have studied, developed, and evaluated a number of tools,

metrics, datasets, algorithms, and experimental setups for predicting the presence

of security vulnerabilities in source code by using machine learning. Our major

contributions and findings are:

A system for defining and constructing families of code and change metrics,

incorporating the following :

• A method to construct harmonized sets of static code metrics and change

metrics which represent the same quantities

• Representations of many common metrics within this system, allowing for

common code metrics and corresponding change metrics to be constructed

• Formulas allowing for additional metrics to be derived by combining other

metrics, in cases where a metric cannot directly be represented within this

system

• Proofs that any family of metrics constructed in this system will contain a

subset of change metrics that satisfy the distance axioms, supporting the the-

oretical validity of these change metrics.

A formalization of methods to transform software repositories and defect data

into datasets for prediction, encompassing the following :

• An in-depth review of how past defect and vulnerability prediction studies

constructed machine learning features and set up experiments
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• A taxonomy of techniques for feature construction and experimental setup

that were identified in this review

• Formal definitions for composable operators which implement selected tech-

niques from the taxonomy, allowing us to set up experiments that use both

static code metrics and change metrics for file-level, change-level, or release-

level vulnerability prediction

Several machine learning meta-learning algorithms which enable effort-sensitive

training and evaluation of vulnerability predictors under diverse experimental setups,

incorporating :

• Definitions of performance indicators for evaluating experimental results, al-

lowing for different kinds of vulnerability prediction techniques to be compared

with each other

• A meta-learning algorithm which utilizes example weighting and class flipping

during the model training process, in order to build effort-sensitive models

that attempt to maximize the benefit of using the model while minimizing the

cost

• A search algorithm that interpolates a cost-effectiveness curve for any type of

machine learning model, spanning the entire range of effort budgets that a user

of a model would likely choose, allowing for a fair and unbiased comparison of

the effectiveness of two models

Tools and datasets to support predictive experiments, including :

• A dataset detailing the evolution of two PHP web application, including fine

grained information on how a set of vulnerabilities was introduced, evolved

over time, and was fixed in each application
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• The public release of this dataset to encourage additional empirical research

of this type

• Algorithms to efficiently compute code and change metrics from an AST-based

representation of PHP source files, ensuring that the theoretical properties

guaranteed previously in this work (such as the satisfaction of the distance

axioms) were satisfied

• A metric development and computation tool which allows for metrics to be

developed within a graphical user interface leveraging the functional represen-

tation of metrics defined previously in this work

• A visualization based on animated scatterplots that depicts the relationship

between metrics in an evolving software system, along with their associations

with the presence of vulnerabilities

A series of experiments in vulnerability prediction, covering machine learning

and experimental setups for prediction, encompassing the following :

• An evaluation of vulnerability prediction models under three setups: file-level

(predicting which files at a given point in time are more likely to be vul-

nerable), release-level (predicting which releases are more likely to introduce

new vulnerabilities into the codebase than others) and change-level (predicting

which file changes, or deltas, are more likely to introduce new vulnerabilities

at a given release)

• A consistent treatment of each setup, evaluating each with the same metrics

and similar feature transformation methods, to ensure that the effects of each

factor affecting performance are examined in isolation

• A method to ensure that dissimilar experiments are run with equivalent,

matched sets of vulnerabilities, eliminating confounding factors and ensuring
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that the results are comparable with each other

• Estimates of the human effort required to find vulnerabilities in various sce-

narios when assisted by machine learning models, quantifying both the raw

amount of effort expended (measured in lines of code) and the proportion of

effort expended (compared to the maximum possible effort in that scenario)

• A method to mix multiple predictive techniques, such as file-level and change-

level prediction, potentially allowing for the particular benefits of each tech-

nique to be realized simultaneously

• Simulations of vulnerability introduction and discovery over time, simulating

how each prediction technique would affect the speed at which vulnerabilities

are discovered, the number of vulnerabilities discovered within a certain time

window, and the number of vulnerabilities that would be caught during quality

assurance techniques before they are discovered “in the field”

• Statistical tests for patterns in vulnerability discoverability measurements, ex-

amining the factors that may make some vulnerabilities easier to discover (by

machine learning models) than others

The following experimental conclusions :

• Effort-sensitive training algorithms improve the effectiveness of machine learn-

ing models under effort-sensitive evaluation criteria but worsen their effective-

ness under non-effort-sensitive criteria.

• The random forest algorithm performed better than other machine learning

algorithms in almost all cases, although in one case, the Naive Bayes algorithm

performed substantially better than others.

• Our novel distance-based change metrics usually outperformed code-delta change

metrics for prediction tasks, although the performance differences were small.
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• It was best to use all available metrics, rather than a subset of the available

metrics, when training predictive models. However, there was no clear benefit

to augmenting basic metric family members with extra, derived combinations

of metrics.

• For release-level prediction, it was best to aggregate all the changes made in

a release with a Shannon entropy-based aggregator, rather than with other

mathematical operations such as sum or mean.

• Augmenting simple code and change metrics with more complex features (such

metadata on releases or recent change history) had no significant, consistent

benefit across both studied applications.

• If the primary quality improvement goal is to maximize the total number of

vulnerabilities found over time (regardless of how they are found), allocating

one’s effort toward a single round of file-level prediction is most effective.

• However, if the primary quality improvement goal is to maximize the number

of vulnerabilities found by quality assurance teams (rather than by the general

public), it is most effective to continuously apply predictive models, allocating

one’s effort toward change-level predictors or mixtures of file-level and change-

level predictors.

• In most cases, our machine learning models more readily identified (discrim-

inated) vulnerable changes than vulnerable, static files. However, because

inspecting changes often meant inspecting the same functionality over and

over again, due to high code churn, the absolute amount of effort required to

utilize file-level predictors was less than for change-level predictors.

• Due to random factors inherent to the model training process, predictors

tended to be inconsistent, in the sense that different models tended to find
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different vulnerabilities on the same dataset.

7.1 Experimental setup contributions

In the previous section, we summarized the primary contributions of this study.

In this section, we discuss in more detail this study’s unique contributions to the

experimental setup aspect of prediction, describing specific ways in which this aspect

of our study extended the previous work.

Predicting vulnerability-introducing changes with machine learning

models: Our study focuses on the prediction of vulnerability-introducing changes,

or changes to software which induce a security vulnerability which was not previ-

ously present. From the standpoint of a software development practitioner, avoiding

vulnerability-introducing changes is paramount. Only by detecting and remediating

new vulnerabilities before the release of the software can the “window of opportu-

nity” for attackers to exploit a system be eliminated. Unlike with some other, less

critical, classes of defects, avoiding vulnerabilities is essential even if the users of the

software are not experiencing any apparent issues, as the damage done by a single

security breach may be irreparable.

As demonstrated in the table of related work, most defect prediction studies

do not attempt to predict defect-introducing changes (or vulnerability-introducing

changes); rather, they only attempt to predict the presence of defects at a single

point in time. Out of the subset of experiments related to the characteristics of vul-

nerable code changes [23, 39, 90, 152], none attempt to predict which code changes

are likely to be vulnerable for the purposes of optimizing a code inspection task.

Tracking vulnerabilities as they migrate across files over time: Al-

though some related work focuses on predicting defect-introducing commits or patches [43,

44, 46, 69, 74, 97], none explores this question for security vulnerabilities. How-

ever, several factors distinguish vulnerabilities (or security defects) from defects in
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general. Vulnerabilities are relatively rare and long-lived. Because vulnerabilities

are relatively rare [179], problems related to imbalanced data in machine learning

models are enhanced. As we demonstrate in Chapter 5, vulnerabilities tend to be

long-lived, possibly because they do not interrupt the normal (non-malicious) usage

of a system, and hence there is no pressure to fix them from users who are not specif-

ically seeking out vulnerabilities. This makes the SZZ [144] algorithm for finding

defect-introducing changes, used by nearly all defect-introducing change prediction

studies [43, 44, 46, 69, 74], unsuitable for our purposes. The only alternative is to

perform a full root-cause analysis to find the inception of the defect [97] or vulner-

ability. As we discuss in Chapter 5, the long life of vulnerabilities ensures that an

SZZ-like approach will yield highly inaccurate estimates of when a vulnerability was

introduced, and furthermore, the vendor’s own data on vulnerability lifetimes tends

to dramatically underestimate or overestimate the actual amount of the time that

the vulnerability was present.

Even when performing file-level prediction, a proper root-cause analysis of a

vulnerability is helpful because knowing when it was introduced and fixed ensures

that the vulnerability was actually present in the file at the time that prediction is

performed. Most defect prediction studies technically build predictive models using

data on defect-prone files, rather than defective files, building the model such that

a file is a “hit” if it had ever been defective during some range of time, even if

the defect had been fixed by the time the model was built. Although this is usually

inconsequential, because an isolated defect fix may only result in a very small change

in the features of the file, this methodology could prevent the recognition of major

code overhauls which increase the quality of a file and reduce the probability of

defects.

Ensuring that defects are actually present in a file when building a model

necessitates that the location of each defect as it migrates from file to file be tracked.
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Because we have collected this data for our vulnerability dataset, all experiments in

this study are done with this assurance.

Release-level prediction: Existing studies in machine learning for defect-

introducing change prediction focus on the prediction of defect-introducing commits

(or on commit-like modification requests [97]). In this study, we explore the alter-

native problem of predicting vulnerability-introducing changes on a release level,

predicting which releases would introduce vulnerabilities (or, on a more granular

level, which files in which releases will become vulnerable). Because release-level

prediction has not been well-studied, the expected benefit of performing such pre-

diction (measured by a reduction in inspected or tested code) had not yet been

quantified before this study. Furthermore, many features which have been used for

change-level commit prediction are not suitable for release-level change prediction.

The release level is a natural unit of granularity for prediction because of the

quality-related activities that may occur before a release. Pre-release testing or

code inspection could be enhanced by using release-level models, and users are not

concerned with which commit introduced a vulnerability (as this information is not

actionable to them); rather, it is only important when a new installation or upgrade

to a new release results in a new vulnerability. In addition, aggregating changes into

releases sidesteps methodological issues related to commit-level prediction, because

commits in the midst of a release cycle may contain partially implemented func-

tionality. This is a particular problem with the open-source projects that we study,

which use simple source control systems that don’t aggregate commits into larger

changesets.

Prediction with features not defined at the file level: Nearly all defect

prediction studies that use metrics act at a file level – more specifically, the metrics

of a specific file are used to predict the occurrence of defects in the same file. The

potential disadvantages of this approach are twofold. First, information on the code
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in other parts of the program is not considered when predicting defects in a specific

file (except to a limited extent with metrics such as coupling metrics), preventing

the context in which a file is used from being considered when predicting defects.

Second, specialized metrics, such as attack surface security metrics [83], cannot

be incorporated into such a model at all. Even if effective defect prediction can

be accomplished without using such specialized metrics, demonstrating utility of

these metrics for defect or vulnerability prediction can serve as a powerful tool for

validating the metric [89, 146] for use in other quality-related activities.

In Section 3.4, we introduce several feature construction operators that work

on release/feature matrices. Any metric that is not defined at the file level can be

incorporated into such a matrix and used in prediction experiments with various

experimental setups.

Systematic, consistent comparison of defect predictor setups: In

this study, we build and evaluate three distinct defect prediction setups – file-level

prediction, release-level prediction, and change-level (release+file level) prediction.

Because all three of these machine learning predictors are evaluated on the same

datasets, we can perform a systematic comparison of the relative benefit that would

be realized by using each predictor, which was previously unknown. This systematic

comparison is enabled through the use of a lines-of-code effort measure to compare

the performance of dissimilar experiments and an effort-aware model training pro-

cess introduced in Chapter 4 which can optimize a variety of classes of machine

learning models for effort-aware prediction.

It is also important that the performance comparison of multiple defect pre-

dictor setups be consistent, in that the same features are used for prediction in each

context to ensure that the observed performance differences are due to the different

prediction setups, rather than the different features. In our survey of related work

earlier in this chapter, we observe that different features have traditionally been
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used for each kind of prediction problem, with software metrics being more common

for file-level prediction and code churn or commit properties being more common

for commit-level prediction. This is due to the fact that traditional software metrics

are typically defined on the level of static source code files – rather than changes –

and many of these metrics have no immediately obvious analog for code changes.

7.2 Threats to validity and future work

In the following sections, we discuss several threats to validity (unexplored

issues that should be explored before utilizing these predictors in real-world appli-

cations) and areas for future work (improvements to the techniques described in this

paper, or additional areas of inquiry opened by the groundwork performed in this

thesis).

7.2.1 Cross-project prediction

Note that in this work, all machine learning work was done with a cross-

validation experimental design. In other words, each model was trained on some

subset of the training data and evaluated on the rest of the data. For example,

for change-based models, a subset of the program’s vulnerable and non-vulnerable

changes was used during training, and the rest of the changes were used during

evaluation. This cross-validation methodology is a common and standard practice

in the machine learning community, and it minimizes confounding factors while

ensuring that the benefit associated with using the entire dataset is realized.

Threat to validity: All experiments were done with a cross-validation setup,

which does not precisely replicate how predictive models would be used in a pro-

duction environment.

In a production environment, one of the following two approaches would have
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been used instead:

• Next-release prediction: When building a model, the organization uses

an application’s past development history and vulnerability data to build a

model. This model is then used to predict vulnerabilities in the next release

of the product. With next-release prediction, the model is highly calibrated

to a particular product; however, the application must suffer from many past

vulnerabilities before the model will become effective.

• Cross-project prediction: With this kind of prediction, a model is trained

on data from one application and then used to predict vulnerabilities in an-

other application. This means that the organization using the model need

not go through the process of preparing a dataset and training a model, and

the organization can begin to realize the benefits of prediction immediately,

without suffering from numerous vulnerabilities first.

Cross-project prediction tends to perform poorly when compared to the kind of

prediction we performed in this study (within-project prediction) due to differences

between the application used to build the model and the target application being

predicted. However, this problem has been well-studied, and a number of methods to

alleviate it have been proposed. Some methods revolve around project clustering [68,

91], the practice of ensuring that the model is trained on a project that has similar

characteristics to the project under prediction. Other methods [118, 159] focus on

filtering, or selectively retaining the portions of the training data most similar to

the project under prediction. Additional methods include ensemble voting [46] or

normalization [169, 175] (ensuring that the attributes in the training project and

the project under prediction have similar ranges).

We note that the normalization issue is similar to the effort-sensitivity issue

which we explored throughout this work, in the sense that models need to be “tuned”
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to be more or less sensitive in some sense. Normalization has had great success

in narrowing the gap between within-project and cross-project prediction, in one

case [175] closing the gap completely. Similarly, effort-sensitive evaluation made the

gap between cross-project and within-project prediction seem much smaller than

it appeared with other evaluation measures [126]. Note that the search algorithm

we used during model training tunes the weights of the input data until it hits a

desired effort budget. This tuning may help compensate for non-normalized data,

especially since [126] effort-sensitive evaluation did so much to improve cross-project

performance.

Future work: Determine if our new effort-sensitive training methodology

improves cross-project prediction performance.

An alternative approach, proposed in our previous work [148], improves cross-

project prediction performance with Confirmatory Factor Analysis. When using

Confirmatory Factor Analysis as part of the prediction process, before predicting

vulnerabilities, a structural model is constructed, which models how software met-

rics are related to more general, underlying characteristics of the software, such as

complexity or cohesion. By fitting the same model on multiple projects, the differing

relationships between these metrics and the characteristics that they measure can

be accounted for and accommodated. Our preliminary results with this technique

show that when performing file-level prediction, the Confirmatory Factor Analysis

technique improves cross-project prediction performance in nearly all cases. Full

details can be found in the cited work.

Next-release prediction is an additional alternative to cross-project prediction

which could be facilitated by our vulnerability dataset. Note that our dataset con-

tains the dates when each vulnerability was announced and patched. These dates

could act as a reasonable approximation to the dates when the developers of each

application became aware of the vulnerabilities because, unlike with commercial
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software development organizations, it is difficult for open-source developers to hide

the existence of vulnerabilities, and hence there is an incentive to patch and an-

nounce them quickly. If these vulnerability discovery dates were incorporated into

the simulations performed as part of this work, then the real-world performance of

next-release prediction could easily be estimated.

Future work: Repeat the experiments performed in this work under a next-

release prediction setup, as opposed to a cross-validation setup.

7.2.2 Moving beyond PHP

In this work, we studied how the presence of vulnerabilities (or the introduction

of vulnerabilities) in PHP web applications could be predicted with machine learning

models. Although our evaluation was limited to PHP web applications, defect and

vulnerability prediction is not limited to this domain by any means, and past studies

have applied these techniques to a wide variety of languages and platforms.

Threat to validity: The conclusions made in this thesis may not generalize

to domains beyond PHP web applications.

One domain where vulnerability predictive models may be especially useful is

in Linux distribution packages. Most Linux distributions disseminate a wide variety

of software (beyond the operating system itself) in the form of standardized pack-

ages. Normally, vulnerability patches are delivered in the form of package updates,

providing a convenient single source for security updates.

In our previously published work [147], we demonstrated how this source of

vulnerability packages could also serve as a vulnerability data source for research

purposes. For future work, we propose that this channel of vulnerability data could

be used to train predictive models, allowing end-users to measure the risk of installing

or upgrading a Linux package by predicting if the installation or upgrade action will

introduce new, unknown security vulnerabilities into a system. This prediction
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would ultimately be done in the same way that we predict PHP web application

vulnerabilities in this work, training models with the source code of packages instead

of the source code of PHP files.

Future work: Apply the predictive techniques introduced by this thesis to

security vulnerabilities in Linux packages.

7.2.3 Enabling reproducible research

As we demonstrated in Chapter 3, previous studies in defect prediction have

used a variety of attributes, experimental setups, and feature construction tech-

niques. The diversity of techniques makes it difficult for practitioners to compare

the results of various studies and determine what techniques would best be applied

in their unique situations. For example, a meta-analysis of past defect prediction

studies [136] found that the explanatory factor with the greatest apparent impact

on the experimental results was the identity of the research group performing the

experiment. Clearly, the success or failure of an experiment should not depend on

who is performing it; rather, the identity of the research group was serving as a

proxy for other, more complex details of experiments that were difficult to model in

a meta-analysis.

The ability to reproduce experimental results in software engineering is im-

portant, as reproduction makes it possible to compare several experimental prac-

tices or discover hidden confounding variables in another’s work. To this end, the

PROMISE [94] repository makes a large number of datasets available to the research

community, and we have made our dataset available as part of our previously pub-

lished work [165]. However, as observed by [87], publishing the raw data that one

used in an experiment is not enough, due to the importance of also replicating the

experimental techniques and models that were used. In response to this issue, we

published a set of scripts as a companion to our previous work [165], which repli-
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cate the experiments and results described in that study. However, developing and

publishing shell scripts for replicating large, complex research results is cumbersome.

In Chapter 5, we described a graphical metric development tool which allows

for a variety of metrics to be developed and visualized for an evolving codebase. We

have prototyped a set of extensions for this tool enabling the collaborative develop-

ment of metrics and execution of prediction experiments. With these extensions,

authorized users can freely design metrics (i.e. machine learning features), select

parameters to train machine learning models, perform prediction experiments, plot

performance curves, and share the prediction results with other authorized users

of the system. We intend to make this tool accessible to the research community,

allowing for both the dissemination of experimental results and for those results to

be improved upon by other members of the community.

Future work: Port the experiments performed in this thesis to a collabo-

rative metric development and experimental tool, allowing for the larger research

community to examine and improve upon our results.

7.2.4 Introducing security-specific features by improving release-level

prediction

In this study, we used traditional software metrics to train vulnerability pre-

dictive models. Although it was possible to build effective predictive models with

these metrics, we propose the investigation of security-specific features which are

specifically designed to perform the task of vulnerability prediction.

Some defect prediction work in the past utilized sophisticated features that

were intended to indicate the likelihood of defects from the very beginning. For ex-

ample, in one study [78], code style warnings were used as a predictive features for

the presence of defects. Because poor style could hypothetically increase the likeli-

hood of coding errors, a predictive model trained on these warnings can statistically
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associate poor coding practices to the defects that they cause.

Code style warnings are easy to incorporate into a predictive model, because

they are isolated to a single location and can be counted in the same way that many

other metrics are. Other security-specific characteristics such as dataflow-based

metrics [30] could be utilized in the same way. However, several other characteris-

tics of software quality which could potentially act as vulnerability indicators are

somewhat more difficult to validate:

• Attack surface: The informal concept of limiting a system’s attack surface

(or limiting the array of opportunities for an attacker to access the system) has

long been linked to security. Recent work in quantifying the attack surface of

software systems [63, 83] defined several metrics that can be used to derive a

numerical attack surface measurement from the software’s architecture. Being

able to associate such metrics with the presence of vulnerabilities could serve

as additional validation that the attack surface metrics can provide a practical

benefit for developers.

• Secure design patterns: Other work related to security design patterns [25,

31, 55] proposes that certain kinds of software architectures or architectural

transformations could be beneficial to software security. These security design

patterns could be used to craft additional metrics which gauge the extent that

each secure (or insecure) pattern is exhibited in the codebase.

Future work: Incorporate security-specific concepts, such as attack surface

and security design patterns, into vulnerability prediction models, in order to assess

the validity of these concepts and improve performance of the models in practice.

As we originally observed in previous work [146], one hindrance to using con-

cepts such as attack surface for vulnerability prediction is that the resulting metrics

are not linked with vulnerabilities on the level of individual files; for example, the at-
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tack surface in one module may enable the exploitation of vulnerabilities in another.

This would prevent a file-level or change-level prediction setup from identifying the

statistical associations required to build a model. However, the release-level predic-

tion setup which we introduced in this work could incorporate such metrics.

Release-level prediction has several advantages over the prediction setups (file-

level and change-level) that tie vulnerabilities to individual files. Aside from having

the ability to utilize metrics not defined on individual files, this prediction setup is

more closely aligned to the ways that certain stakeholders may benefit from using

predictive models. For example, an organization may want to gauge the risk of

upgrading a software package from one version to another. Release-level prediction

could help estimate the likelihood that the upgrade will introduce a new security vul-

nerability into the application. Predictive models could be applied in a similar way

to Linux packages as described previously. However, in this work, the cost/benefit

tradeoffs of our release-level models was generally poor (although better than with

no model at all).

Threat to validity: Performance of release-level models in this work was

poor, leaving doubt that release-level prediction would be a useful technique in

practice.

One potential problem with release-level prediction is that the granularity of

the source code being measured is simply too large. For example, a model may

identify that a major release is highly likely to introduce new vulnerabilities, but

inspecting the major release is difficult because it contains many code changes. If

releases could be divided into more granular units (such as development sprints or

feature branches), similar benefits could be realized with better performance. This

would also bring an increased ability to distinguish effective metrics from ineffective

ones, providing a way to validate which attack surface metrics and design patterns

should actually be considered when attempting to reduce the incidence of vulnera-
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bilities in a new software design.

Future work: Experiment with decreasing the granularity of release-level

prediction setups, in order to improve the performance of this style of prediction.

7.2.5 Discoverability and categories of vulnerabilities

In Chapter 6, we noted that the discoverability of vulnerabilities was generally

unstable, in the sense that training successive predictive models resulted in different

vulnerabilities being discovered every time. The variation in predictive models is

ultimately caused by random decisions made when building these models, includ-

ing the way that cross-validation folds are formed and the random decision trees

constructed when building random forest models.

As we mentioned previously, this random variation is harmless from an exper-

imental standpoint because, although different vulnerabilities were discovered by

different models, there was consistency in the number of vulnerabilities that were

discovered. Nevertheless, this instability merits further study to ensure that it will

not adversely affect the utility of these models in practice.

Threat to validity: The decisions made by vulnerability predictors were

unstable, and different vulnerabilities were discovered from run to run of the same

experiment.

Note that the instability of the discovered vulnerabilities could actually be

beneficial if it could be used to build an ensemble model. Ensemble models combine

the results of multiple, conflicting predictors in order to produce a composite pre-

dictor that often functions better than any of its component parts. In our case, due

to the observed non-linear relationship between inspection ratio and recall, a com-

position of several low-inspection-ratio predictors could perform better than a single

high-inspection-ratio predictor. However, note that the algorithm used throughout

most of this work (random forest) already has some characteristics of an ensemble
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predictor if it is permitted to build a sufficient number of trees.

Future work: Determine if the observed instability in the predictors was

inherent, or if it was an artifact of the cross-validation setup or model tuning pa-

rameters. If it was inherent, leverage this instability with ensembles of predictors

to improve prediction performance.

Additional work is also warranted to better determine how vulnerability cate-

gories affect prediction. In this work, vulnerabilities of all categories were combined

when building predictive models and testing them – in other words, no specific effort

was made to discover vulnerabilities with models trained exclusively with vulnera-

bilities from their own category. Because our dataset was sampled without regard

to vulnerability category, performing such an experiment is difficult, as the existing

data is too dispersed across categories. However, more concentrated data collection

focused on selected categories could determine if certain models (or certain metrics)

are better at finding vulnerabilities in certain categories.

Future work: Determine if vulnerabilities of a given category are found more

easily when using predictive models trained from vulnerabilities in the same cate-

gory.

7.2.6 Vulnerability dataset size and model performance

In this study, the prediction performance of Moodle was generally worse than

that of PHPMyAdmin. This could have occurred for multiple reasons – for example,

it could have been because Moodle has many more files than PHPMyAdmin, or the

characteristics of the application may make it genuinely more difficult to predict

vulnerabilities in its codebase. However, the dataset also contained fewer Moodle

vulnerabilities than PHPMyAdmin vulnerabilities, and we cannot exclude the pos-

sibility that this effect was simply due to having fewer vulnerabilities in its training

set.
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Threat to validity: The Moodle dataset in this work had fewer vulnerabil-

ities than the PHPMyAdmin dataset, potentially hindering the performance of the

experiments done with Moodle.

This raises the possibility of exploring how many vulnerabilities must be

present in a training set before an effective predictive model can be constructed.

In machine learning, more training data generally builds better predictors (at least

until the point of overfitting). However, there is a real-world cost associated with

accumulating lots of training data, as each collected vulnerability represents an-

other security threat which potentially (or actually) made its way into a production

system.

Future work: Perform simulations to determine how many examples of

known vulnerabilities a predictive model must “see” before being able to effectively

predict unknown vulnerabilities in the future.

7.3 Summary

In summary, the major contributions of this work revolved around defining

multiple setups in which machine learning could be used for vulnerability prediction

– file-level, change-level, and release-level – and defining metrics, features, algo-

rithms, and performance indicators such that predictive models under any of these

setups could be built in an equivalent and comparable way. Another major contri-

bution was in the preparation and use of fine-grained vulnerability evolution data,

which made several of the above prediction setups possible. Finally, we had some

success in predicting vulnerabilities by using information defined at the granularity

of entire programs, rather than individual files – through a release-level prediction

setup – although the effectiveness of these predictors was worse than with the other

two setups.
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